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Presentation of ODS2021

This book contains the abstracts of the contributions presented at the International
Conference on Optimization and Decision Science (ODS2021), Rome, Italy, September
14th - 17th, 2021.
ODS2021 is the 50th annual meeting and the first hybrid conference organized by AIRO,
the Italian Operations Research Society and the Department of Statistical Sciences
Sapienza - University of Rome and supported by Springer. ODS2021 aims at being
a unique opportunity for researchers, and practitioners focused on today’s problems
of knowledge, growth, sustainability and operational excellence from various sectors
(quantitative management, engineering, applied mathematics, statistics, computer sci-
ence, economics and finance, medicine and healthcare), private and public companies,
industries and policymakers, to present and share ideas, experiences and knowledge, as
well as to enforce or creating a new cooperation network.
The conference theme is open in the wide field of analytics, optimization, problem-
solving, and decision-making methods and their application in Production, Service,
Knowledge, and IT Systems. However, a special focus is on Optimization in Artificial
Intelligence and Data Science.
A number of short papers submitted to ODS2021 were selected for publication. The
peer-review process was conducted by experts in Operations Research and related fields.
All these contributions will be collected in the Airo Springer Series dedicated to the
ODS2021 conference: https://www.springer.com/series/15947?detailsPage=free
We express our gratitude to the plenary speakers for their invaluable contributions, to
the authors for their work and dedication, and to all members of the Program Commit-
tee and auxiliary reviewers who helped by offering their expertise and time.We deeply
thank Springer for strongly supporting us for the online services for presentation and
participation.

The Organizing Committee,
Department of Statistical Sciences. Sapienza University of Rome.
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Bisheng He , An integrated optimization approach for timetabling and infrastructure
maintenance scheduling problem during night period at microscopic level

Jiateng Yin , Timetable coordination in a rail transit network with time-dependent
passenger demand

Shukai Li , Collaborative train regulation and stop-skipping adjustment strategy of
a urban rail transit line by model predictive control

Pengli Mo, An Exact Method for Integrated Optimization of Subway Lines Opera-
tions Strategy with Asymmetric Passenger Demand and Operating Costs



An integrated optimization approach for timetabling
and infrastructure maintenance scheduling problem

during night period at microscopic level
Bisheng He

Southwest Jiaotong University; bishenghe@swjtu.edu.cn
Xianyin Wang

Southwest Jiaotong University;
Andrea D’Ariano

Roma Tre University, Department of Engineering;
Yongxiang Zhang

Southwest Jiaotong University;

We present an integration of train timetable and infrastructure maintenance schedule
problem during night periods to realize a 24-hours operation and propose an optimiza-
tion model with sub-route at the microscopic level as the basic unit of train operation
to enable an adjustment on the train stop plan. The proposed optimization model is
a mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) model, which is built based on the Big-M
method to schedule the train movement and infrastructure maintenance simultaneously.
Moreover, the objective function of the MILP model is to minimize the deviation of
train departure time, the constraints include train movement constraints, train routing
constraints, block section occupancy constraints, train routing, and maintenance timing
constraints, and speed limitation constraints, and the main decision variables are train
routes, enter and exit times of the trains on each cell, and the start and end times of
maintenance tasks. We take a real world case in the experiments for the validation of
the model. Numerical results show that the model outperformance the models which
fix the maintenance tasks or fix the train stop plan, these results prove the effectiveness
of the integrated model with sub-routes.
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Timetable coordination in a rail transit network with
time-dependent passenger demand

Jiateng Yin
jtyin@bjtu.edu.cn
Andrea D’Ariano

Yihui Wang
Lixing Yang
Tao Tang

With the expansion of urban rail networks and the increase of passengers demand,
the coordination of strongly connected lines becomes more and more important, be-
cause passengers transfer several times during their trips and major transfer stations
in the rail network often suffer from over-crowdedness, especially during peak-hours.
In this paper, we study the optimization of coordinated train timetables for an urban
rail network, which is a tactical timetabling problem and includes several operational
constraints and time-dependent passengerrelated data. We propose a mathematical
formulation with the objective of minimizing the crowdedness of stations during peak
hours to synchronously generate the optimal coordinated train timetables. By intro-
ducing several sets of passenger flow variables, the timetable coordination problem is
formulated as a mixed-integer linear programming problem, that is possible to solve
to optimum. To capture the train carrying capacity constraints, we explicitly incorpo-
rate the number of invehicle passengers in the modelling framework by considering the
number of boarding and alighting passengers as passenger flow variables. To improve
the computational efficiency of large-scale instances, we develop an Adaptive Large
Neighborhood Search (ALNS) algorithm with a set of destroying and repairing opera-
tors and a decomposition-based ALNS algorithm. Real-world case studies based on the
operational data of Beijing urban rail network are conducted to verify the effectiveness
of timetable coordination. The computational results illustrate that the proposed ap-
proaches reduce the level of crowdedness of metro stations by around 8% in comparison
with the current practical timetable of the investigated Beijing urban rail network.
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Collaborative train regulation and stop-skipping
adjustment strategy of a urban rail transit line by

model predictive control
Shukai li

shkli@bjtu.edu.cn
Zebin chen

Andrea D’Ariano
Lixing Yang

Train regulation has received considerable attention with the rapid development of ur-
ban rail transit. The purpose of this paper is to explore the possibility of collaborative
dynamic train regulation and stop-skipping adjustment strategy to cope with the dis-
turbance management in urban rail transit line. By considering the impact of dynamic
passenger flows, an non-linear programming model, with the objective to minimize the
total train deviation from the timetable and enhance the passenger service quality simul-
taneously, is presented and further converted in a mixed integer quadratic programming
model for easy to solve. In addition, the constraints related to the train rolling-stock
plan are taken into account to provide a feasible scheme. Based on a model predictive
control method, the collaborative model can be solved in a real-time manner, laying
a theoretical groundwork for implementation of the collaborative strategy. Computa-
tional results based on the real-world data of Yizhuang metro line of Beijing illustrate
the superiority of the collaborative strategy in comparison with the practical strategy,
and the robustness of the method is further examined through various scenarios of
random passenger demands.
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An Exact Method for Integrated Optimization of
Subway Lines Operations Strategy with Asymmetric

Passenger Demand and Operating Costs
Pengli Mo

Beijing Jiaotong University; mopengli@bjtu.edu.cn
Andrea D’Ariano

University of Roma Tre, Computer science;
Lixing Yang

Beijing Jiaotong University;
Lucas P. Veelenturf
Erasmus University;

Ziyou Gao;

Subway lines connecting different urban functional zones in large cities have direction-
dependent and time-variant passenger demand, namely, asymmetry in passenger de-
mand. Most existing studies adopt a symmetric strategy to design operations in both
directions and sequentially optimize the different problems associated with operations,
thereby failing to meet the asymmetry in passenger demand. This study formulates
an asymmetric operations strategy as an integrated mixed-integer non-linear model to
optimize the entire operational process of rolling stocks from the perspective of service
quality and operating costs. Based on the proposed model, an exact algorithm is pro-
posed with speed-up techniques to quickly generate an optimal solution. To this end,
the original model is decomposed into several sub-problems that can be exactly solved
by using a forward dynamic programming algorithm. Based on actual data from the
Beijing subway’s Yizhuang line, numerical experiments are conducted to investigate the
effectiveness of the asymmetric operations strategy, to identify managerial insights on
the integrated optimization, and to evaluate the performance of the proposed method-
ology.
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Integrated rolling stock deadhead routing and
timetabling in urban rail transit lines

Dian Wang
Southwest Jiaotong University, School of Transportation and Logistics; dianwang@my.swjtu.edu.cn

Andrea D’Ariano
Roma Tre University, Department of Engineering;

Jun Zhao
Southwest Jiaotong University, School of Transportation and Logistics;

Qingwei Zhong
Southwest Jiaotong University, School of Transportation and Logistics;

Qiyuan Peng
Sourhwest Jiaotong University;

This paper investigates an integrated rolling stock deadhead routing and timetabling
problem from the rolling stock scheduling in an urban rail transit line. Given the train
sequences composed of train trips within an operation day, the deadhead routing sub-
problem aims at selecting the deadhead routes between the depots and the first/last
stations of each train sequence. The task of the deadhead timetabling sub-problem
is to determine the arrival and departure times of rolling stocks along these selected
routes. By means of a time-space network, we formulate the studied problem as a
binary linear model, to minimize the weighted sum of total deadhead distance and
total deadhead running time during the depot deadhead operations of rolling stocks.
Owing to large numbers of constraints and variables in our model, a row and column
generation-based algorithm is developed to solve practical-size problems efficiently, by
reducing the numbers of considered constraints and variables. The pricing sub-problem
(to identify new variables) in column generation is decomposed into multiple simplified
problems, each of which is equivalent to a shortest path problem and can be solved
efficiently by using an existing shortest path algorithm. Computational experiments
on a set of hypothetical instances and practical-size instances (including a large real-
world instance) demonstrate that our approach can compute both tight lower bounds
and (near-)optimal solutions (with a maximum relative optimality gap of 1.07%) for all
the tested instances within a maximum time of approximately 3 hours for the studied
tactical problem. Furthermore, our best-known solution for the real-world instance
is better than the empirical solution designed by the rail managers mainly based on
experience.
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Scheduling local and express trains in suburban rail
transit lines: Mixed-integer nonlinear programming

and adaptive genetic algorithm
Lianhua Tang

Tongji University; 1610762@tongji.edu.cn
Xingfang Xu

Tongji University;
Andrea D’Ariano

University of Roma Tre, Computer science;
Yantong Li

Dalian Maritime University;
Xiaobing Ding

Shanghai University of Engineering Science;
Marcella Samá

Roma Tre University, Engineering;

We investigate the train timetabling problem in suburban rail transit lines by consider-
ing (1) the traditional stopping mode (TSM), in which all trains stop at each station,
and (2) the express/local stopping mode (ELM), in which express trains can skip cer-
tain low-demand stations. We first propose two mixed-integer linear programming
models for the train timetabling problem under the TSM with and without capacity
constraints. Next, we develop two mixed-integer nonlinear programming models under
the ELM with and without "overtaking"; thus, a total of four optimization models are
proposed. The objective is to minimize the passenger travel time (PTT). Owing to the
NP-hardness of the studied problem, we propose an adaptive genetic algorithm (A-GA)
that can efficiently solve the four proposed models. The A-GA is customized to solve
the train timetabling problem with train capacity, overtaking, and other operational
constraints, reducing the PTT. To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm,
we conduct numerical experiments on 60 randomly generated realistic instances and a
real-world case study based on Shanghai Metro Line 16. The computational results for
the realistic instances indicate that our A-GA can obtain near-optimal solutions with
significantly less computation time than an established commercial solver. The compu-
tational results from the real-world case study quantify the benefits of considering the
combination of the ELM and overtaking strategies in train timetabling. Furthermore,
we perform a sensitivity analysis on key parameters of our mathematical formulations.
The results provide insights to railway managers on how to set key parameters when
applying the proposed formulations and solution methodology in practice.
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A Branch-and-Price Algorithm for the Weekly Rolling
Stock Planning in High-speed Rail Networks

Yuan Gao
Beijing Institute of Technology; 8626@bjtu.edu.cn

Jun Xia
Shanghai Jiao Tong University;

Andrea D’Ariano
University of Roma Tre, Computer science;

Lixing Yang
Beijing Jiaotong University;

In high-speed rail networks, train units are scheduled to periodically meet all mainte-
nance requirements while at the same time continuing to serve all scheduled passenger
trips. Motivated by the trip demand variances on the days of every week in China, this
paper studies a weekly rolling stock planning (W-RSP) problem that aims to optimize
the rotation plan for the train units on each day of a week, so as to minimize their
operating cost, including any (un)coupling costs and maintenance costs. We model the
W-RSP on a newly developed rotation network by adopting particular nodes and arcs
to address the (un)coupling operations of train units, and then propose an integer lin-
ear programming formulation for the problem. To solve this formulation, we develop a
customized branch-and-price algorithm, which relies on a reduced linear programming
relaxation for computing the lower bound, embeds a diving algorithm for computing
the upper bound, and integrates advanced branching rules for effective explorations of
the solution space. Computational results validate the effectiveness and efficiency of
the proposed solution algorithm, which is able to solve large instances with up to 5034
trips to near-optimality.
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On-line train calendar generation: linear
programming model and algorithmic method

Tommaso Bosi
tbosi@os.uniroma3.it
Andrea D’Ariano

Enhancing the competitiveness of the European railway system, with a view that mainly
focuses on the service quality perceived by travellers, is one of the challenges aimed by
the Shift2Rail master plan. Consequently, the optimization is moving in the same direc-
tion, to reduce travellers inconveniences that may occur while sharing information on
the service availability. Due to the nowadays chaotic and frenetic environment, there is
a need to focus not only on what we transfer to customers but also on how we transfer
it. Train calendars are one of the most basic and important railway transport data for
final users and allow them to know whether a train is available or not, on a specific
day in the calendar. A main purpose of transport companies is to let users, especially
commuters, directly query the ICT system about trains availability, according to an
online approach, and give them clear and brief information, expressed through "intelli-
gen" phrases instead of bit maps. This paper provides a linear programming model of
this problem and an extremely fast and flexible heuristic algorithm to create descrip-
tive sentences from train calendars. The algorithmic method, based on the "Divide
and Conquer" approach, takes the calendar period queried in its whole and divides it
into sub-sets, which are successively processed one by one. The dominant limitation of
previous methods is their strong dependence on the size and complexity of instances,
which is not so good feature for an online tool. The findings show that the algorithm
has a constant computation time even when increasing the problem complexity, keeping
its processing time between 0 and 16 ms, while producing good quality solutions for
railway travellers.
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A Simulation-Optimization Framework for Traffic
Disturbance Recovery in Metro Systems

Marta Leonina Tessitore
Roma Tre University; marta.tessitore@uniroma3.it

Marcella Samá
Roma Tre University;
Andrea D’Ariano

Loic Helouet
Inria Rennes;

Dario Pacciarelli
Roma Tre University;

A safe, fast and energy efficient metro system is one of the key elements for a sustainable
urban transport system. However, due to high frequency of services, metro networks
are heavily affected by disturbances and disruptions which makes them particularly sen-
sitive to train delay propagation. This work analyses how delays due to disturbances
and disruptions propagate in a metro network when different recovery strategies are
implemented. Metro regulators use traffic management policies to recover from delays
as fast as possible, return to a predefined schedule, or achieve an expected regular-
ity of train arrivals and departures. We use as a metro traffic simulator SIMSTORS,
which is based on a Stochastic Petri Net variant and simulates a physical system con-
trolled by traffic management algorithms. To model existing metro lines, SIMSTORS
has been mainly used with rule-based traffic management algorithms. We consider an
enhancement of such management strategies by integrating in a closed-loop framework
SIMSTORS with decision procedures relying on solutions provided by AGLIBRARY,
a deterministic optimization solver for managing complex scheduling and routing prob-
lems. We formulate the real-time train rescheduling problem by means of alternative
graphs and use the decision procedures of AGLIBRARY to obtain rescheduling so-
lutions. Several operational issues have been investigated throughout the use of the
proposed simulation-optimization framework, among which how to design suitable pe-
riodic or event-based rescheduling strategies and how to decide the frequency and the
length of the optimization process. The Santiago Metro Line 1, in Chile, is used as a
practical case study. Computational results on various settings of the framework show
that integrating the optimization algorithms provided by AGLIBRARY to the rule-
based traffic management embedded in SIMSTORS optimizes the performance of the
network, both in terms of train delay minimization and of service regularity.
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Timetable optimisation – on the way from theory to
practice
Gabor Maroti

VU University Amsterdam, Dept of Operations Analytics;g.maroti@vu.nl

The timetable is the best recognisable, and most frequently discussed, product of a
passenger train operator. The combination of high societal relevance and immense
computational difficulty has attracted a vast body of academic research.

This talk summarises our work to turn two recent optimisation approaches to pro-
totype implementations at Netherlands Railways. The first project concerns strategic
timetabling (Polinder et al. 2020), the second project is for short-term timetabling
rescheduling (Van Aken et al. 2016, 2019).

The talk focuses on the conceptual and methodological challenges, as well as on the
preliminary results that showcase the practical applicability of the studied methods.
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Algorithmic improvements for the train routing
selection in large instances

Bianca Pascariu
University of Roma Tre, Engineering; bianca.pascariu@uniroma3.it

Marcella Samá
University of Roma Tre, Engineering;

Paola Pellegrini
Université Gustave Eiffel, COSYS-LEOST;

Andrea D’Ariano
University of Roma Tre, Computer Science;

Dario Pacciarelli
University of Roma Tre, Engineering;

Joaquin Rodriguez
Université Gustave Eiffel, COSYS-LEOST;

The real-time Railway Traffic Management Problem (rtRTMP) is the problem of detect-
ing and solving time-overlapping conflicting request done by multiple trains on the same
track resources. This problem consists in retiming, reordering and rerouting trains in
such a way that the propagation of disturbances in the railway network is minimized.
The rtRTMP is an NP-Hard problem and finding good strategies to simplify its so-
lution process is paramount to obtain good quality solutions in a short computation
time. Solving the Train Routing Selection Problem (TRSP) aims to reduce the size of
rtRTMP instances by limiting the number of routing variables: during a pre-processing
the most promising routing alternatives among the available ones are selected for each
train. This work proposes a parallel Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) to improve the
convergence in large instances. The parallel framework is used to speed up the algo-
rithm, and to diversify a local search in order to escape from local minima. Additionally,
rolling stock re-utilization timing constraints and estimation of train delay propagation
are taken into account in the TRSP model. We analyze the TRSP improvements on
the rtRTMP through an extended computational campaign performed on a French case
study with timetable disturbances and infrastructure disruptions. The model presented
leads to better correlation between TRSP and rtRTMP solutions, while the proposed
ACO algorithm results the best with respect to the state-of-the-art in this topic.
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Optimal microscopic train timetabling: a Swiss case
study

Marcella Samá
Roma Tre University, Engineering; marcella.sama@uniroma3.it

Andrea D’Ariano
University of Roma Tre, Computer science;

Dario Pacciarelli
University of Roma Tre, Computer science;

This work deals with the computation of optimized train timetabling solutions at a
tactical level. The problem is modeled as a Job Shop Scheduling problem using the
Alternative Graph with variables related to train timing, sequencing, and routing de-
cisions. Constraints deal with service intention satisfaction, in terms adherence to the
required time windows for the services, plus additional operational constraints deal-
ing with passengers satisfaction and limited infrastructure, rolling stock, and crew
resources. The objective function is focused on minimizing the maximum deviation
from the intended list of service intentions. Two solvers are compared: AGLibrary,
a state-of-the-art deterministic solver for job shop scheduling problem modelled via
the alternative graph, developed by Roma Tre University, and CPLEX, a commercial
solver developed by IBM ILOG. The former solver is based on state-of-the-art exact
and (meta)heuristic algorithms, while the latter is here utilized to solve a classical big-
M mixed-integer linear-programming formulation of the alternative graph model. This
work springs from a collaboration between Roma Tre University and SBB AG, thus
the two solvers have been tested on instances derived from local networks of the Swiss
railways. For the given computational settings, the state-of-the-art solver outperforms
the latter solver, and it can be applied to compute feasible microscopic timetables with
acceptable maximum deviations and a compatible computation time.
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Heuristic approaches for balancing the average
completion times of two sets of jobs in a

single-machine scheduling problem
Matteo Avolio

University of Calabria, Department of Mathematics and Computer Science; matteo.avolio@unical.it
Antonio Fuduli

University of Calabria, Department of Mathematics and Computer Science;

We introduce a new single-machine scheduling problem, whose objective is to balance
the average completion times of two sets of jobs. Differently from the standard mul-
tiagent problems, which are of the competitive type since each job only contributes
to the objective function of its agent, this problem can be interpreted as a two-agent
cooperative type problem, because both the job classes are involved in the optimiza-
tion of the same objective function. This kind of scheduling problem finds application
in various contexts such as in logistics, services and manufacturing. For solving this
problem, which we show to be NP-hard, we propose some heuristic approaches, based
on Lagrangian relaxation, genetic algorithms and local search strategies. Numerical
results on a large number of randomly generated test problems are presented.
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Mixed Integer Linear Programming for a Real-World
Parallel Machine Scheduling Problem with Workforce

and Precedence Constraints
Giulia Caselli

University of Modena and Reggio Emilia, Fondazione Marco Biagi - School of Doctorate E4E;
giulia.caselli@unimore.it
Maxence Delorme
Tilburg University;

Manuel Iori
University of Modena and Reggio Emilia, Department of Sciences and Methods for Engineering;

Carlo Alberto Magni
University of Modena and Reggio Emilia, Fondazione Marco Biagi - School of Doctorate E4E;

In this work, we consider a real-world scheduling problem occurring in the engineering
test laboratory of a multinational company producing hydraulic components for motion
systems. Similar problems have been solved in the literature under the framework of
resource constrained parallel machine scheduling problems. In our work, the tests on
the hydraulic components are the jobs to be scheduled. Each job must be processed on
a machine and requires an additional human resource to prepare the machine and su-
pervise the job. Machine and workforce eligibility constraints are also included. Release
and due dates are given for jobs. The aim is to minimize the total weighted tardiness.
Each job has a processing time expressed in working days that depends on the machine
and requires a fixed number of hours per day for its assigned worker. Moreover, prece-
dence and contiguity relations between jobs must be respected. We propose a Mixed
Integer Linear Programming formulation to model the problem and demonstrate its
effectiveness on both real-world and randomly generated instances.
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Single machine rescheduling for new orders with
maximum lateness minimization

Elena Rener
Politecnico di Torino;
Vincent T’kindt
Université de Tours;
Fabio Salassa

Politecnico di Torino; fabio.salassa@polito.it

Rescheduling problems typically arise from production facilities that have to deal with
incoming new orders for which is not optimal to be simply schedule them at the end of
an existing schedule of old jobs. Then, a compromise must be given between scheduling
old and new jobs to minimize a scheduling criterion, and minimizing the disruption
induced by perturbing the initial schedule of old jobs. This kind of approach enables
flexibility in the system while not disturbing too much the commitments with the
customers. Hall and Potts (2004) proposed a seminal paper by studying several single
machine scheduling problems. They proposed either polynomial time algorithms or
showed NP-hardness results. The problems tackled by Hall and Potts are considered
again by Teghem and Tuyttens (2014) but on multiobjective side. A generalization of
these problems has been introduced by Zhao et al. (2016) who impose on each old job
a maximum amount of allowed disruption. The problem tackled in this work involves
the minimization of the maximum lateness criterion of all jobs on a single machine
with the additional requirement of no-idle schedules. Moreover, the assumption is that
the total disruption, measured by means of jobs completion of old jobs with respect
to their initial schedule, does not exceed a given threshold. We provide structural
properties and heuristic algorithms. Heuristics are a local search and two matheuristics.
Computational experiments on hard instances show that the local search outperforms
the matheuristic approaches.

[1 ] Hall, N., Potts, C., 2004. Rescheduling for new orders. Operations Research 52,
440-453.

[2 ] Teghem, J., Tuyttens, D., 2014. A bi-objective approach to reschedule new jobs
in a one machine model. International Transactions in Operational Research 21,
871-898.

[3 ] Zhao, Q., Lu, L., Yuan, J., 2016. Rescheduling with new orders and general
maximum allowable time disruptions. 4OR 14, 261-280.
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Adversarial bilevel scheduling on a single machine
Vincent T’kindt

Université de Tours, Laboratoire d’Informatique Fondamentale et Appliquée; tkindt@univ-tours.fr
Federico Della Croce

Dipartimento di Ingegneria Gestionale e della Produzione, Politecnico di Torino;
federico.dellacroce@polito.it

In this contribution we focus on a particular setting in which two agents are concerned
by the scheduling of a set of n jobs. The first agent, called the leader, can take some
decisions before providing the jobset to the second agent, called the follower, who then
takes the remaining decisions to solve the problem. As an example, the leader could
select a proper subset of the n jobs that the follower has to schedule. Notice that
the decisions the agents can take are exclusive: in this example, the follower cannot
decide the jobs to schedule and the leader cannot schedule the jobs. This setting falls
into the category of bilevel optimization (Dempe et al. 2015). In such problems it
is assumed that the leader and the follower follow their own objectives which can be
contradictory, so leading to very hard optimization problems. Recently, many papers
on bilevel combinatorial optimization appeared, here we refer to (Caprara et al. 2016,
Della Croce et al. 2019, Fischetti et al. 2019) just to mention a few. On the other hand,
to the authors knowledge, the literature on bilevel scheduling is much more limited. We
focus here on single machine scheduling under the adversarial framework where the goal
of the leader is to make the follower solution as bad as possible and provide several exact
polynomial time algorithms for different objective functions when the leader can only
modify data of the problem.
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The Knapsack Problem with Forfeit Sets
Ciriaco D’Ambrosio

University of Salerno, Department of Mathematics; cdambrosio@unisa.it
Raffaele Cerulli

University of Salerno, Department of Mathematics;
Andrea Riconi

University of Salerno, Department of Mathematics;
Gaetano Vitale

Universitá degli studi di Salerno;

The Knapsack Problem with forfeit sets (KPFS) is an extension of the recently in-
troduced Knapsack Problem with forfeit pairs (KPF)[1]. KPFS considers a collection
of possibly overlapping sets of items (forfeit sets), each with an associated allowance
threshold and an associated penalty cost. The allowance threshold defines how many
items can be chosen from each set before paying, in the objective function, the associ-
ated penalty cost. We also consider a global limit on the number of allowed violations.
We propose three heuristic approaches: a greedy, a Carousel Greedy algorithm and a
Memetic metaheuristic. We tested and compared the proposed approaches on a wide
set of benchmark instances.

[1 ] Raffaele Cerulli, Ciriaco D’Ambrosio, Andrea Raiconi, and Gaetano Vitale. The
knapsack problem with forfeits. In Combinatorial Optimization. 5th International
Symposium ISCO 2020. Lecture notes in computer science, volume 12176, pages
263-272, 2020.
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In this work, new upper bounds for the Multiple Knapsack Problem (MKP) are pre-
sented. The upper bounds are computed by relaxing the problem to a Bounded Se-
quential Multiple Knapsack Problem (BSMKP) [1,2], i.e., a multiple knapsack problem
in which item sizes are divisible. Such a relaxation, called "sequential relaxation", is
obtained by suitably replacing the items of an MKP instance with items with divisible
sizes. In BSMKP, multiple copies may exist of each item, and items can be partitioned
into classes, each class containing items with the same profit and weight. BSMKP can
be polynomially solved in O(q2 + qm) time [2], where q is the number of item classes
and m the number of knapsacks (the complexity reduces to O(qlogq+qm) when a single
copy of each item exists). We prove that the upper bound provided by the sequential
relaxation is always not worse than that get from the linear relaxation of the classic
Integer Linear Programming model. Computational results on benchmark instances
from the literature show that, in comparison with a classical upper bound for MKP
[3, 4], the sequential upper bounds are very fast to compute and effective in terms of
quality when the ratio n/m is smaller than 3. Improvements of the sequential bounds
requiring the introduction and solution of new variants of MKP are also discussed.

[1 ] Detti, P. A new upper bound for the multiple knapsack problem, Computers &
Operations Research,129, 2021.

[2 ] Detti, P. A polynomial algorithm for the multiple knapsack problem with divis-
ible item sizes, Information Processing Letters, 109 (11), 582-584, 2009.

[3 ] Martello, S. and Toth, P. A bound and bound algorithm for the zero-one multiple
knapsack problem, Discrete Applied Mathematics, 3(4), 275-288, 1981.

[4 ] Pisinger, D. An exact algorithm for large multiple knapsack problems, European
Journal of Operational Research, 114(3), 528-541, 1999.
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We show how to solve a maximum clique problem on a given graph by an equivalent
problem on an auxiliary graph. The transformation has interesting consequences in
the bilevel setting. In fact, it allows to map a clique interdiction problem with edge
interdiction into a clique interdiction problem with node interdiction. As a byproduct
of the mapping, we can generalize to the edge interdiction problem some complexity
and algorithmic results for the node interdiction problem. We describe how to perform
the mapping and derive some new results for the clique interdiction problem.
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Given a finite set U, a family F of subsets Sj of U and a cost cj for each Sj in F,
the "set covering problem" (SCP) seeks to find a subfamily of F that covers U with
the minimum cost. The SCP is well-known to be an NP-complete problem. In this
paper, we introduce a new variant of the problem where a "conflict" occurs between
any two subsets Sj and Sr if they share more than k elements. If two subsets Sj and
Sr are in conflict, they can be selected in an optimal solution provided that a penalty
pjr is paid. The penalty depends on how much the cardinality of the intersection of the
two sets is greater than k. The problem, called "Set Covering Problem with Conflicts"
(SCPC), looks for the cover that minimizes the sum of the total cost of the selected
subsets and the penalties due to conflicts. The problem finds application in different
practical contexts including the optimal location of devices for pollution detection and
the production of medicines with common active ingredients in the pharmaceutical
sector. We introduce two different mathematical formulations for the SCPC, discuss
some simple properties and provide a GRASP algorithm for its solution. The GRASP
algorithm is made of two main phases: the former aims to build a good solution by
means of random choices taken among the most promising ones, while the latter is a
completely greedy local search that improves as far as possible the solution obtained
after the first phase. Preliminary results on new benchmark instances show that the
algorithm is effective and extremely efficient compared to solutions found by Gurobi in
one hour.
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Given an undirected graph G = (V,E), where the set of vertices is partitioned into
k clusters, V 1, ..., V k, the Generalized Minimum Branch Vertices (GMBV) problem
consists in determining a tree in G, spanning exactly one vertex for each cluster, and
with the minimum number of vertices having degree greater than two ([2]). These
vertices are called branch vertices. When each cluster is a singleton, it reduces to the
Minimum Branch Vertices (MBV) problem ([1], [3], [4]), therefore it is NP-hard. In this
talk we present a Branch and Cut algorithm for the GMBV problem, which implements
several facet-defining inequalities, and a procedure to reduce the size of the graph and
provide an initial upper bound.

[1 ] F. Carrabs, R. Cerulli, M. Gaudioso, and M. Gentili. Lower and upper bounds for
the spanning tree with minimum branch vertices. Computational Optimization
and Applications, 56(2):405-438, 2013.

[2 ] Francesco Carrabs, Raffaele Cerulli, Ciriaco D’Ambrosio, and Federica Laureana.
The generalized minimum branch vertices problem: Properties and polyhedral
analysis. Journal of Optimization Theory and Applications, 188(2):356-377, 2021.

[3 ] Luisa Gargano, Pavol Hell, Ladislav Stacho, and Ugo Vaccaro. Spanning Trees
with Bounded Number of Branch Vertices, pages 355-365. Springer Berlin Hei-
delberg, Berlin, Heidelberg, 2002.

[4 ] Selene Silvestri, Gilbert Laporte, and Raffaele Cerulli. A branch-and-cut algo-
rithm for the minimum branch vertices spanning tree problem. Computers and
Operations Research, 81:322-332, 2017.
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Covering Facility Location problems can be found in almost all sectors. In many sit-
uations, it is important that facilities for critical services are located in a robust way
against unpre-dictable events. This is the case, for example, of the healthcare sector,
where some facilities (e.g., ambulances or first-aid centers) are supposed to provide
critical services. Hence, an ac-tive stream of research has focused on proposing models
and solutions that, although deter-ministic, explicitly address a coverage redundancy
for the underlying service to face possible disruption or congestion of the already lo-
cated facilities. In particular, two backup covering problems, BACOP1 and BACOP2
, and the Double Standard Model (DSM) , appear to be standard ways to support
decisions in such situations. In this work, we first propose three new families of mod-
els, namely, k-BACOP1, k-BACOP2, and k-DSM, which generalize the three already
mentioned classical double-level covering models from the literature to any possible kth
level of coverage desired. Then, by implementing a comparative framework based on
simulation and optimization , we assess the models’ efficiency and the quality of the
solutions returned by the proposed models through ad-hoc Key Performance Indicators.
The experiments are conducted over many representative instances with different topo-
logical and demographic characteristics. They involve a static design and the dynamic
simu-lation of disruption scenarios for the already located facilities.
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We showcase a prototype for tactical train timetabling in the busiest and longest rail-
way line in Norway. The software includes a fully interactive interface and it has been
validated by the Norwegian railway infrastructure manager, Bane NOR. The under-
lying MILP model is based on a Benders like decomposition approach that exploits
sophisticated delayed row (and column) generation techniques. The basic decomposi-
tion scheme comes from the previous work of Lamorgese and Mannino (2015), but here
is significantly extended to cover further important details of train operations, such as
turn around times and operational periods. During the yearly (tactical) timetabling
process, the infrastructure manager loads an existing timetable (usually the one from
the previous year) into our software, and uses the interactive interface to make modi-
fications according to the preferences of the train companies for the next year. These
modifications define a new timetable and may introduce several conflicts (i.e., infeasible
train operations), which are usually very time-consuming to fix manually. Using this
timetable as reference, our software constructs a new conflict-free timetable that is as
close as possible to the reference one. In this particular railway line, the prototype is
usually able to compute a conflict-free timetable for an entire year in less than a minute.
This semi-automated workflow may save the infrastructure manager days if not weeks
of work, providing more time to experiment with different scenarios, and improving the
collaboration with train companies.
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We address a very important problem in offshore wind farm design, namely, the com-
bined optimization of the turbine location and of the connection cables required to bring
the electrical power produced by the turbines to a given substation, and eventually to
shore. We first describe a mixed-integer linear programming model that combines pre-
vious proposals from the literature. Then we improve it by a number of additional
inequalities intended to strengthen its linear programming relaxation. In particular,
we propose new classes of Benders like cuts derived from an induced-clique substruc-
ture of the problem. The validity of these cuts is established in a purely combinatorial
way, without resorting to Benders’ standard duality theory, and efficient separation
procedures are proposed. The practical effectiveness of the proposed cuts is established
through computational tests, showing that they do improve very significantly the dual
bound provided by the standard model. We also present an exact Branch-and-Cut
solver for the problem, which separates the new cuts at run-time. Computational re-
sults confirm that the new cuts are instrumental for the success of our exact solver.
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The class social network is a momentous factor when it comes to educational, personal
and professional student success as well as achieving course learning outcomes. Students
and teachers benefit from expanded network connectivity via augmented engagement,
more inclusivity, and efficient diffusion of information. Moreover, student involvement
is of particular importance in virtual teaching modes. In this interdisciplinary work, we
present a novel method for positively influencing the class social network in order to
create new ties. To this end, we develop an in-class grouping strategy based on sociocen-
tric network analysis and optimization that pragmatically expands the students’ social
networks. In contrast to existing routines, our technique focuses on providing each
individual student as many opportunities as possible to establish new ties with class-
mates. Based on the knowledge of existing connections, our procedure systematically
maximizes the overall number of new ties that can be established during the course of a
team project. Our data driven teaming approach is designed for practical use in class.
We describe a process for surveying the class social network, which is used to feed the
model that computes optimal team assignments. We show that the underlying difficult
combinatorial problem of maximizing unrelated intra-team students can be modeled
using a mathematical framework that respects the desired team sizes. Using an integer
programming formulation for a variant of the bin packing problem, we demonstrate the
efficient implementation within spreadsheets. We discuss model extensions to account
for high density networks, team balancing, and team mate forcing and forbidding, al-
lowing for hybridization using existing grouping techniques. In an empirical study, we
provide evidence for the efficacy of our approach using data from 10 industrial engineer-
ing classes that had 253 students and 77 project teams in both face-to-face and virtual
modes collected over the course of a year. In order to quantify the impact of our group-
ing method, we repeatedly surveyed the social networks in both types of classes - those
having optimized teams and those having self-assigned teams. To better understand
the theoretical potential for new ties, we directly compare our process to simulations
of commonly used team assignment methods, random assignment, self-selection, and
the opposing method, which maximizes existing intra-team ties. Through our method,
we demonstrate how the number of new ties can be increased by an impressive 62%
compared to only 17% when allowing students to self-assign to teams. The obtained
results and the received student feedback strongly support the usefulness of our idea
for adaptive class management and student contentment.
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Network design problems have been studied since decades as they can be used to
model many real-life scenarios arising, e.g., in logistics, supply chain management,
and telecommunications. In this paper, we consider a network design problem in which
one has to ensure end-to-end connections with given service requirements associated
to, e.g., delivery speed, reliability, and latency. We introduce a novel mathematical
formulation for the problem in which variables are associated with feasible paths, and
study column generation techniques for solving the linear relaxation of the model. By
embedding these algorithms into an enumerative scheme, we obtain a branch-and-price
algorithm, that we compare from a computational viewpoint with both commercial and
open-source solvers to assess its performances. The computational experiments show
that our algorithm is competitive with state-of-the-art solvers and is able to produce
high quality solutions for medium and large instances in a reasonable amount of time
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The analysis of the efficiency of Operational Units is critical to determine the ones with
the best performance and the potential improvement of the inefficient ones. In this field
the contribution of Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) is well known. However, DEA
only projects the evaluated Operational Units onto the Efficient Frontier. Dominance
Network Analysis is a novel methodology that benchmarks the performance of each Op-
erational Unit with those of the rest creating a directed acyclic network. This network
is composed of nodes that represent the Operational Units and weighted directed links
representing the extant dominance relationship among them. Each link weights the
relative inefficiency between the two connected Operational Units, in a similar way as
DEA does to measure the relative inefficiency of an Organizational Unit and its target
on the Efficient Frontier. Dominance Network Analysis evaluates the role and relative
position of each Operational Unit of the sample. The methodology is flexible and can
use all the concepts and techniques from the field of Complex Network Analysis, pro-
viding also significant visualization capabilities of the given multidimensional dataset.
Dominance Network Analysis has been applied in different situations evaluating how
the structure of the network changes. For instance, the network nodes are extended
by considering three DEA technologies: FDH, VRS and CRS. Also, different relative
inefficiency metrics have been used based on DEA additive inefficiency metrics such as
Measure of Inefficiency Dominance and Proportional Inefficiency Measure. These alter-
natives have an impact on the shortest path for the inefficient Organizational Units to
reach the Efficient Frontier.
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The Inventory Routing Problem (IRP) aims at defining a distribution plan for de-
livering goods from a supplier to a set of geographically dispersed customers over a
given planning horizon. Customers demand has to be met and capacities of vehicles
and customers warehouses have to be respected. Routing and inventory holding cost
are faced and the aim is to determine the distribution plan that minimizes the total
cost. We present aggregate formulations for the problem, where vehicle index is re-
moved. We introduce the basic formulation where capacity and subtour elimination
constraints are modelled through load variables. We show that, by projecting out the
load variables, we obtain the General Fractional Capacity Cuts (GFCC). Then, we
propose a multi-commodity formulation of connectivity constraints, involving a poly-
nomial number of constraints, and we show that it is equivalent to the formulation with
exponentially many constraints. Finally, we enhance the basic formulation through
multi-star inequalities. We perform computational tests on benchmark IRP instances.
Three methods are tested: compact formulation, branch-and-cut and Benders decom-
position. The three approaches are compared with state-of-the art exact approaches for
the IRP presented in [1] and [2]. The results show that our approaches provide much
better lower and upper bounds, despite being able to close the gap in fewer instances.

[1 ] Coelho, L. C. and Laporte, G. (2013). The exact solution of several classes of
inventory-routing problems. Computers & Operations Research, 40(2):558-565.

[2 ] Desaulniers, G., Rakke, J. G., and Coelho, L. C. (2016). A branch-price-and cut
algorithm for the inventory routing problem. Transportation Science, 50(3):1060-
1076.
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In this work we study a long-haul truck scheduling problem where a path has to be
determined for a vehicle traveling from a specified origin to a specified destination.
We consider refueling decisions along the path, while accounting for heterogeneous fuel
prices in a road network. Furthermore, the path has to comply with Hours of Service
(HoS) regulations. Therefore, a path is defined by the actual road trajectory traveled by
the vehicle, as well as the locations where the vehicle stops due to refueling, compliance
with HoS regulations, or a combination of the two. This setting is cast in a bi-objective
optimization problem, considering the minimization of fuel cost and the minimization of
path duration. An algorithm is proposed to solve the problem on a road network. The
algorithm builds a set of non-dominated paths with respect to the two objectives. Given
the enormous theoretical size of the road network, the algorithm follows an interactive
path construction mechanism. Specifically, the algorithm dynamically interacts with a
geographic information system to identify the relevant potential paths and stop loca-
tions. Computational tests are made on real-sized instances where the distance covered
ranges from 500 to 1500 km. The algorithm is compared with solutions obtained from
a policy mimicking the current practice of a logistics company. The results show that
the non-dominated solutions produced by the algorithm significantly dominate the ones
generated by the current practice, in terms of fuel costs, while achieving similar path
durations. The average number of non-dominated paths is 2.7, which allows decision
makers to ultimately visually inspect the proposed alternatives.
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Urban distribution usually requires vehicles to stop at roadside for the driver to perform
the last leg of the delivery by foot. The stops take place in designated areas, called
loading/unloading (L/U) areas. In this talk, a booking system for the management of
the L/U areas is studied as a way to eliminate double parking. In the proposed system,
distributors book the L/U areas in sequence according to their preferences, but subject
to the bookings that have already been placed. The problem to be solved by each
distributor is a Traveling Salesman Problem with Multiple Soft Time Windows. The
solution provided by the booking system is discussed and compared with the current
use of the L/U areas.
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The spreading of the new electronic forms of communication has led to a fall of the
postal volumes which is pushing the postal service provider companies to change and re-
think their collection operations. More precisely, it is easy to understand that postboxes
represent both a cost for the service providers and an opportunity for the users. Indeed,
on the one hand, they require to be maintained and daily visited by a postman to
collect the letters and, on the other hand, they are the main access points to the postal
network, whose reduction could result in a deterioration of the quality of the service
(Bruno et al., 2020). In this context, our work addresses the problem of reorganizing the
collection operations of a postal service provider through the reduction of the number
of postboxes located in an area. This reorganization has also to take into account
the universal nature of the postal services and, consequently, the quality standards
fixed by the regulatory authority. The problem is formulated as a location-routing
problem (Drexl and Schneider, 2015) where the number of postmen employed for the
collection operations is minimized and the accessibility of the postboxes for the users is
guaranteed. Exact and heuristic solution methods have been developed and tested on
instances based on real data sets (Boccia et al., 2020). The computational results show
the effectiveness of the proposed methodologies. The work concludes with a discussion
about the possibility of extending the proposed approach to the reorganization of the
distribution and delivery activities through the usage of parcel lockers, whose usage is
increasing with the continuous rise of e-commerce market.
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We study different policies for an Inventory Routing Problem in which time varying
customer demands must be served by a fleet of vehicles from a depot over a time
horizon. Delivery can be such that each customer is served by either one (unsplit)
or multiple (split) vehicles on each day. Replenishment can be either maximum level
(ML) or order-up-to level (OU). Our goal is to compare the four policies obtained by
combining unsplit/split and ML/OU, in the worst case and on average.
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New advanced information systems, digital technologies and mathematical models are
required to achieve the targets of the sustainability and circular economy paradigms.
This trend expanded in particular with the growing interest in production sustainabil-
ity, pollution, recycling and waste management in order to achieve economic growth
and development while preventing their negative impact on the environment. In this
scenario are both smart facilities, where data flows steadily between well connected
work stages, and the opportunity of using that information to better support waste
management, thus enabling circular economy objectives. Circular economy includes
products, but also infrastructure, equipment and services offered by waste recycling
centers where materials are collected and then sorted to be converted in secondary raw
materials. Because circular economy imposes a new view of operations with the aim
of zero waste, in order to obtain this result it is critical to adopt an holistic approach
and to optimize every step of production and logistics processes. These targets are
addressed in this work by the development of an integrated models framework that is
fueled by data and supported by mathematical models and analysis techniques such as
machine learning and decision models like those of operations research. In the presented
framework each model output become an input of the following model. A mixed inte-
ger programming model is used to optimize the sorting operations while a pick-up and
delivery routing model supports the logistic operations. In the end, a machine learning
model performs process cost analysis once both logistic and sorting processes have been
optimized. Decision makers can use those outcomes to support and verify management
decisions, such as updating contracts of loss making customers or increasing service
level in profitable locations. Validation of the approach as be done with data of a real
test case with promising preliminary results.
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We consider an uncapacitated location problem where p facilities have to be located in
order to serve a given set of customers, and we assume that a customer requesting for a
service has to reach a facility at his/her own cost. In this setting, a central issue is that
of fairness among customers for the accessibility to the services provided. Every choice
regarding the location of facilities corresponds to a distance distribution of customers
to reach an open facility. Minimizing the average of this distribution would lead to
a p-median problem, where system efficiency is optimized but the fair treatment of
users is neglected. Minimizing the maximum (worst-case) of the distribution would
lead to a p-center problem, where the unfair treatment of users is mitigated but system
efficiency is neglected. To compromise between these two extremes, we minimize the
conditional β-mean, i.e., the average distance traveled by the 100 xβ% of customers
farther from a facility. We call Fair Facility Location Problem (FFLP(β)) the resulting
optimization problem, which is formulated as a Mixed-Integer linear Program (MIP)
with a proven integer-friendly property. We propose a heuristic framework to produce
a set of representative solutions to the FFLP(β). The framework is based on Kernel
Search, a heuristic scheme that has been shown to obtain high-quality solutions for a
number of MIPs. Computational experiments are reported to validate the quality of
the solutions found by the proposed solution algorithm, and to provide some general
guidelines regarding the trade-off between average and worst-case optimization. Finally,
we report on a case study stemming from the screening activities related to the pandemic
triggered by the SARS-CoV-2 virus. The case study regards the optimal location of a
number of drive-thru temporary testing sites for collecting swab specimens.
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We present a linear–quadratic Stackelberg game with a large number of followers and
we also derive the mean field limit of infinitely many followers. The relation between
optimization and mean-field limit is studied and conditions for consistency are estab-
lished. Finally, we propose a numerical method based on the derived models and present
numerical results.
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The notion of maximal monotone operator dates back to the sixties and, since then,
it has been extensively studied in literature. One of the main interest for maximal
monotone operators is the strong relationship between convexity of a function and
maximal monotonicity of its associated subdifferential operator. In recent years different
generalizations of monotonicity have been proposed, both in the scalar and in the set-
valued case, in finite and infinite dimensional spaces. Among them the most studied are,
without a doubt, pseudomonotonicity and quasimonotonicity. Many nice properties of
these classes of operators have been proved, but little effort has been devoted to the
study of a suitable notion of maximality. To fill this gap, Hadjisavvas in 2003 introduced
and studied maximal pseudomonotone operators on Banach spaces, while the notion
of maximality for quasimonotone operators has been addressed in the recent works by
Aussel and Eberhard (2013), and by Bueno and Cotrina (2019) In this work we define
a new notion of maximality for a quasimonotone operator defined on a Banach space,
different from the previous ones, that is based both on the notion of quasimonotone
polar of an operator T and on its behaviour at the points in the interior of the effective
domain of T. This property is enjoyed, in particular, by the adjusted normal cone
operator to the sublevel sets of a quasiconvex, lower semicontinuous and solid function.
The interest in studying the properties of this map is due to the crucial role it plays in
characterizing quasiconvexity. In particular, the cone upper semicontinuity is proved in
the domain of a function in case the set of global minima has non empty interior.
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In this talk we investigate quasi equilibrium problems in a real Banach space under
the assumption of Brezis pseudomonotonicity of the function involved. To establish
existence results under weak coercivity conditions we replace the quasi equilibrium
problem with a sequence of penalized usual equilibrium problems. To deal with the
non compact framework, we apply a regularized version of the penalty method. The
particular case of set-valued quasi variational inequalities is also considered.
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We deal with nested affine variational inequalities, i.e., hierarchical problems involving
an affine (upper-level) variational inequality whose feasible set is the solution set of
another affine (lower-level) variational inequality. We apply this modeling tool to the
multi-portfolio selection problem, where the lower level variational inequality models
the Nash equilibrium problem made up by the different accounts, while the upper-
level variational inequality is instrumental to perform a selection over this equilibrium
set. We propose a projected averaging Tikhonov like algorithm for the solution of this
problem, which only requires the monotonicity of the variational inequalities for both
the upper and the lower-level in order to converge. Finally, we provide complexity
properties.
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In the paper an emission pollution permit system for a dynamic traffic equilibrium
model based on origin/destination pairs is presented. The time dependent equilibrium
conditions are expressed by an evolutionary variational inequality. Thanks to the vari-
ational formulation, existence and continuity results for equilibrium distributions are
established.
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We consider the optimization problem of minimizing a continuously differentiable func-
tion subject to both convex constraints and sparsity constraints. By exploiting a mixed-
integer reformulation from the literature, we define a necessary optimality condition
based on a tailored neighborhood that allows to take into account potential changes of
the support set. We then propose an algorithmic framework to tackle the considered
class of problems and prove its convergence to points satisfying the newly introduced
concept of stationarity. We further show that, by suitably choosing the neighborhood,
other well-known optimality conditions from the literature can be recovered at the limit
points of the sequence produced by the algorithm. Finally, we analyze the computa-
tional impact of the neighborhood size within our framework and in the comparison with
some state-of-the-art algorithms, namely, the Penalty Decomposition method and the
Greedy Sparse-Simplex method. The algorithms have been tested using a benchmark
related to sparse logistic regression problems.
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A Brain-Computer Interface (BCI)[1] is a system that records central nervous system
(CNS) activity and translates it into control commands for external devices. A com-
mon method to measure the CNS activity are EEGs. An example of BCI is the P300
Speller[2], a brain writer which allows people affected by severe diseases such as ALS to
communicate with the outside. The P300 Speller consists of a 6x6 alpha-numeric ma-
trix. During a trial, the user focuses their attention on a specific character of the matrix.
Each trial consists of multiple iterations; during each iteration, all rows and columns of
the matrix flash in a random order; when a row/column that contains the target charac-
ter flashes, a specific brain pattern can be detected in EEGs. Classification algorithms
such as Stepwise Linear Discriminant Analysis[3] and Support Vector Machines[4] can
be used to detect target characters. In our work, we propose a new SVM-based training
problem (M-SVM) specifically designed for the P300 Speller’s paradigm. Then, we pro-
pose a new decision function, the Optimized-Score Based Function (OSBF), which gives
scores to stimuli according to the confidence in their classification. Assigning scores to
stimuli requires to solve a Mixed-Integer Linear Programming problem (MILP). BCIs
can also be used in a collaborative environment to perform a group decision-making
process[5]. In this framework EEGs are used to measure users’ confidence in order
to weigh individual opinions[6,7]. In our work, decision values resulting from a SVM
are used to measure the user’s confidence; our idea was to adapt the OSBF’s MILP
problem to assign each user a score that depends both on their decision value and on
their reliability with respect to other subjects in the group. Results obtained in both
applications were significantly above state-of-the-art performances. This shows that
optimization methods can be successfully employed to build more efficient BCIs that
can better suit for real-life scenarios.

[1 ] J. Wolpaw and E. W. Wolpaw, Brain-computer interfaces: principles and prac-
tice. OUP USA, 2012.

[2 ] L. A. Farwell and E. Donchin, "Talking off the top of your head: toward a mental
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prosthesis utilizing event-related brain potentials", Electroencephalography and
clinical Neurophysiology, vol. 70, no. 6,pp. 510-523, 1988.

[3 ] N. R. Draper and H. Smith, Applied regression analysis, vol. 326. John Wiley
& Sons, 1998.

[4 ] J. Friedman, T. Hastie, and R. Tibshirani, The elements of statistical learning,
vol. 1. Springer series in statistics New York, 2001.

[5 ] J. A. Marshall, G. Brown, and A. N. Radford, "Individual Confidence-Weighting
and Group Decision-Making", Trends in Ecology and Evolution, vol. 32, no. 9,
pp. 636-645, 2017.

[6 ] R. Poli, D. Valeriani, and C. Cinel, "Collaborative Brain-Computer Interface for
Aiding Decision-Making", PLoS ONE, vol. 9, p. e102693, jul 2014.

[7 ] D. Valeriani, R. Poli, and C. Cinel, "Enhancement of Group Perception via a
Collaborative Brain-Computer Interface",IEEE Transactions on Biomedical En-
gineering, vol. 64, pp. 1238-1248, jun 2017.
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We propose a novel Mixed Integer Nonlinear Programming (MINLP) model for sparse
optimization, based on the use of the polyhedral k-norm. We put special emphasis on
the application of sparse optimization in Feature Selection for Support Vector Machine
(SVM) classification. We address the continuous relaxation of the problem, which comes
out in the form of a fractional programming problem (FPP). In particular we consider
two possibilities for tackling FPP, either reformulating it via a DC (Difference of Con-
vex) decomposition or by adopting a multi objective reformulation. We present some
numerical results obtained by using ad hoc linearization algorithms.
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The polyhedral k-norm consists of the sum of k maximal components (in modulus) of
any vector and has been recently used to deal with sparse optimization and sparsity-
constrained optimization, where the problem is to find a minimum of a nonlinear func-
tion while controlling the number of the non-zero components of the solution. The
problem is relevant, in particular, in the Machine Learning framework, when efficient
classifiers are to be designed through the Feature Selection (FS) process, aimed at
detecting the smallest number of attributes which are really relevant in view of clas-
sification quality. We will survey some different ways to embed k-norm minimization
into FS, focussing, in particular, on the Support Vector Machine (SVM) paradigm.
Models of Mixed Integer Nonlinear Programming will be examined together with some
continuous formulations, both convex and non convex.
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An almost cyclic 2-coordinate descent method with
active-set identification

Andrea Cristofari
University of Padua, Department of Mathematics "Tullio Levi-Civita"; andrea.cristofari@unipd.it

A block coordinate descent method is described for the minimization of a continuously
differentiable function subject to one linear equality constraint and simple bounds on
the variables. The working set is chosen by means of an almost cyclic rule that considers
the distance of the variables from the bound, thus not requiring first order information.
Convergence to stationary points is proved with different line search strategies, including
the Armijo line search. Moreover, finite active set identification is established for non-
convex functions and, for strongly convex functions, complexity results on the number
of iterations required to identify the active set are given. Numerical results are finally
provided.
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Cluster detection plays a fundamental role in the analysis of data. In this paper, we
focus on the use of s-defective clique models for network based cluster detection and
propose a nonlinear optimization approach that efficiently handles those models in prac-
tice. In particular, we introduce an equivalent continuous formulation for the problem
under analysis, and we analyze some tailored variants of the Frank-Wolfe algorithm that
enable us to quickly find maximal s-defective cliques. The good practical behavior of
those algorithmic tools, which is closely connected to their support identification prop-
erties, makes them very appealing in practical applications. The reported numerical
results clearly show the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
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In this work we consider the solution of large scale (possibly nonconvex) unconstrained
optimization problems. We focus on Truncated Newton methods which represent one of
the commonest methods to tackle such problems. In particular, we follow the approach
detailed in [4], where a modified version of the Bunch and Kaufman decomposition
[1] is proposed for solving the Newton equation. Such decomposition is used within
SYMMBK routine as proposed by Chandra in [6] (see also [7, 16, 17]) for iteratively
solving symmetric possibly indefinite linear systems. The proposal in [4] enabled to
overcome a relevant drawback of nonconvex problems, namely the computed search
direction might not be gradient-related. Here we propose further extensions of such
approach, aiming at improving the pivoting strategy of the Bunch and Kaufman de-
composition and enhancing its flexibility.

[1 ] Bunch, J., Kaufman, L.: Some stable methods for calculating inertia and solving
symmetric linear equations. Mathematics of Computations 31, 163-179 (1977)

[2 ] Caliciotti, A., Fasano, G., Nash, S.G., Roma, M.: An adaptive truncation cri-
terion, for linesearch-based truncated Newton methods in large scale nonconvex
optimization. Operations Research Letters 46, 7-12 (2018)

[3 ] Caliciotti, A., Fasano, G., Nash, S.G., Roma, M.: Data and performance pro-
files applying an adaptive truncation criterion, within linesearch-based truncated
Newton methods, in large scale nonconvex optimization. Data in Brief 17, 246-255
(2018)

[4 ] Caliciotti, A., Fasano, G., Potra, F., Roma, M.: Issues on the use of a modified
Bunch and Kaufman decomposition for large scale Newton’s equation. Compu-
tational Optimization and Applications 77, 627-651 (2020)

[5 ] Caliciotti, A., Fasano, G., Roma, M.: Preconditioned nonlinear conjugate gra-
dient methods based on a modified secant equation. Applied Mathematics and
Computation 318, 196-214 (2018)

[6 ] Chandra, R.: Conjugate gradient methods for partial differential equations.
Ph.D. thesis, Yale University, New Haven (1978). Research Report 129
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[7 ] Conn, A.R., Gould, N.I.M., Toint, P.L.: Trust region methods. MPS-SIAM
Series on Optimization, Philadelphia, PA (2000) 10 Giovanni Fasano and Massimo
Roma

[8 ] Dembo, R., Eisenstat, S., Steihaug, T.: Inexact Newton methods. SIAM Journal
on Numerical Analysis 19, 400-408 (1982)

[9 ] Dembo, R., Steihaug, T.: Truncated-Newton algorithms for large-scale uncon-
strained optimization. Mathematical Programming 26, 190-212 (1983)

[10 ] Fasano, G.: Planar-conjugate gradient algorithm for large-scale unconstrained
optimization, Part 1: Theory. Journal of Optimization Theory and Applications
125, 523-541 (2005)

[11 ] Fasano, G.: Planar-conjugate gradient algorithm for large-scale unconstrained
optimization, Part 2: Application. Journal of Optimization Theory and Applica-
tions 125, 543-558 (2005)

[12 ] Fasano, G.: Lanczos-conjugate gradient method and pseudoinverse computation,
in unconstrained optimization. Journal of Optimization Theory and Applications
132, 267-285 (2006)

[13 ] Fasano, G., Roma, M.: Iterative computation of negative curvature directions
in large scale optimization. Computational Optimization and Applications 38,
81-104 (2007)

[14 ] Fasano, G., Roma, M.: Preconditioning Newton-Krylov methods in nonconvex
large scale optimization. Computational Optimization and Applications 56, 253-
290 (2013)

[15 ] Grippo, L., Lampariello, F., Lucidi, S.: A truncated Newton method with non-
monotone linesearch for unconstrained optimization. Journal of Optimization
Theory and Applications 60, 401-419 (1989) 16. HSL: A collection of Fortran
codes for large scale scientific computation. http://www.hsl.rl.ac.uk/

[17 ] Marcia, R.: On solving sparse symmetric linear systems whose definiteness is
unknown. Applied Numerical Mathematics 58(4), 449-458 (2008)

[18 ] Nash, S.: A survey of truncated-Newton methods. Journal of Computational
and Applied Mathematics 124, 45-59 (2000)

[19 ] Nash, S., Sofer, A.: Assessing a search direction within a truncated-Newton
method. Operations Research Letters 9, 219-221 (1990)
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More and more unexpected events occur in metro systems, which may cause serious
disturbances and even disruptions for the operation of trains. This paper studies an
integrated train rescheduling and rolling stock circulation planning problem for the
complete blockage situations in a metro line. We consider several key practical train
operation constraints, including the maximum number of available rolling stocks, the
turnaround constraints, the service connection constraints. This problem is viewed
as a complex multi-objective mixed integer linear programming (MILP) formulation,
where the objectives involve the deviations with respect to the timetable, the (partial)
cancellations, and the headway deviations of train services. A two-stage approach is also
developed to enhance the computational efficiency, where a smaller-size optimization
problem is solved in the first stage, by considering a set of key turnaround stations only,
while the original MILP problem is solved in the second stage by fixing some binary
variables according to the first stage solution. In addition, we propose a heuristic
technique that is based on introducing a new set of constraints to reduce the search
space without eliminating potentially good solutions. Comprehensive experiments are
investigated based on the practical data of Beijing Subway Lines, where the proposed
integrated models and approaches yield much better solutions when compared with
a widely used strategy, i.e., holding (waiting at station) strategy and the sequential
approach. Moreover, the impacts of the complete blockage locations/durations and
the effects of different weight settings in the multi-objective optimization are deeply
analyzed.
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Traffic perturbations in railway systems may give rise to conflicts, which cause delays
w.r.t. the timetable. Dealing with them requires solving the real-time Rail Traffic
Management Problem (rtRTMP). A subproblem of the rtRTMP is the real-time Energy
Consumption Minimization Problem (rtECMP). It defines the speed profiles along with
the timing of multiple trains in a given network and time horizon. It takes as input
the train routing and precedences computed by a rtRTMP solver and its objective is to
minimize train energy consumption and total delay. In this paper, we propose an Ant
Colony Optimization algorithm for the rtECMP and we test it on the French Pierrefitte-
Gonesse control area with dense mixed traffic. The results show that in 30 seconds a
remarkable exploration of the search space is performed before convergence.
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Due to the increasing passenger volume, many stations in city centres are overcrowded.
Conflicts among passenger flows, i.e., more than one flow of passengers in the same
area at any time, can present confusion, health/safety risks and significantly reduce
the walking speed, thus reducing the station capacity, especially when dealing with
bi-directional passenger flows. To best utilize the existing space in stations, passenger
movements need to be smartly managed to avoid such conflicts. This research proposes
an optimization tool for managing passenger flows inside complex and busy railway
stations. Whilst much research has modelled the flow of passengers as continuous vari-
ables, this research considers the flow of passengers to be discrete and its direction to be
changeable; we thus formulate it by using discrete optimization techniques. Platform
numbers are announced based on the optimized timing regarding each group of pas-
sengers proceeding to/from a departure/arrival platform. We formulate this passenger
management problem as a special Job Shop Scheduling problem (JSP) and solve it by
using an Alternative Graph (AG) based solver, AGLibrary. Each station is divided
into sub-areas, which are considered as resources, while each group of passengers is
considered as a job in the JSP model. The goal is to schedule the platform number
announcement times, to avoid conflicts between passenger flows and to allow trains to
depart with a minimum delay. Due to the problem complexity and the need to find the
best possible solution within a very limited computation time, effective algorithms are
used based on AGLibrary. A practical case study in London is adopted to investigate
the potential of the proposed tool. Preliminary results show that the conflicts between
passenger flows can be significantly reduced, within a suitable computation time. We
believe that the proposed tool can be used to support the decision makers to compute
more informed and better optimized decisions.
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Railway services are operated following a predefined timetable. However, their execu-
tion is often perturbed by unexpected events that make this timetable infeasible. Delay
caused by these events is named primary delay, and it implies that trains occupy tracks
at times that are different from the planned one. Depending on traffic and track layout,
these late occupations may bring to conflicts, in which at least one train must slow
down or even stop to preserve safe separation. This slowing down generates secondary
delay, which may quickly propagate in the network. This problem is named real-time
Railway Traffic Management Problem (rtRTMP). We propose a neighborhood-based
traffic management algorithm, following to some extent the problem conception of [3].
As in the latter paper, we model the infrastructure microscopically. In particular, we
precisely model the interlocking system which ensures correct train routing and safe
separation through block sections, where only one train at a time is allowed. Our al-
gorithm consists in making asynchronous traffic management decisions. Asynchronous
decisions are made also in [2], where train movements are split in so called temporal
ticks to assess the presence of deadlock in a single track network with passing loops. In
our case, these decisions allow trains to reach their destination aiming at the minimiza-
tion of delay propagation. Specfically, we identify the neighborhood of a reference train
whenever a decision is to be made on its route or on the precedence with respect to
another train. This neighborhood includes only the trains that may use track sections
in common with the reference one, in the vicinity of the latter’s current location and in
the very near future. Traffic is then managed by applying an optimization approach as
the one by [1], only considering trains in the neighborhood and the identified possibly
common track sections. By doing so, alternative routes are taken into account, but
they are as short as possible. This allows limiting the size of the instance and hence
the optimization time. Moreover, whenever possible, it avoids making decisions that
may have to be modified in the future, when the neighborhood is recomputed. How-
ever, routes must be long enough to guarantee that no deadlocks occur right out of the
neighborhood due to the decisions made here. The algorithm starts identifying the con-
cerned trains and their shortest but long enough routes. Then, it follows the principle
that has proved to be successful in [1], simultaneously optimizing routes and schedules.
We theoretically show that, in single track networks with passing loops, this algorithm
guarantees the achievement of a deadlock-free network-level solution, if it exists.

[1 ] Pellegrini, P., Marliere, G., Pesenti, R., Rodriguez, J.: RECIFE-MILP: An
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effective MILP-based heuristic for the real-time railway traffic management prob-
lem. IEEE Transactions on Intelligent Transportation Systems 16(5), 2609-2619
(2015).

[2 ] Sasso, V.D., Lamorgese, L., Mannino, C., Onofri, A., Ventura, P.: The tick for-
mulation for deadlock detection and avoidance in railways traffic control. Journal
of Rail Transport Planning & Management 17, 100239 (2021)

[3 ] Van Thielen, S., Corman, F., Vansteenwegen, P.: Considering a dynamic impact
zone for real-time railway traffic management. Transportation Research Part B:
Methodological 111, 39 - 59 (2018)
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When major disruptions occur in a rail network, the infrastructure manager and train
operating companies may be forced to stop trains until the normal status is recovered.
Despite a large literature on disruption management (see Cacchiani et al. (2014),
Corman and Meng (2015), Ghaemi et a. (2017)), the problem of finding a location where
the trains can safely be parked during the critical situation has been rarely addressed.
The ILP approach we developed, the Safe Place Assignment Problem (SPAP), serves
the purpose of identifying, for each train, a location (a safe place) where the train can
hold during the disruption, avoiding to disconnect the network and allowing a quick
recovering of the original plan, at restart. The safe place assignment pursues three
distinct and somehow conflicting objectives: to avoid that when the disruption is lifted
trains are bound-to-deadlock; to leave some paths free of trains so that worker trains
can reach the disrupted area; to "push" trains as far along their routes as possible,
so as to mitigate the impact of the disruption in terms of train delays. We translate
such conditions into constraints and objective of a suitable binary formulation of the
problem. Two main application contests where tested: the disruption management,
when a major blockage occurs in the network; and the partial plan recovering, when
the train company does not have at hand a solution for the entire planning horizon.
Computational results on a set of instances provided by a class 1 U.S. railroad show
how the approach can be used effectively in the real-life setting, by returning optimal
assignments in fractions of second.
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Among disruptive events that may happen on railways, deadlocks are one of the most
severe, as they require time and costly operations to be resolved. Deadlocks are caused
by a subset of trains that, given their current positions, cannot reach their destinations
unless at least one of the trains is pushed back first. Given their severity, these situations
should be prevented by all means. However, when they do occur, it is crucial to identify
them as early as possible so that recovery operations can begin immediately and their
impact on the network is minimised. In European railways deadlocks are relatively rare,
because timetables are defined well in advance and, most importantly trains are usually
short enough to fit within one station. This is not the case in North-America, and more
in general in predominantly freight-hauling railways, where trains are instead typically
very long and there is often little capacity. In this work we present an exact, pseudo-
polynomial algorithm for identifying a deadlock between a pair of trains. Computational
results in real-life instances show how this algorithm works very well in practice, and
thus can be used as a basis for real-time applications. Moreover, we show that the
problem of identifying a deadlock between two trains can be solved in polynomial time,
making it, to the best of our knowledge, one of the very few cases of polynomially
solvable deadlock detection problems.
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In low demand areas, conventional public bus systems easily become too expensive to
operate. Therefore, appropriate demand-responsive systems should be designed. We
optimize and analyze the operation of a semi-flexible demand-responsive feeder bus
system, connecting a low demand area to a city center or transportation hub. The
feeder system is composed of a number of lines with a predefined initial route. These
lines are operated during a number of consecutive operation periods. A mathematical
model optimizes the possible detours and shortcuts that buses on these lines are allowed
to use, assuming the demand for each bus stop during each operation period can be
estimated accurately. Detours of at most one or two bus stops and all possible shortcuts
in the initial route are allowed. The objective function is to minimize the passengers
average travel time, including waiting time. Constraints limit the maximum travel
distances of each bus. A simulation evaluates the system’s performance for both the
predefined initial routes and the semi flexible demand responsive routes. Two situations
are considered: one where all passengers are assumed to be present at the bus stop from
the beginning of each operation period and one where passengers arrive randomly during
the operation period. The results show the impact of these two situations. Moreover,
when the number of stops without demand during a certain operation period increases,
the passengers travel times decrease when using the semi flexible service. Finally, the
detours of at most two stops obtain better results in passengers average travel time
than detours of at most one stop. However, a few passengers experience longer travel
times due to the extended routes.
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A major challenge in public transport is to improve the quality of operations by up-
dating an offline timetable to the ever changing delays situation, in order to improve
performance of the transport system. This relates to a series of control actions, such as
changing times of events or rerouting vehicles, taken in real time and under uncertainty
regarding the future evolution of the disturbances. Moreover, the way by which the
system users (transport operators, travelers) react to the decision is also subject to un-
certainty. After reviewing state of the art and challenges in incorporating uncertainty in
public transport operations, we focus on the case of railway traffic control. We present
modeling and algorithmic approaches to improve real time railway traffic operations
going beyond the commonly accepted assumption of determinism and full certainty re-
garding the future operations. In particular, we explicitly model uncertainty in railway
operations and future delays using probability distributions or stochastic processes, and
leverage techniques from stochastic optimization to solve the resulting high dimensional
stochastic control problem on a railway network.
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When airspace capacity is reduced, some flights may be delayed through the allocation
of air traffic flow management slots, in accordance with the FPFS rule. Although this
reassignment seems the natural way to handle such a situation, the fact that different
flights have generally different economical values suggests that other reallocation mech-
anisms may provide more convenient solutions from the airlines’ cost perspective. For
instance, each airline could propose a set of slot swap offers, with the Network Manager
(NM) playing the role of the mediator and deciding which offers to match [1]. However,
this mechanism requires a huge effort from the airlines to evaluate all possible offer
combinations, a number which is exponentially growing with the size of their fleet. In
addition, all airlines make their offers simply relying on their flights and their current
schedule, without the possibility to fully exploit what is available on the market, as
they have no information regarding other airlines’ offers. With our Inter-airline Slot
Swap Offer Provider model, we aim to invert this process: we allow airlines to assign
preferences to their flights and let the NM instead to play the role of the airlines’ broker,
who, based on the preferences and ensuring no negative impact to all airlines, provides
a set of ready-made offers that each airline can decide either to accept or refuse. Hence,
a slot trade is represented by the matching of several offers of different airlines; if all the
offers defining a trade are accepted then the corresponding slot swap eventually takes
place, otherwise all the flights involved in the trade keep their initial position in the
schedule.

[1 ] Vossen, TW and Ball MO (2006) Slot trading opportunities in collaborative
ground delay programs, Transportation Science, 40, 1, 29-43
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Continuous Descent Operation (CDO), an arrival procedure with low engine thrust
settings or a low drag configuration, is playing a significant role in reducing fuel con-
sumption, gas emission and noise for aircraft descending operations. In a busy airport
Terminal Maneuvering Area (TMA) which usually have extremely high air traffic de-
mand and severe congestion, it is unlikely to perform the CDO procedure due to the
difficulty of predicting the CDO trajectory that satisfies airport arrival rate require-
ments for each landing aircraft. In this paper, we tackle such difficulty by developing a
lateral path stretching method for aircraft pre-sequencing prior to merge points. First,
we apply the method to optimize the CDO trajectory by designing a set of turning or
parallel legs, each of which is composed of several waypoints. Second, we take into ac-
count the trajectory decisions for aircraft scheduling process to avoid the conflict among
different aircraft trajectories. Our method is applied to the aircraft arrival scheduling in
Guangzhou Baiyun International Airport, the biggest airport in China, and the results
demonstrate its benefit in improving the scheduling efficiency in a busy TMA.
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In this study, we introduce a demand responsive public bus system for the morning peak
hours where much more people travel towards a city center than in the other direction.
It is decided whether a bus should visit all the stops ahead or take a short-cut away
from the city center so that it increases the frequency of the service towards the city
center. When optimizing this system, it is taken into account that some additional
time might be required, before the system can return to its conventional operation. We
develop a Mixed Integer Quadratic Program to mathematically model this problem.
Due to its complexity, only small sized problems can be solved optimally. Therefore,
we also design a metaheuristic algorithm based on Variable Neighborhood Search that
finds high quality solutions within reasonable time for real sized instances. The results
of the benchmark instances show that the demand responsive system can improve the
average passenger waiting time up to 10% compared to the conventional system.
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The main objective of Air Traffic Flow Management (ATFM) is to assign 4D trajectories
to flights to guarantee both safe operations and efficient use of airspace. In this talk,
we present a new approach to ATFM that explicitly takes AUs routes’ preference into
account. A set of relevant trajectories is extracted from air traffic data repositories,
using data analytics to learn the preference of each flight for each trajectory. The
information feeds an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) model where variables assign
a trajectory and a ground delay to each flight. For real-size instances, the number
of trajectories leads to prohibitively large models and we propose a heuristic that,
at each iteration, solves the ILP model restricted to a suitable subset of variables
determined through machine learning techniques. The randomized selection comes
from a tree classifier that considers features related to candidate variables, as well as to
current solution and search state, and is preliminarily trained on reduced size instances.
Computational results, compared to a heuristic based on column generation, show the
ability of the proposed method to effectively solve realistic instances and sensibly reduce
running times while preserving the quality of the solutions.

[1 ] Estes, A.S, Ball, M.O.: Alternative Resource Allocation Mechanisms for the
Collaborative Trajectory Options Program (CTOP). In Thirteenth USA/Europe
AirTraffic Management Research and Development Seminar, 1-9, (2019)

[2 ] Lancia, C., De Giovanni, L., Lulli, G.: Data analytics for trajectory selection
and preference-model extrapolation in the European airspace. In: The OR2018
Proceedings. Springer, 7 p., (2018).
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Planned maintenance and construction activities are crucial for heavily used railway
networks to cope with the ever increasing demand. These activities lead to changes in
the timetable and rolling stock schedule (often for multiple days) and can have a major
impact on the crew schedule, as the changes can render many planned duties infeasible.
In this paper, we propose a novel integrated approach to crew re-planning, i.e., the
construction of new duties and rosters for the employees given changes in the timetable
and rolling stock schedule. In current practice, the feasibility of the new rosters is
‘assured’ by allowing the new duties to deviate only slightly from the original ones. In
the Integrated Crew Re-Planning Problem (ICRPP), we loosen this requirement and
allow for more flexibility: The ICRPP considers the re-scheduling of crew for multiple
days simultaneously, thereby explicitly taking the feasibility of the rosters into account.
By integrating the scheduling and rostering decisions, we allow for larger deviations from
the original duties. We propose a mathematical formulation for the ICRPP, strengthen
it using a family of valid cover inequalities, and develop a column generation approach
to solve the problem. We apply our solution approach to practical instances from NS,
and show the benefits of integrating the re-planning process.
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The activity segment of wagon load - block train has declined significantly in the past
years and its significant growth potential can only be fully achieved through automated
solutions in order to speed up and reduce costs in the rail freight operations, achieving
long-term economies of scale. In this context, this study examines the effect of different
shunting policies for freight trains and their long-term impact on the rail network,
merging both Integrated Rolling Stock and Train Unit Shunting Problem approaches.
A shunting operation for freight trains is the action of moving one or multiple wagons
inside a shunting yard. Hence, a shunting policy is understood as the way of choosing
which wagon to remove and which one to include in the train with the aim of optimizing
operational characteristics. This paper proposes a 3-phase dynamic choice methodology
that allows to understand the impact of different shunting policies in optimizing the
performance of intermodal rail operations. First, we implement a data-driven model
to predict if a freight train, given certain features, will be delayed or not. This is
done in the freight intermodal rail operations from the Luxembourg National Railway
Company. Then, different types of shunting policies are explored and analyzed, based
on wagon maintenance time and other metrics, and different indicators are computed
to analyze their short- and long-term impact. Finally, a fuzzy analysis is carried out to
merge the different indicators from the two phases. For each shunting policy, a degree
of belongingness to each proposition is computed based on the different outputs for
each phase. With the proposed methodology, simulations are carried out to examine
its usefulness using a real schedule. The impact of this multi-policy method is then
compared to the shunting policy used by the Luxembourg National Railway Company
for its shunting operation, highlighting the indicators with the greatest impact on the
cost.
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Air traffic management is a complex and combinatorial problem. There number of
aircraft and air routes to be managed at specific air sectors and during specific time
periods might be huge.
Management of final en-route traffic and terminal manoeuvring area feature additional
complexity because air traffic converges to airports. In addition, capacity limitations
at airports, e.g., number of available runways and operations constraints, further com-
plicate the problem. All these features have to be managed in an integrated fashion to
efficiently prevent bottlenecks.
This research introduces an optimization model that manages final en-route, approach
and landing operations, deciding on terminal arrival route, runway assignment, and
aircraft trajectory. The proposed integrated model leads to a mixed integer non-linear
problem.
In order to solve the problem, a Benders decomposition based approach is proposed.
The master model deals with runway assignment and route selection, making use of a
set of binary variables, and the sub-model deals with the trajectory calculation problem,
managing a set of continuous variables and minimizing a combination of fuel consump-
tion and delay.
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We study a generalization of the Fixed Job Schedule Problem that arises in train-unit
assignment, where a train-unit consists of a train with an engine and a set of wagons.
In this generalization, a set of fixed jobs (train trips), each with its start time and end
time, must be scheduled on a set of non-identical machines (train-units), each having
a cost, and capable of executing one job at a time. Each job has a demand of resource
(number of passenger seats), and each machine has a maximum resource capacity. Each
job must be executed by a set of machines such that their overall capacity satisfies the
job demand (i.e., train-units can be combined to provide more passenger seats). In
addition, a setup time between the execution of two jobs on the same machine must be
respected. The goal is to determine the minimum cost schedule. In [1], the problem in
which at most two machines can be assigned to a job was investigated. In this work,
we discuss two variants corresponding to two extreme cases: in the first one, exactly
one machine is assigned to each job, while in the second one there is no limit on the
number of machines assigned to each job. For these variants, we propose a heuristic
algorithm, and test it on realistic instances of the train-unit assignment problem.

[1 ] V. Cacchiani, A. Caprara and P. Toth, An Effective Peak Period Heuristic for
Railway Rolling Stock Planning, Transportation Science 53 (2019) 746-762.

[2 ] M. Fischetti, S. Martello and P. Toth, The Fixed Job Schedule Problem with
Spread-Time Constraints, Operations Research 35 (1987) 849-858.

[3 ] M. Fischetti, S. Martello and P. Toth, The Fixed Job Schedule Problem with
Working-Time Constraints, Operations Research 37 (1989) 395-403.
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Given an undirected graph G, the Minimum Branch Vertices (MBV) problem consists
of finding a spanning tree of G, containing the minimum number of branch vertices,
namely vertices having a degree greater than two in the tree [1][2]. This talk addresses
the 2-Edge-Connected Minimum Branch Vertices problem that is a variant of MBV
in which the spanning subgraph have to be 2-edge-connected. The problem has been
recently introduced and some exact approaches have been proposed in the literature [3].
In this talk, we provide a proof of NP-completeness of the problem and we introduce
a genetic algorithm, which exploits some literature-provided procedures for efficiently
checking and restoring the feasibility of the solutions. Moreover, some ad-hoc operators
are designed to improve the solution values by reducing the number of branch vertices.
The computational tests, carried out on benchmark instances, show that our genetic
algorithm often finds the optimal solution in a short computing time.

[1 ] F. Carrabs, R. Cerulli, M. Gaudioso, and M. Gentili. Lower and upper bounds for
the spanning tree with minimum branch vertices. Computational Optimization
and Applications, 56(2):405-438, 2013.

[2 ] R. Cerulli, M. Gentili, and A. Iossa. Bounded-degree spanning tree prob-
lems: models and new algorithms. Computational Optimization and Applica-
tions, 42:353, 2009.

[3 ] F. Laureana. Polyhedral Analysis and Branch and Cut Algorithms for Some
NP-hard Spanning Subgraph Problems. PhD thesis, University of Salerno, 2019.
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In this talk, we introduce a NP-hard variant of the well-known shortest path problem,
named Shortest Path with Mutual Exclusive Arc Conflicts (ME-SPAC) problem. Given
a weighted and directed graph G, a source vertex s and a target vertex t, the classical
shortest path problem consists of finding a path from s to t in G, which minimizes
the sum of the weights of the selected arcs. Variants considering conflicting elements
of other classical problems, like the bin packing problem, the knapsack problem, the
maximum flow problem and the minimum spanning tree problem have been studied in
the literature. In this talk, we consider conflicts between arc pairs for the shortest path
problem: given a set of conflicting arc pairs, we denote by pk the penalty to be paid in
case of violation of the conflict ck; a conflict is violated if both the arcs in the pair, or
none of them, are selected. We introduce additional constraints to take these violations
into account. The aim of the ME-SPAC problem is to minimize the overall cost of a
path from s to t in G, which results to be the sum of the selected arcs weights, added
to the penalties of the violated conflicts. We show that the considered variant of the
problem is NP-hard and propose an Integer Linear Programming model reinforced by
a separation procedure to address the exponential constraints of the model. Finally, a
genetic algorithm has been designed and its solutions are compared with those provided
by the model implemented in CPLEX.
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Kernel Search (KS) is a well-known matheuristic framework for the solution of Mixed
Integer Linear Programming (MILP) problems (see Maniezzo et al. [2]). Initially
proposed in Angelelli et al. [1], the method is based on the identification of a subset
of promising variables (the kernel set) and the partition of the remaining variables into
buckets. More precisely, KS builds and solves a sequence of small MILP subproblems,
each one taking into account the kernel set plus the additional variables belonging to a
bucket. We introduce a new variant of Kernel Search where the solution of a problem
is tackled through two phases (consisting of two sequential KS) in an adaptive way: a
feasibility-oriented phase and a quality-oriented one. The first phase aims at (i) finding
feasible solutions in a small amount of time possibly scrolling the buckets as many times
as possible in a coarse way; (ii) estimating the difficulty of the problem instance to adapt
the algorithm’s structure to its solution. The goal of the second phase is complementary
to the first one. The algorithm focuses on seeking higher-quality solutions and uses
information collected from the first phase to improve its performance. Computational
results obtained on the benchmark instances of the Multidimensional Multiple-choice
Knapsack Problem show the effectiveness of the approach, able to find a large number
of new best-known values.

[1 ] Angelelli, E., Mansini, R., Speranza, M.G., 2010. Kernel search: A general
heuristic for the multidimensional knapsack problem. Computers & Operations
Research 37, 2017-2026.

[2 ] Maniezzo, V., Boschetti, M.A., Stützle, T., Matheuristics: Algorithms and Im-
plementations. Euro Advanced Tutorial on Operational Research, Springer, 2021.
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The Unit Commitment (UC) problem in electrical power production requires to opti-
mally coordinate a set of power generation units over a short time horizon to satisfy a
given energy demand at minimum (nonlinear) cost while satisfying several complex op-
erational constraints (minimum and maximum power output, minimum up- and down-
time, start-up and shut-down limits, ramp-up and ramp-down limits). We present the
first MINLP formulation that describes the convex hull of the feasible solutions of the
single-unit commitment problem (1UC) comprising all the above constraints and con-
vex power generation costs. The new formulation has a polynomial number of both
variables and constraints, and it is based on the efficient Dynamic Programming algo-
rithm proposed in [1] together with the Perspective Reformulation technique proposed
in [2].
The proof that the new DP-based formulation for (1UC) is exact can be extended to all
star-shaped formulations, that is, MINLP formulations composed by a “core” MINLP
system and “rays” MINLPs, each of which sharing a vector of variables with the “core”
but not with any other “ray”. The result is valid whenever each MINLP system is de-
fined by convex functions and that some constraint qualification conditions are valid.
Since the exact DP formulation is rather large, we also propose four new formulations,
based on partial aggregations of variables, which exhibit different trade-offs between
quality of the bound and cost of the solving the continuous relaxation. Our results
show that navigating these trade-offs may lead to improved performances.

[1 ] Frangioni A. and Gentile C., Solving Nonlinear Single-Unit Commitment Prob-
lems with Ramping Constraints. Operations Research 54(4):767-775

[2 ] Frangioni A. and Gentile C., Perspective cuts for a class of convex 0-1 mixed
integer programs. Math. Progr. 106(2):225-236.
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The Set Orienteering Problem [1,2] is a generalization of the Orienteering Problem
where the customers are grouped in clusters, and the profit associated with each cluster
is collected by visiting at least one of the customers in the respective cluster. The prob-
lem consists of finding a tour, over a subset of clusters, that maximizes the collected
profit and which length is within a given threshold. In this talk we propose a Biased
Random-Key Genetic Algorithm [3] for the problem in which three local search proce-
dures are applied to improve the fitness of the chromosomes. Moreover, we define three
rules useful to reduce the size of the instances and to speed up the resolution of the
problem. Finally, we introduce some strategies to avoid redundant computations. The
computational results, carried out on benchmark instances, show that our algorithm is
significantly faster than the other algorithms, proposed in the literature, and it provides
solutions very close to the best-known ones.

[1 ] Archetti, C., Carrabs, F., Cerulli, R. The Set Orienteering Problem. European
Journal of Operational Research, 267(1), 264-272, 2018.

[2 ] Penicka, R., Faigl, J., Saska, M. Variable Neighborhood Search for the Set
Orienteering problem and its Application to Other Orienteering Problem Variants.
European Journal of Operational Research, 276(3), 816-825, 2019.

[3 ] Carrabs, F. A Biased Random-key Genetic Algorithm for the Set Orienteering
Problem. European Journal of Operational Research, 292(3), 830-854, 2021.
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Local governments inspect roads to decide which segments and intersections to repair.
Videos are taken using a camera mounted on a vehicle. The vehicle taking the videos
proceeds straight or takes a left turn to cover an intersection fully. We introduce the
intersection inspection rural postman problem (IIRPP), which is a new variant of the
rural postman problem (RPP) that involves turns. We develop integer programming
formulations of the IIRPP based on two different graph transformations to generate
least-cost vehicle routes. We also develop an RPP-based heuristic and a heuristic based
on a modified RPP. Heuristic solutions are improved by solving integer pro-gramming
formulations on an induced subgraph. Computational experiments show the effective-
ness of the proposed exact and heuristic approaches. In particular, the best-performing
heuristic is able to determine very good quality IIRPP-feasible routes on large street
networks quickly.
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We deal with the periodic rural postman problem with irregular services (PRPP-IS)
in which some links of a mixed graph must be traversed a given number of times. In
particular, they must be serviced in some subsets of days (or periods) of a specified
time horizon. The aim is to define a set of minimum-cost tours, one for each day of
the time horizon, that satisfy the service requirements. For the PRPP-IS, we propose
a two-phase algorithm by combining heuristics and mathematical programming. In the
first phase, two different heuristics are used to construct feasible solutions: a multi-
start constructive heuristic and a multi-start random assignement first and feasibility
pump routing second heuristic. From these solutions some fragments (i.e., parts of tours
associated with the various days) are extracted. The second phase determines a solution
for the PRPP-IS by combining the fragments through an integer linear program. We
show the effectiveness of this solution approach through an extensive experimental phase
on benchmark instances.
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Max-Cut (or, equivalently, Quadratic Unconstrained Binary Optimization (QUBO))
is one of the most relevant and studied combinatorial optimization problems. In the
last decade, it got even more popularity after some innovative hardware, implementing
heuristics that are based on quantum annealing, have been commercialized. These sys-
tems (QPU) are not general-purpose computers; as a matter of fact, they are able only
to provide good solutions to QUBO instances defined on Chimera graphs, but in amaz-
ingly short computing times. The availability of such systems propelled a great deal of
research focused on transforming real-world optimization problems (machine learning
among the many) to QUBO instances. The impact of the new technology became so
strong that a QPU gained the cover page of TIME magazine in 2014.
A speedup factor of thousands or even a million times of QPU over some classical
heuristics has been reported in the scientific literature. In contrast, Selby [2] proposes
a heuristic that provides more accurate solutions than QPU in not much longer times.
The heuristic is based on the so-called sub-graph sampling method. Essentially, the
algorithm identifies a series of induced sub-graphs where Max-Cut is efficiently solv-
able due to their peculiar structure. Then the final solution is built from the solutions
found on these sub-graphs. In particular, the special structure of the Chimera graphs
is its relatively small tree-width. A recent study [1] has shown that the Selby heuristic
outperforms QPU both for solution quality and computing times. However, recently
announced new versions of QPU can handle instances on graphs more complex than
Chimera, whose tree-width is substantially higher, making Selby’s algorithm no longer
applicable.
This fact motivates this paper where, sticking to the same sub-graph sampling method,some
structures of the induced sub-graphs, other than the tree-width, are exploited.
In particular, two structures are considered: outer-planarity and the sign of the edge-
weights, possibly after applying operations like subset contraction and switching that
are commonly used in Max-Cut algorithms. The second structure makes it possible to
apply the algorithm to any graph and not only to graphs with small tree-width like
is the case for the algorithm of [2]. We tested the algorithm on toroidal grid graphs,
on the Chimera graphs used in [1], and on other instances in the literature obtaining
encouraging results.
For instance, we are able to find the optimal solution for 94.42% of the 1355 Chimera
instances in less than 1.72 seconds when using 560 simultaneous threads. Also, running
the algorithm with 560 different seeds per instance, we observed that the optimum is
attained at least once every 20 repetitions.

[1 ] M. Jünger, E. Lobe, P. Mutzel, G. Reinelt, F. Rendl, G. Rinaldi, and T. Stol-
lenwerk. Quantum annealing versus digital computing: An experimental compar-
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[2 ] A. Selby. Efficient subgraph-based sampling of Ising-type models with frustra-
tion. arXiv e-prints, page arXiv:1409.3934, 2014.
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Planning on wireless networks: optimization and
technological aspects

Alice Calamita
Sapienza University of Rome, DIAG - Department of Computer, Control and Management

Engineering; calamita@diag.uniroma1.it
Pasquale Avella
Sara Mattia
IASI-CNR;

Laura Palagi
Sapienza University of Rome, DIAG - Department of Computer, Control and Management

Engineering;

The design of wireless networks consists in determining the optimal positioning of the
antennas in order to meet the quality requirements requested by users throughout the
territory. We discuss the modeling of this problem and the methods that can be adopted
to solve such optimization models. In particular, we focus on the limitations of classi-
cal solvers such as Gurobi Optimizer, revealing the numerical and major optimization
issues encountered when facing network planning on simulated datasets. Indeed, real-
istic antenna deployment optimization problems turned out to be large problems and,
from the results over several experiments, affected by strong ill-conditioning due to the
intrinsic nature of the data.
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A decision support system for real time disruption
management in local public transport

Samuela Carosi
M.A.I.O.R.; Samuela.Carosi@maior.it

Francesco Bernazzani
M.A.I.O.R. srl Societá Unipersonale;

Francesco Geraci
M.A.I.O.R. srl Societá Unipersonale;

Marco Montechiaro
M.A.I.O.R. srl Societá Unipersonale;

Federica Picca Niccolino
M.A.I.O.R. srl Societá Unipersonale;

Benedetta Pratelli
M.A.I.O.R. srl Societá Unipersonale;

Francesco Sborgia
M.A.I.O.R. srl Societá Unipersonale;

Antonio Frangioni
Universitá di Pisa, Dipartimento di Informatica;

Emanuele Tresoldi
Universitá degli Studi di Milano, Informatica;

Public transport companies are increasingly in need of tools allowing to promptly react
to unforeseen events, such as vehicle breakdowns, road deviations, extension/reduction
of the service periods, etc, that modify the demand or the distribution of the service
among the planned resources (vehicles and drivers). In the last years, M.A.I.O.R. has
developed, in collaboration with the Computer Science Department of the University
of Pisa and the Department of Electronics, Information and Bioengineering of the Po-
litecnico di Milano ([1, 2]), algorithms capable of supporting real-time decision making
during disruption events. The main challenge that need be overcome is that all aspects
of the solution-trips, vehicle and drivers duties-must be re-scheduled in an integrated
fashion, as opposed to the sequential approach more prevalent when planning. In urban
contexts, the new solution has to be compliant with new given frequencies/headways
and to change as little as possible w.r.t. the planned one in order to ease the disruption
management. We will describe the proposed approach, that aims at staying as close as
possible to the new frequencies while maintaining the planned starting and ending time,
location and vehicle of each single piece of work of all affected drivers. The approach
exploits some of the methodologies introduced in [3], combining Lagrangian relaxation
techniques within a matheuristic that allow to control execution times. Some results,
obtained on real test cases, will be presented.

[1 ] Carosi, S., Gualandi, S., Malucelli, F., Tresoldi, E.: Delay Management in Public
Transportation: Service Regularity Issues and Crew Re-scheduling. Transporta-
tion Research Procedia 10, 483-492 (2015)

[2 ] Malucelli, F., Tresoldi, E.: Delay and disruption management in local public
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transportation via real-time vehicle and crew re-scheduling: a case study. Public
Transport 11 (1), 1-25 (2019)

[3 ] Carosi, S., Frangioni, A., Galli, L., Girardi, L., Vallese, G.: A matheuristic for
integrated timetabling and vehicle scheduling. Transportation Research Part B:
Methodological, 127, 99-124 (2019)
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Optimal design of redundant backbones in Bluetooth
Mesh Networks

Daniele Manerba
Universitá degli Studi di Brescia, Dept. of Information Engineering; daniele.manerba@unibs.it

Renata Mansini
Universitá degli Studi di Brescia, Dept. of Information Engineering;

Stefano Rinaldi
Universitá degli Studi di Brescia, Dept. of Information Engineering;

A Bluetooth Mesh (BM) is a recent communication protocol supporting Internet of
Things (IoT) applications in several sectors such as healthcare and automation. BM
is mainly used in industrial settings to establish many-to-many device communication
and allows creating large wireless networks without a centralized management [1]. The
involved devices could be very heterogeneous in terms of power supply: some are directly
plugged into the grid, some are battery-supplied, and some others are adaptable to both
ways. In the BM protocol, any time a device wants to send a message, it transmits
the message to all its neighboring devices. Until the message reaches its destination,
the propagation is carried on by some chosen devices (relay nodes), which immediately
broadcast the received messages to all their neighboring devices. However, since battery-
supplied devices awake only once a while to transmit or receive, some other devices
(friend nodes) must be assigned to them for maintaining the messages in a cache.
Clearly, relay and friend configurations require additional power and can be applied only
to plugged devices. Hence, a BM design problem consists in selecting a backbone, i.e. a
set of relay nodes allowing all the devices to communicate with each other, and assigning
friend nodes to battery-supplied devices, so as to minimize the power consumption of the
entire network. In practice, this problem is mainly addressed heuristically [2], whereas
we propose its first systematic study based on Mathematical Programming. Moreover,
similar problems in the TLC network design literature look in general for a minimal tree-
structured backbone that, therefore, intrinsically involves undesirable single points of
failure [3]. Instead, to better deal with critical IoT processes, in this work, we investigate
solutions guaranteeing a certain degree of redundancy in the network connectivity.

[1 ] Chaves P.R., Branquinho O.C., Carvalho M.F.H. (2016). Criteria for the setting
up of low cost wireless sensor networks in small and medium size manufacturing
enterprises (A case study), 8th IEEE Latin-American Conference on Communi-
cations (LATINCOM), pp. 1-6.

[2 ] Reno M. et al. (2020). Relay Node Selection in Bluetooth Mesh Networks. IEEE
20th Mediterranean Electrotechnical Conference (MELECON), pp. 175-180.

[3 ] Gollowitzer S., Ljubić I. (2011). MIP models for connected facility location: A
theoretical and computational study. Computers & Operations Research 38 (2),
pp. 435-449.
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Quality timetabling for Italian High-School
Claudio Crobu

Cagliari State University, Department of Mathematics and Computer Science; claudio.crobu@unica.it
Massimo Di Francesco

Enrico Gorgone
Cagliari State University, Department of Mathematics and Computer Science;

A variant of the High-School Timetabling problem is introduced to investigate the case
of Italian schools. New requirements are defined to provide (i) equity in teachers’ idle
times, (ii) avoid consecutive days with heavy workload, (iii) limit daily multiple lessons
for the classes and (iv) introduce fractional time units to differentiate entry and exit
times. An integer programming model is presented for this problem, which is denoted
by [IHSTP] (Italian High School Timetabling Problem). The new requirements cannot
be expressed using the current XHSTT standard. Since IHSTP is hard to solve by a
MIP solver, a two-step method is presented: the first step assigns teachers to lesson
times and the second step completes timetabling assigning classes to teachers. A wide
experimentation shows that the method is effective in solving this new problem and the
simplified problem without the new requirements.
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Comparing Exact and Metaheuristic Methods for a
Real-World Examination Timetabling Problem

Andrea Schaerf
University of Udine; andrea.schaerf@uniud.it

Gustav Bjordal
Sara Ceschia

University of Udine, Polytechnic Department of Engineering and Architecture;
Mats Carlsson

Luca Di Gaspero
University of Udine, DIEGM;

Pierre Flener
Rasmus Ornstrup Mikkelsen

Thomas Stidsen
Technical University of Denmark, DTU-Management;

We propose a portfolio of exact and metaheuristic techniques for the rich examination
timetabling problem introduced by Battistutta et al. (2020). The problem includes
several real-world features that arise in Italian universities, such as exams split in two
parts, multiple rooms for one exam, and unavailabilities and preferences for periods and
rooms. We develop CP and MIP models, the former one based on the MiniZinc modeling
language. We use both exact and local-search based back-ends for MiniZinc and imple-
ment the MIP models in Gurobi. Finally, we extend the metaheuristic method based on
Simulated Annealing of Battistutta et al. by introducing a new neighborhood relation.
We compare the different techniques on the real-world instances provided by Battis-
tutta et al., available at https://bitbucket.org/satt/examtimetablinguniuddata,
and we discuss the relative performance based also on the instance features.
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An overview of Lagrangian Relaxation techniques to
truck scheduling problems in cross-docking

distribution centres
Marcello Sammarra

ICAR-CNR; sammarra@icar.cnr.it
M. Flavia Monaco

Universitá della Calabria, Dipartimento di Ingegneria Informatica, Modellistica, Elettronica e
Sisitemistica;

Cross-docking terminals are distribution centres where products coming from suppli-
ers are unloaded from the inbound trucks, grouped into full-load truck shipments, and
directly loaded into the outbound trucks, to be delivered to the customers. This zero-
inventory distribution policy requires a high degree of synchronization between trucks,
so as to avoid congestion inside the terminal and guarantee short lead times to cus-
tomers. In this talk we deal with the truck scheduling problem. We will show how
Lagrangian Relaxation techniques can be successfully applied to this class of problems,
under different setting, and how from the mathematical properties of the relaxed prob-
lem effective Lagrangian heuristic algorithms can be designed.
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Exact and heuristic approaches for an Automated
Guided Vehicle Scheduling Problem with Battery
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Maurizio Boccia

University of Naples "Federico II", Department of Electrical Engineering and Information
Technology; maurizio.boccia@unina.it

Adriano Masone
Universitá di Napoli Federico II, Department of Electrical Engineering and Information Technology;

Antonio Sforza
Universitá di Napoli Federico II, Department of Electrical Engineering and Information Technology;

Claudio Sterle

The introduction of automated guided vehicles (AGVs), due to their dexterity, effi-
ciency, and flexibility, had a great impact on logistics leading to the creation of new
business models. Nowadays, AGVs are frequently used in industries for the internal
transportation of goods or pallets between various departments or locations within the
same factory or for receiving, storage and sorting goods in shipment areas. The aim
of an AGV-based internal transportation system is to transfer the right amount of the
right material to the right place at the right time. Therefore, the determination of a
good scheduling of the AGV tasks is essential to overcome delays in production and
material handling processes. In this work, we study a scheduling problem arising from
an internal transportation system of a company operating in the manufacturing field
where AGVs subject to battery constraints are used for horizontal movement of materi-
als. In this work, we propose an original integer linear programming (ILP) formulation
to optimally solve the addressed problem and a three-step heuristic solution method.
The results show the effectiveness of the proposed approaches and the impact of the
AGV charging time on the handling process completion time.
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A centralized pedestrian advice framework compliant
with Covid-19 outbreak restrictions

Valentina Morandi
Free University of Bolzano; valentina.morandi@unibz.it

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the focus on everydays mobility has been shifted
from traditional means of transport to how to safely commute for work and/or move
around the neighbourhood. Maintaining the safe distance among pedestrian becomes
crucial in big pedestrian networks. Looking at personal goals, such as walking through
the shortest path, could lead to congestion phenomena on both roads and crossroads
violating the imposed regulations. We suggest a centralized multi-objective approach
able to assign alternative fair paths for users while maintaining the congestion level as
lower as possible. Computational results show that, even considering paths that are not
longer than the 1to the shortest path for each pedestrian, the congestion phenomena
are reduced of more than the 50%.
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An Iterative Rounding approach to the Railroad
Blocking Problem

Anna Russo Russo
University of Rome Tor Vergata; anna.russorusso23@gmail.com

Valerio Agasucci
OptRail s.r.l.;

Gianpaolo Oriolo
University of Rome Tor Vergata;

We present an optimization method for the railroad blocking problem, which is one of
the main issues to address in the complex decision-making process entailed in railway
freight transportation. A block is a set of commodities that travel between two nodes
of the rail network as a logical unit. Blocks are formed in classification yards, i.e. hubs
where commodities are grouped or separated. Setting up a block requires the allocation
of one or more tracks, therefore the number and length of the tracks of a classification
yard determine a bound on the number of outgoing blocks and a bound on the amount
of cars grouped in each block.
Grouping commodities into blocks allows the freight-hauling company to increase ef-
ficiency in shipments, achieving economies of scope. However, this means that along
their journey commodities may need to be "reclassified", i.e. separated and grouped
into new blocks. This is a costly and time-consuming activity, hence the railroad block-
ing problem consists in finding a blocking plan that minimizes both transportation and
intermediate handling costs.
To address this problem we rely on an integer linear programming model. However,
real-life instances of the railroad blocking problem typically comprise hundreds of clas-
sification yards and thousands of individual commodities, which means that this kind of
optimization problems usually involves an extremely high number of variables, beyond
the current capacity of state-of-the-art solvers. For this reason, we employ an heuristic
approach based on an iterative rounding procedure. This approach makes decisions
supported by the solution of the linear relaxation and succeeds in significantly reducing
the number of variables involved. We test this technique on data provided by a real
rail transportation company, consistently finding good quality solutions (compared to
the value of the linear relaxation) within a computational time of a few hours.
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The Baggage Belt Assignment Problem
Rosario Scatamacchia

Dipartimento di Ingegneria Gestionale e della Produzione, Politecnico di Torino, Corso Duca degli
Abruzzi 24, 10129 Torino, Italy.; rosario.scatamacchia@polito.it

David Pisinger
Technical University of Denmark, DTU Management Engineering, Akademivej, Building 358, 2800,

Kgs. Lyngby, Denmark; dapi@dtu.dk

We consider the problem of assigning flights to baggage belts in the baggage reclaim
area of an airport. The problem is originated by a real-life application in Copenhagen
airport. The objective is to construct a robust schedule taking passenger and airline
preferences into account. We consider a number of business and fairness constraints,
avoiding congestion, and ensuring a good passenger flow. Robustness of the solutions
is achieved by matching the delivery time with the expected arrival time of passengers,
and by adding sufficient buffer time between two flights scheduled on the same belt.
We denote this problem as the Baggage Belt Assignment Problem (BBAP). We first
derive a general Integer Linear Programming (ILP) formulation for the problem. Then,
we propose a Branch-and-Price (B&amp;P) algorithm based on a reformulation of the
ILP model tackled by Column Generation. Our approach relies on an effective dynamic
programming algorithm for handling the pricing problems. We tested the proposed
algorithm on a set of real-life data from Copenhagen airport as well as on a set of
instances inspired by the real data. Our B&amp;P scheme outperforms a commercial
solver launched on the ILP formulation of the problem and is effective in delivering
high quality solutions in limited computational times, making it possible to use in daily
operations in medium-sized and large airports. A full paper of our work is available at:
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ejtl.2021.100041.
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Neural Network Operators: Approximation Results
Danilo Costarelli

University of Perugia, Mathematics and Computer Science; danilo.costarelli@unipg.it

The theory of neural network operators has been widely studied in last years in view
of its connections with the well-known artificial neural networks. In the present talk
we will present some recent constructive approximation results for the above family of
operators. In particular we will show suitable asymptotic formulas, which are based on
the so-called algebraic truncated moments of the density functions (kernels) generated
by sigmoidal functions. As a direct consequence of the above asymptotic expansions
we can prove some Voronovskaja formulas. Further, also operators with high order
convergence have been studied by considering finite linear combination of the above
neural network type operators. Several concrete examples of sigmoidal functions will
be discussed in details, such as the logistic function and many others.
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On dispersion curve identification
Federico Nutarelli
IMT Lucca, AXES;
Giorgio Gnecco

IMT School for Advanced Studies; giorgio.gnecco@imtlucca.it
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In many physical applications, one has to deal with samples generated from possibly
intersecting curves. For instance, when analyzing dispersive wave-propagation prop-
erties of periodic mechanical metamaterials [1], one simultaneously collects samples of
several dispersion curves by computing the eigenvalues of a suitable Hermitian matrix -
or the generalized eigenvalues of a pair of suitable Hermitian matrices - depending con-
tinuously on a real parameter, for various discrete choices of such a parameter. In this
situation, the intersection of dispersion curves can arise in correspondence of the param-
eter values for which at least one eigenvalue has algebraic/geometric multiplicity larger
than one. Assigning the curve samples correctly to such curves - where "correctly" may
be interpreted as "in the smoothest possible way" - is a relevant preliminary step for a
subsequent curve interpolation procedure, able to improve curve visualization in case of
a small sampling frequency. In this work, we refine an algorithm previously developed
in [2] for the problem of curve identification, by including a bipartite matching sub-
problem in it. Then, we apply it to dispersion curve identification. Numerical results
demonstrate the improved effectiveness of the algorithm, e.g., in the case of the simul-
taneous intersection of several curves, which is common for this kind of application.
Extensions based on the continuity of the eigenvectors and on the periodicity of the
curves are also discussed.

[1 ] Bacigalupo, A., Gnecco, G., Lepidi, M., Gambarotta, L.: Optimal design of
low-frequency band gaps in anti-tetrachiral lattice meta-materials. Composites
Part B: Engineering, vol. 115, pp. 341-359 (2017).

[2 ] Gnecco, G.: An algorithm for curve identification in the presence of curve inter-
sections. Mathematical Problems in Engineering, vol. 2018, article ID 7243691,
7 pages (2018).

[3 ] G. Gnecco and F. Nutarelli were partially supported by the GNAMPA 2020
project "Trade-off between Number of Examples and Precision in Variations of
the Fixed-Effects Panel Data Model".
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Giuseppe Quaranta

Sapienza University of Rome, Dipartimento di Ingegneria Strutturale e Geotecnica;

This work discusses an effective approach to find the optimal solution for constrained en-
gineering design problems. Specifically, the computational platform herein implemented
exploits a neural network and a differential evolution algorithm, and it leverages on a
parametric finite element modelling for the fully automation of the design process. The
presented approach is applied to the design of the rear flange of a low-pressure turbine
casing for an aircraft engine, whose shape is optimized in order to reduce the manufac-
turing cost while preserving the overall integrity through the fulfilment of stress-based
constraints.
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Multi-objective metafilter optimization
Giorgio Gnecco

IMT School for Advanced Studies; giorgio.gnecco@imtlucca.it
Andrea Bacigalupo

Universitá di Genova, Dipartimento di Ingegneria Civile, Chimica e Ambientale;

The spectral design of acoustic metamaterial filters - which are also known as metafilters
- is often based on the formulation of either single-objective or multi-objective optimiza-
tion problems (Bacigalupo et al., 2020; Gnecco and Bacigalupo, 2021). In these cases,
the direct application of classical optimization algorithms to find the numerical solu-
tions of such problems is often highly demanding from a computational point of view,
because of the high complexity of the underlying physical models. Nevertheless, ma-
chine learning techniques can decrease this computational burden, e.g., by replacing the
original objective functions or their gradients with more-easily computable approxima-
tions. In this framework, the application of an unsupervised machine learning technique
- namely, principal component analysis - is presented here as a potentially effective pre-
processing step able to generate, at a low computational cost, an approximation of
the gradient of a suitable trade-off between the objective functions of a three-objective
metafilter optimization problem. In this way, the successive application of a gradient-
based iterative optimization algorithm is made faster. The three objectives represent,
respectively, a low-frequency band gap, a high-frequency pass band, and a penalty term
for the violation of the constraints of the optimization problem. Numerical results show
the effectiveness of the proposed method, thanks to a significant reduction in the num-
ber of components of the gradient used by the algorithm to achieve numerical results
comparable to the ones obtained when all its components are considered.

[1 ] Bacigalupo, A., Gnecco, G., Lepidi, M., Gambarotta, L.: Machine-learning tech-
niques for the optimal design of acoustic metamaterials. Journal of Optimization
Theory and Applications, vol. 187, pp. 630-653 (2020).

[2 ] Gnecco, G., Bacigalupo, A.: Convex combination of data matrices: PCA per-
turbation bounds for multi-objective optimal design of mechanical metamaterial
filters. Submitted to Mathematical Foundations of Computing (2021).
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Multi-objective design-for-control of water networks
by mixed integer programming

Aly-Joy Ulusoy
Imperial College London, Civil Engineering; aly-joy.ulusoy15@imperial.ac.uk

Filippo Pecci
Imperial College London, Civil Engineering;

Ivan Stoianov
Imperial College London, Civil Engineering;

Optimal pressure management, which is critical to the reduction of leakage and proba-
bility of occurrence of pipe bursts, is one of the main challenges for water distribution
network operators. The optimal design and operation of water distribution networks
(WDNs) requires the consideration of multiple criteria, including the minimization of
Average Zone Pressure (AZP) and Pressure Variability (PV), and the maximization of
network resilience. The resilience of a WDN, which refers to its ability to maintain
continuous customer supply, is commonly modelled in optimization problems as the
pressure surplus (energy redundancy) in a WDN. In this study, we propose a multi-
objective optimization framework to investigate the trade-offs between different oper-
ational objectives in WDNs. We investigate the problem of optimizing the locations
for the installation of new pressure control valves or pipes, and the valve control set-
tings, simultaneously. The resulting design-for-control problem is difficult to solve, and
belongs to the class of non-convex multi-objective mixed integer non-linear programs
(MINLPs). Previously published global optimization methods have investigated scalar-
ization approaches [1] and multi-objective branch-and-bound [2], focusing on convex
mixed integer problems. In this study, we develop a method to compute a super-
set of the non-dominated set of non-convex bi-objective mixed integer programs. The
proposed algorithms are numerically evaluated considering case study networks with
different sizes and levels of connectivity, including operational water networks from the
UK.

[1 ] Matthias Ehrgott and Xavier Gandibleux. Bound sets for bi-objective combi-
natorial opti-mization problems. Computers and Operations Research, 34:2674-
2694, 2007.

[2 ] Marianna De Santis, Gabriele Eichfelder, Julia Niebling, and Stefan Rocktaschel.
Solving Multiobjective Mixed Integer Convex Optimization Problems. Siam Jour-
nal on Optimization, 30(4):3122-3145, 2020
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A new method for mixed integer derivitave-free
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Giampaolo Liuzzi
Sapienza University of Rome, Dip. di Ingegnaria Informatica Automatica Gestionale;

liuzzi@diag.uniroma1.it
Tommaso Giovannelli

Sapienza University of Rome;
Stefano Lucidi

Sapienza University of Rome, Dip. di Ingegnaria Informatica Automatica Gestionale;
Francesco Rinaldi

In this work, we consider multiobjective optimization problems with both bound con-
straints on the variables and general nonlinear constraints, where objective and con-
straint function values can only be obtained by querying a black box. Furthermore,
we consider the case where a subset of the variables can only take integer values. We
propose a new linesearch-based solution method and show that it converges to a set
of stationary points for the problem. For what concerns the continuous variables, we
employ a strategy for the estimation of the Pareto frontier recently proposed in the
literature and which takes advantage of dense seuqnces of search directions. The subset
of variables that must assume dicrete values are dealt with using primitive directions
appropriately modified to take into account the presence of more than one objective
functions. Numerical results obtained with the proposed method on a set of test prob-
lems and comparison with other solution methods show the viability and efficiency of
the proposed approach.
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Detecting the efficient set of multiobjective integer
quadratic programming problems

Marianna De Santis
Sapienza, universitá di Roma; marianna.desantis@uniroma1.it

Gabriele Eichfelder
Technische Universitaet Ilmenau;

Multiobjective integer optimization refers to mathematical programming problems where
more than one objective function needs to be optimized simultaneously and all the
variables are constrained to be integer. We present a branch-and-bound algorithm for
minimizing multiple convex quadratic objective functions over integer variables. Our
method looks for efficient points by fixing subsets of variables to integer values and by
using lower bounds in the form of hyperplanes in the image space derived from the
continuous relaxations of the restricted objective functions. We show that the algo-
rithm stops after finitely many fixings of variables with detecting both the full efficient
and the nondominated set of multiobjective strictly convex quadratic integer problems.
A major advantage of the approach is that the expensive calculations are done in a
preprocessing phase so that the nodes in the branch-and-bound tree can be enumerated
fast. We show numerical experiments on biobjective instances and on instances with
three and four objectives.
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Improving the NSGA-II Algorithm with Descent
Steps

Pierluigi Mansueto
Universitá degli Studi di Firenze, Dipartimento di Ingegneria dell’Informazione;

pierluigi.mansueto@unifi.it
Matteo Lapucci

Universitá di Firenze, DINFO;
Fabio Schoen

We consider smooth Multi-Objective optimization problems with box constraints. Multi-
Objective problems are commonly tackled by means of evolutionary algorithms. In par-
ticular, NSGA-II is, arguably, by far the most popular of these methods, being capable
of obtaining high-quality approximations of the entire Pareto front by means of genetic
operations. However, in recent years, descent-type approaches, which extend classical
iterative methods in scalar optimization, have been proposed and can be shown to be
more effective and efficient than genetic approaches on problems with good regularity
properties or when the problem size grows. However, descent methods are typically
designed to guarantee the Pareto-stationarity of the found solutions. Therefore, with-
out convexity assumptions, they may lead to strongly sub-optimal solutions. We thus
propose a Memetic variant of the NSGA-II algorithm that makes use of steepest de-
scent steps to be consistently efficient and effective in the most general setting. We
compare the performance of our proposed algorithm with that of the main state-of-the-
art methods from both families of approaches on a large benchmark of problems. The
experiments show the strength of our method with respect to the competitors.

[1 ] Deb, Kalyanmoy, et al. "A fast and elitist multiobjective genetic algorithm:
NSGA-II." IEEE transactions on evolutionary computation 6.2 (2002): 182-197.

[2 ] Cocchi, Guido, et al. "On the convergence of steepest descent methods for
multiobjective optimization." Computational Optimization and Applications 77.1
(2020): 1-27.

[3 ] Custódio, Ana Luisa, et al. "Direct multisearch for multiobjective optimization."
SIAM Journal on Optimization 21.3 (2011): 1109-1140.
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Dealing with inequalities in large scale semidefinite
programs: a computational study

Federico Battista
Sapienza Universitá di Roma; battista@diag.uniroma1.it

Marianna De Santis
Sapienza Universitá di Roma;

Semidefinite programs (SDPs) can be solved in polynomial time by interior point meth-
ods. However, when the dimension of the problem and the number of constraints gets
large, interior point methods become impractical both in terms of computation time
and memory requirements. First order methods, such as Alternating Direction Meth-
ods of Multipliers (ADMMs), turned out to be suitable algorithms to deal with large
scale SDPs and gained growing attention during the past decade. In this talk, we focus
on an ADMM designed for SDPs in standard form and extend it to efficiently deal
with inequalities when solving SDPs in general form. Numerical results on random
instances, as well as on instances coming from semidefinite relaxations of the stable set
problem and the graph coloring problem are presented, showing the comparison with
the state-of-the-art solver SDPNAL+.
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BiqBin: an exact penalty solver for linearly
constrained BQPs

Nicolo Gusmeroli
TU Dortmund; nicolo.gusmeroli@math.tu-dortmund.de

Angelika Wiegele

Binary quadratic problems (BQP) are very general and have several applications in
different fields. We present a novel solver for this class of problems: BiqBin. It combines
the algorithm EXPEDIS, an exact penalty method over discrete sets which transforms
a linearly constrained BQP into a max-cut instance, and a semidefinite-based branch-
and-bound solver, for obtaining the maximum cut of the resulting instance. We present
the algorithm EXPEDIS, which penalizes the equality constraints and makes use of a
penalty parameter obtained by solving some semidefinite program. This method also
provides a threshold parameter, from which it is possible to determine whether the
original problem is feasible. The resulting max-cut instance is solved with a branch-
and bound algorithm. We obtain bounds by solving semidefinite relaxations, like in
the current best max-cut solvers BiqMac and BiqCrunch. The improvement in our
bounding routine is the addition of high-order clique inequalities with large violation to
the relaxed problem. We develop a method for separating strongly violated pentagonal
and heptagonal inequalities in a short amount of time. In conclusion we compare the
performance of BiqBin with some of the current best solvers available, e.g., BiqCrunch,
Gurobi, and CPLEX, showing the efficiency of our method.
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Utilizing SDP to Tackle a Conjecture from Graph
Theory

Elisabeth Gaar
Johannes Kepler University Linz, Institute of Production- and Logistics Management;

elisabeth.gaar@jku.at

In 1968 Vizing conjectured that the product of domination number of two graphs is
always smaller or equal to the domination number of the product graph. Today, we
still don’t know whether this conjecture is true or not. In this talk we will investigate
a new way of tackling Vizing’s conjecture and discuss recent results. This approach
starts by building an algebraic model of the conjecture with some parameters. Then
it translates Vizing’s conjecture for these parameters into the question of whether a
specific polynomial is nonnegative over a specific ideal. Then the approach does an-
other reformulation to the question of whether a specific polynomial is a sum-of-squares
polynomial on a certain level of the sum-of-squares-hierarchy. Finally it uses semidefi-
nite programming (SDP) to answer these kind of questions. We will give insight in the
recent methods that have been used for developing new sum-of-squares certificates for
particular parameters.
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Solving a class of bilevel programs with quadratic
lower level
Martina Cerulli

CNRS & Ecole Polytechnique, Institute Polytechnique de Paris, LIX; mcerulli@lix.polytechnique.fr
Antoine Oustry

CNRS & Ecole Polytechnique, Institute Polytechnique de Paris, LIX;
Claudia D’Ambrosio

CNRS & Ecole Polytechnique, Institute Polytechnique de Paris, LIX;
Leo Liberti

CNRS & Ecole Polytechnique, Institute Polytechnique de Paris, LIX;

We focus on a particular class of bilevel programs (BPs), having no argmin operator,
as in the usual formulation of BPs, but an inequality constraint linking upper and
lower-level problems. BPs of this kind can be seen as reformulations of semi-infinite
programming (SIP) problems, i.e. optimization problems with a finite number of vari-
ables, and an infinite number of parametrized constraints. The lower level has a possibly
non-convex quadratic objective function, and a feasible set being a polytope not de-
pending on the upper-level variables. In the formalism of Robust Optimization, we
deal with quadratically perturbed constraints under a polytopic uncertainty set. The
main principles to tackle nonlinear perturbation are briefly outlined in Section 1.4 of [1],
but, to the best of our knowledge, the case of quadratic perturbations with a polytopic
uncertainty set has not been addressed yet. In our work, we propose a new approach
to solve this class of BPs based on the dualization of the quadratic lower-level problem,
using Semidefinite Programming (SDP). It leads to a single-level formulation with a
finite number of constraints, which can either be a convex or a SDP problem, depend-
ing on the parametrization of the lower level with respect to the upper-level variables.
This approach is compared with a tailored cutting plane algorithm, which is proved
to be convergent. A rate of convergence is given when the upper-level objective func-
tion is strongly convex, under a strict feasibility assumption. Such convergence rate is
directly related to the iteration index, which is something new w.r.t. what is usually
proved in SIP literature (see Theorem 4.3 in [2]). We test the proposed methods on
two applications: the constrained quadratic regression and a zero-sum game with cubic
payoff.

[1 ] A. Ben-Tal, L. El Ghaoui, and A. Nemirovski, "Robust optimization", Princeton
University Press, 2009.

[2 ] R. Reemtsen, and S. Görner, "Semi-Infinite Programming", Springer US, Boston,
25, 1998.
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A finite eps-convergence algorithm for 0-1
mixed-integer convex two-stage robust optimization

with objective uncertainty
Henri Lefebvre

DEI, University of Bologna; cehenri.lefebvre@unibo.it
Boris Detienne

Mathematics Institute of Bordeaux, University of Bordeaux;
Enrico Malaguti

DEI, University of Bologna;
Michele Monaci

In this work, we study optimization problems where some coefficients in the objective
function are not known at decision time and the decision flow is modeled as a two-
stage process. We show that two-stage robust models of this type can be solved by
means of a branch-and-price algorithm, in which continuous variables may be selected
for branching so as to tighten the optimality gap. The convergence of the method
is proven to eps-optimality. The proposed approach generalizes a recent result from
the literature that could be applied only in the linear case and in presence of linking
constraints involving binary variables only. Indeed, our extension allows to address
the much wider class of problems with convex constraints and general mixed-integer
linking constraints. From a computational viewpoint, we also propose a generalized
diving heuristic that is typically able to compute high quality solutions throughout the
execution of the branch-and-price algorithm. We tested our method to two optimization
problems: a capital budgeting problem with profit uncertainty, and a variant of the
capacitated facility location problem with unknown travel costs and arc-setup costs.
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Stochastic Programs embedding Discrete Choice
Problems with unknown distributions and their

Deterministic Approximation
Lohic Fotio Tiotsop

Politecnico di Torino, Department of Control and Computer Engineering; lohic.fotiotiotsop@polito.it
Edoardo Fadda

Politecnico di Torino;
Daniele Manerba

Universitá degli Studi di Brescia, Dept. of Information Engineering;
Roberto Tadei

Politecnico di Torino, DAUIN;

Despite their large application, Stochastic Programming (SP) models suffer from two
severe drawbacks: the high computational burden of solving their deterministic equiv-
alent versions and the need for precise knowledge about the probability distribution
of the uncertain data. The former drawback is the great increase in the number of
variables and constraints from the approximation of the probability space through a
discrete set of scenarios. Obtaining such an approximation implies the latter drawback.
In this work, we address both the drawbacks by properly exploiting the structure of
a specific class of SP problems called two-stage SP models embedding Discrete Choice
Problems (2sSP-DCPs), which appear in a wide range of situations. In 2sSP-DCPs,
the second stage consists of a set of DCPs, each associated with one first-stage vari-
able. Given the first-stage decisions, the decision-maker must select a single alternative
among many subdivided into clusters and associated with stochastic utilities at the
second stage. The objective is to maximize the expected total utility. Relying on the
Extreme Value Theory [1], we derive a deterministic approximation of 2sSP-DCPs un-
der very mild assumptions on the distribution of the uncertain data, assumed to be
unknown. The efficiency of the framework, called EVTDA, does not depend on the
number of considered scenarios. Instead, the whole uncertainty structure is modeled
by only two numerical parameters that must be calibrated. The mild assumptions on
the uncertain data and its gain in efficiency make the EVTDA an interesting asset in
addressing large 2sSP-DCPs for which it is not trivial to get a probability distribution
that effectively captures all aspects of the problem’s uncertainty. Some results obtained
on routing and knapsack problems [2,3] show that, when compared to SP solutions, the
proposed EVTDA can generate high-quality solutions while saving about two orders of
CPU time.

[1 ] Galambos, J.: Extreme value theory for applications. Extreme value theory and
applications. Springer, Boston, MA, 1994. 1-14.

[2 ] Fadda, E., Fotio Tiotsop, L., Manerba, D., Tadei, R.: The stochastic multipath
traveling salesman problem with dependent random travel costs. Transportation
Science, 54(5), 1372-1387, 2020.
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[3 ] Perboli G., Tadei R., Gobbato L.: The multi-handler knapsack problem under
uncertainty. European Journal of Operational Research 236(3), 1000-1007, 2014.
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Robust and Distributionally Robust Optimization
Models for Support Vector Machine

Daniel Faccini
University of Bergamo; daniel.faccini@unibg.it

Francesca Maggioni
University of Bergamo, DMEQM;

Floria A. Potra
University of Maryland, Department of Mathematics and Statistics;

In this talk, we present novel data-driven optimization models for Support Vector Ma-
chine (SVM), with the aim of linearly separating two sets of points that have non-
disjoint convex closures. Traditional classification algorithms assume that the training
data points are always known exactly. However, real-life data are often subject to
noise. To handle such uncertainty, we formulate robust models with uncertainty sets
in the form of hyperrectangles or hyperellipsoids, and propose distributionally robust
optimization models enforcing limits on first-order deviations along principal directions.
All the formulations reduce to convex programs. The efficiency of the new classifiers is
evaluated on real-world databases. Experiments show that box robust classifiers might
be overly conservative, whereas higher levels of accuracy can be achieved when moments
of the distributions are assumed exploiting the available information via distributionally
robust optimization methods.

[1 ] Bertsimas, D., Dunn, J., Pawlowski, C., Zhuo, Y. D.: Robust classification.
INFORMS Journal on Optimization, 1, 2-34, (2019).

[2 ] Liu, X., Potra, F. A.: Pattern separation and prediction via linear and semidef-
inite programming. Studies in Informatics and Control, 18, 71-82, (2009).

[3 ] Wiesemann, W., Kuhn, D., Sim, M.: Distributionally robust convex optimiza-
tion. Operations Research, 62, 1358-1376, (2014).
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Bounds for Multistage Mixed-Integer Distributionally
Robust Optimization

Francesca Maggioni
Univesrity of Bergamo, DMEQM; francesca.maggioni@unibg.it

Guzin Bayraksan
Ohio State University, Integrated Systems Engineering;

Daniel Faccini
Ming Yang

Ohio State University;

Multistage mixed-integer distributionally robust optimization (DRO) forms a class of
extremely challenging problems since their size grows exponentially with the number
of stages. One way to model the uncertainty in a multistage setting is by creating
sets of conditional distributions (the so-called conditional ambiguity sets) on a finite
scenario tree and requiring that such distributions remain close to nominal conditional
distributions according to some distance (e.g., phi-divergences or Wasserstein distance).
In this paper, new lower bounding criteria for this class of difficult decision problems
are provided through scenario grouping using the conditional ambiguity sets associated
with various commonly used phi-divergences and the Wasserstein distance. Our ap-
proach does not require any special problem structure such as convexity and linearity.
Therefore, while we focus on multistage mixed-integer DRO, our bounds can be applied
to a wide range of DRO problems including two-stage and multistage, with or with-
out integer variables, nested or non-nested formulations. Extensive numerical results
on a mixed integer multistage production problem show the efficiency of the proposed
approach over different choices of partition strategies, phi-divergences, and levels of
robustness.
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Chance Constrained Problems with Integer Scenario
Variables
Paolo Paronuzzi

Universitá di Bologna; paolo.paronuzzi@unibo.it
Andrea Lodi

Ecole Polytechnique;
Enrico Malaguti

DEI, University of Bologna;
Michele Monaci
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Chance-Constrained Mathematical Programs (CCP) are a class of stochastic optimiza-
tion problems in which the feasible region depends on the realization of a random
variable and the solution must optimize a given objective function while belonging to
the feasible region with high probability. Under specific assumptions, these problems
can be modeled as MINLPs. We propose a decomposition approach for the MINLP
reformulation of CCP whereby we define a single master problem and one sub-problem
for each possible realization of the random variable. We devise a Branch-and-Cut al-
gorithm where we generate cutting planes as outer approximation point cuts, when
possible. This approach generalizes the one proposed by Lodi et al. [1] that only ap-
plies to the case in which the scenario variables are continuous. Given an infeasible
solution of the master problem, we distinguish between three different cases: a first
case in which the method in [1] can be applied to generate a valid cutting plane, after
the integrality constraint on the scenario variables has been relaxed; a second case that
we address by mean of a novel procedure that returns a valid cut, when it exists; and
a last case in which some kind of spatial branching is required in order to discard the
infeasible solution proposed by the master problem. We discuss the theoretical conver-
gence of the algorithm and present extensive computational experiments on a class of
resource allocation problems.

[1 ] A. Lodi, E. Malaguti, G. Nannicini, and D. Thomopulos, Nonlinear chance-
constrained problems with applications to hydro scheduling, Mathematical Pro-
gramming, (2019), https://doi.org/10.1007/s10107-019-01447-3
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Approximate dynamic programming for stochastic
lot-sizing problems

Paolo Brandimarte
Politecnico di Torino, DISMA; paolo.brandimarte@polito.it

Stochastic lot-sizing problems are a relevant application domain for optimization. Even
in the single item case, demand uncertainty destroys the Wagner–Whitin property that
makes the deterministic problem easy to solve. In a simple and uncapacitated setting,
base-stock policies could do the job, but a more general approach, based on stochas-
tic programming, may be needed when we have to deal with capacity constraints and
specific demand patterns. Indeed, there is a fair amount of research based on stochas-
tic programming models, for both small [1] and large [2] time buckets, which is the
kind of problem we consider here. On the one hand, quite sophisticated solution meth-
ods have been proposed [4]; on the other one, different forms of decomposition have
been applied. Fix-and-relax is a kind of time-based decomposition, used in [1,2]. An
alternative and well-known decomposition is based on Lagrangean relaxation. In [6],
progressive hedging is applied to a single-item stochastic lot-sizing problem. This is
based on the dualization of non-anticipativity constraints. In a deterministic setting,
the dualization of capacity constraints is also used when dealing with multi-item lot-
sizing problems [4], as this results in a set of uncapacitated problems. In this paper, we
consider the dualization of capacity constraints in a stochastic setting, and its interac-
tion with approximate dynamic programming [3], which is another kind of time-based
decomposition. The main aim is to allow for an adequate representation of uncertainty,
which is quite critical as scenario trees grow exponentially. Out-of-sample tests, based
on computationally intensive rolling horizon simulations, are an integral part of our
research.

[1 ] Beraldi, P., Ghiani, G., Grieco, A., Guerriero, E.: Fix and relax heuristic for a
stochastic lot-sizing problem. Computational Optimization and Applications, 33
(2006) 303-318.

[2 ] Brandimarte, P.: Multi-item capacitated lot-sizing with demand uncertainty.
International Journal of Production Research, 44 (2006) 2997-3022.

[3 ] Brandimarte, P.: From shortest paths to reinforcement learning: A MATLAB-
based introduction to dynamic programming. Springer, 2021.

[4 ] M. Diaby, H.C. Bahl, M.H. Karwan, S. Zionts. A Lagrangean relaxation ap-
proach for very-largescale capacitated lot-sizing. Management Science, 38 (1992)
1329-1340.

[5 ] Guan, Y., Ahmed, S., Nemhauser, G., Miller, A.: A branch-and-cut algorithm
for the stochastic uncapacitated lot-sizing problem. Mathematical Programming,
105 (2006) 55-84.
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[6 ] Haugen, K., Lokketangen, A.,Woodruff, D.: Progressive hedging as a meta-
heuristic applied to stochastic lot-sizing. European Journal of Operational Re-
search, 132 (2001) 116-122.
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Crowd-shipping with uncertain travel time
Luigi Di Puglia Pugliese
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Daniele Ferone
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We consider the problem of delivering parcels from a central depot to customers dis-
located in an urban area. Time window is associated with each customer. We study
the case in which ordinary people, named occasional drivers (ODs), may perform some
deliveries by deviating from their routes for a small compensation. The considered
shipping framework has been widely studied in the scientific literature [1, 2, 3]. The
novelty of this work is that the travel time is represented by a random variable. We
admit that both the vehicles and the ODs can miss the deliveries, paying a penalty
cost. In other words, we consider soft time windows and formulate the problem with
chance-constraints, imposing a maximum probability of arriving at each customer after
the ending of the time window. In the case an OD misses a delivery, we consider two
policies: 1) the parcel must be relocated at the central depot for future shipment; 2) the
parcel is retained by the OD. In both cases, the compensation for the OD is reduced.
We formulate an equivalent robust formulation by considering the budgeted uncertainty
polytope [4, 5] that can be defined so that the robust solution guarantees the satisfac-
tion of the probability constraints. We define optimal solution strategies, which rely
on decomposition approaches. We propose two Benders decomposition-based solution
strategies, with optimality and logic cuts, and a column-and-row generation procedure.
In a computational study, carried out on benchmarks instance, we analyse the effect
of the probability guarantee on the solution cost, by considering several penalty cost
functions for the missed deliveries. In addition, we carried out a sampling analysis in
order to compare the robust solutions with the nominal ones.

[1 ] Archetti, C., Savelsbergh, M., Speranza, M.G., 2016. The vehicle routing prob-
lem with occasional drivers. EuropeanJournal of Operational Research 254, 472-
480.

[2 ] Arslan, A.M., Agatz, N., Kroon, L., Zuidwijk, R., 2019. Crowdsourced delivery-a
dynamic pickup and delivery problemwith ad hoc drivers. Transportation Science
53, 222-235

[3 ] Macrina, G., Di Puglia Pugliese, L., Guerriero, F., Laporte, G., 2020. Crowd-
shipping with time windows and transship-ment nodes. Computers and Opera-
tions Research 113.

[4 ] Bertsimas, D., Sim, M., 2003. Robust discrete optimization and network flows.
Mathematical Programming 98, 49-71.
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[5 ] Bertsimas, D., Sim, M., 2004. The price of robustness. Operations Research 52,
35-53.
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A Bi-level Stochastic Model for the Electricity Pricing
Problem
Patrizia Beraldi

University of Calabria - DIMEG; patrizia.beraldi@unical.it
Sara Khodaparasti

This talk addresses the bi-level electricity pricing problem under uncertainty. We model
the interaction between a retailer and a prosumer by a Stackelberg game and formulate
it as a mathematical bi-level program. The retailer acts as leader and sets the electricity
rates with the aim of maximizing the profit. The prosumer plays the role of follower and
reacts to the retailer decision, managing the home energy system (composed of photo-
voltaic panels and an electricity storage device) so to minimize the electricity bill. The
decision process is clearly carried out under uncertainty mainly related to the market
prices and to the production from PV, that is affected by the weather conditions. We
formulate the problem as a stochastic bi-level two-stage problem. A safety risk measure
is introduced to take into account the risk aversion of the retailer. A tailored solution
approach exploiting the specific problem structure has been designed and tested. The
computational experiments carried out on real cases confirm the validity of the model
as well as the solution approach.
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Majority Judgment with partial information
Paolo Serafini

University of Udine; paolo.serafini@uniud.it

In this talk we deal with the problem of selecting a small number of delegates out
of a large list of candidates by using Majority Judgment (MJ). Each voter has some
information on a few candidates only and so each candidate is scrutinized by a small
variable number of voters. In order to use MJ, all candidates should receive the same
number of grades. Hence, we need to add a certain number of grades to each candidate.
We present some axioms that should be respected for this addition to be considered
fair. We introduce some possible addition methods and analyze them in terms of the
axioms. It turns out that one of the proposed methods is perhaps best fit to deal with
MJ with partial information.
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Friedrich Pukelsheim
Institut für Mathematik der Universität Augsburg; Pukelsheim@Math.Uni-Augsburg.DE
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The new tandem system provides a principled frame for the election of the European
Parliament. It pays due tribute to the European level of the election rather than
construing the event as a patchwork of separate elections per Member State. It equips
europarties with power, visibility and influence to campaigning at the election rather
than centring on domestic parties within Member States. It exposes the leaders of
europarties as prime personnel for offices to be staffed in the new legislative period.
From a structural viewpoint the tandem system proceeds in three steps. The first step
apportions all parliamentary seats among europarties by aggregating the electorate’s
votes at Union level. Thus, with regard to the division of the Union’s citizens by political
persuasion, the tandem system obeys the One Person One Vote principle. The second
step, disaggregation of the unionwide apportionment, allots the seats by Member State
and europarty in a way safeguarding the preordained seat contingents of the Member
States. Thus, with regard to the Union’s socio-cultural layout by Member State, the
tandem system respects the principle of degressive representation that is peculiar to
the European Union. The third step assigns the seats of a party in a Member State to
domestic candidates by means of the same provisions which the Member State has been
employing in the past, thereby complying with the Union’s principle of subsidiarity.
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Emilio Spedicato
Formerly OR professor, University of Bergamo, Italy; emiliospedicato@gmail.com

ABS methods originated about 1980 from joint collaboration between three mathemati-
cians: Spedicato, Abaffy (Hungary), Broyden (UK), as a class of methods for solving
in finite number of iterations determined, underdetermined or overdetermined linear
systems. The work later involved several other mathematicians, especially from China
and Iran, and is available in some 400 papers and a few monographs, also in Russian
and Chinese language. ABS methods have been extended to other problems (nonlinear
systems, optimization problems, structured linear system...), providing a unified frame-
work, where special methods are obtained via selection of the available parameters in
the class. A remarkable result is the ABS approach to Diophantine linear equations,
say the most important case of Hilbert tenth problem, where the ABS approach pro-
vides a new simple condition for existence of integer solutions and the computation in
polynomial time of all such solutions; an approach later applied especially by the Ira-
nian researchers, still now active, to several other problems, characterized by deriving
integer solutions via the continuum approach. Work on ABS methods has comprised
not only derivation and theoretical analysis (convergence, stability, error sensitivit...)
of the algorithms, but has led also to a package, ABSPACK, for several problems. ABS
codes have been also used successfully in real engineering problems, showing better
stability and accuracy than well known commercial codes. The communication will
consider results obtained mainly in the about twenty years that Spedicato devoted to
such research areas, his interests later moving to other disciplines. ABS methods are
now studied especially in Iran in the school of Nezam Mahdavi-Amiri. In Italy, main
interest to ABS methods was shown by Ilio Galligani and Bruno Simeone.
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The p-next center problem was introduced in [1]. The experimental results reported
in that paper show that exact methods are limited and therefore some papers have
proposed heuristics for the p-next center. In this model it is assumed that centers
can fail, and thus, customers make their decision taking into account not only their
most favorite centers but also a close second opportunity. These results have been
applied to a well-known problem in software defined networks: the Controller Placement
Problem. This problem consists in determining on a network the optimal location of
controllers and assignment of the switches to the controllers. This talk elaborates upon
the p-next center model. Here, we extend that model to deal with the Dynamically
Second-preferred p-center Problem (DSpP). This problem aims at choosing at most p
centers so that each demand point can visit at least two acceptable centers and the
maximum sum of distances from any demand point to any of its preferred centers, plus
the distance from any of the preferred centers to any of the centers the user prefers once
he is there, is minimized. We present three different mixed-integer linear programming
formulations for the problem. We study some strengthening using valid inequalities and
some variable fixing criteria that can be applied when valid upper bounds are available.
Finally, computational experience has been performed to compare their utility to solve
DSpP using standard solvers for MIP.

[1 ] Albareda-Sambola M, Hinojosa Y, Marín A, Puerto J."When centers can fail: A
close second opportunity". Computers & Operations Research 2015; 62:145-156.
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The most widely used tool for studying patient flow through an Emergency Depart-
ment (ED) is Discrete Event Simulation (DES). However, to achieve high reliability
of such a DES model, an accurate calibration procedure is firstly required in order to
determine a good estimate of the model input parameters. In this paper, a simulation-
based optimization approach is used to estimate the incomplete data in the patient flow
within an ED by adopting a model calibration procedure. The objective function of
the resulting minimization problem represents the deviation between simulation output
and real data, while the constraints ensure that the response of the simulation is suffi-
ciently accurate according to the precision required. The approach we propose has been
widely experimented on data from a real case study related to a large ED in Rome.
The experimental results show that the model calibration allows recovering the missing
parameters, thus leading to an accurate DES model.
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Healthcare management is a widely investigated research topic in OR literature. Among
the others, great relevance has been given to the problem of optimizing the activities
of the hospital surgery departments to ensure an effective and efficient usage of the
operating rooms. This work arises from the research agreement between Department
of Electrical Engineering and Information Technology of University "Federico II" of
Naples and the "Betania Evangelical Hospital (BEH)", a small hospital in Naples. It is
focused on the application of OR methodologies to support the BEH surgery department
operating rooms. Given the BEH surgery department comprising several specialities
which share a given number of operating rooms, we tackle the problem of determining
the assignment of rooms and dates to a set of elective patient surgeries over a prede-
fined planning horizon and, simultaneously, defining the scheduling of the surgeries of
each day and room. The problem has been modelled by an ILP formulation, derived
from Riise and Burke (2011), modified with several constraints which take into account
multiple requirements such as: emergency management, surgery complexity and post-
ponements, and patient’s health conditions. The proposed formulation has been tested
on several scenarios derived from real data provided by the hospital. Moreover, different
speciality-to-room assignment policies have been analysed to provide useful managerial
insights for effective usage of the hospital resources.
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The team orienteering problem is a routing problem belonging to the class of the vehicle
routing problems with profits. We present two problems arising in the health care
logistics that are modelled as team orienteering problem. To the best of our knowledge,
these are the first applications to health care logistics problems. The former is a problem
arising in the digital contact tracing system as a measure for the containment of the
Covid-19 pandemic. The latter is a problem arising in post-disaster management to
transport the injured to hospitals. We discuss the novelty of some of their features with
respect to the current literature. We present and discuss the mathematical formulation
of a new variant of the team orienteering problem that includes such new features.
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Most chronic patients with comorbidities are cared for at home. Still, they must get
treatments, consultancy, and tests at specialized medical units in a hospital setting,
according to a given frequency set by their clinical pathways. As such demand is
known in advance, it could be scheduled to ensure ideal frequency, avoid potential
visit repetitions that arise in case of comorbidities, and minimize hospital access by
pursuing decision coordination. Booking involves setting a date for each health service
contained in the pathway, and fixing a time on that day, i.e. building a master plan
that spans the planning horizon, and a specific daily agenda for each day. The master
plan handles time constraints on the dates, while each daily agenda must comply with
the staffing level at each care unit for that day and allow transfer time for patients
receiving care at different units. Tackling the master plan together with the daily
agendas is rather complex. We present a logic-based Benders decomposition approach
where the Master Problem solves the master plan with respect to a relaxation of the
units resource constraints, and the subproblems return no-good cuts to the master when
their daily agenda problem is not feasible. We present an Answer Set Programming
based approach for the Master Problem, as part of a broader project aimed to tackle
the whole problem for the first time.
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Separating two finite set of points in an Euclidean space is a fundamental problem
in classification. Customarily linear separation is used, but nonlinear separators such
as spheres [1] have been shown to be possible and to have superior performances in
some tasks, such as edge detection in images. We exploit the relationships between the
more general version of the latter separation, where we use general ellipsoids rather than
spheres, with the SVM model with quadratic kernel to propose a classification approach.
The implementation basically boils down to adding a SDP constraint to the standard
SVMmodel in order to ensure that the chosen hyperplane in the feature space represents
a non-degenerate ellipsoid in the input space; this may result in efficiency problems but
still allows to exploit many of the techniques developed for SVR in combination with
SDP approaches. We test our approach on several classification tasks, among which the
edge detection problem for gray-scale images, proving that the approach is competitive
with both the spherical classification one and the quadratic-kernel SVM one without
the ellipsoidal restriction.

[1 ] Astorino, Annabella, Manlio Gaudioso, and Walaa Khalaf. "Edge detection by
spherical separation." Computational Management Science 11.4 (2014): 517-530
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This paper presents a theoretical model and algorithms for calculating the security risks
for planning active counteractions in transaction processing under security threats. It
is a part of an integrated cybersecurity framework, which combines AI-based planning
of active counteractions with Machine Learning for the detection of security threats
during transaction processing. The risk assessment is based on the optimal strategy for
decision making which minimizes the security risks in controlled transactions modeled
as Partially Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP). By statistical reduction,
this model is converted into a Markov Decision Process (MDP) with full information so
that the algorithm for calculating the risks can use the standard dynamic programming.
Although developed primarily for applications in fintech industry, this framework can
be adapted to a wide range of business process workflows that incorporate both syn-
chronous operations and asynchronous events caused by human errors, technical faults,
or external interventions.
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Supervised classification models, such as SVM, aim at predicting the class membership
of the incoming samples. Malicious inputs are designed to cheat a vulnerable classifier,
leading to a wrong prediction. We focus our analysis on the search of the smallest
perturbations of samples producing a failure of the classification process. The novelty
of our approach is in the use of the zero-pseudo-norm, which consists in minimizing the
number of attributes to be modified. We come out with an optimization problem whose
objective function is a Difference of Convex functions (DC). We present the results of
some preliminary experiments.
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In a Multiple Instance Learning (MIL) problem the objective is to classify sets of items.
Using the MIL terminology, such sets are called bags and the items inside them are called
instances. Differently from the classical supervised learning, in a MIL problem only the
label of each bag is known in the learning phase, whereas the labels of the instances
inside the bags remain unknown. For solving these problems, in the literature there are
three type of approaches: the instance-space approaches, the bag-space approaches and
the embedding-space approaches, depending on the space where the bag separation is
initially performed. We focus on the binary case, characterized by two types of bags
and two types of instances, using the so-called standard MIL assumption, stating that
a bag is positive if it contains at least a positive instance and it is negative otherwise.
For solving this problem, we present a multi-sphere instance-space approach, which
generates a finite and variable number of separating spheres such that, for each positive
bag, at least one of its instances is inside at least a sphere and all the instances of each
negative bag are outside every sphere. Numerical results are presented on some test
problem drawn from the literature.
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In this work, the problem of best subset selection in logistic regression is addressed. In
particular, we take into account formulations of the problem resulting from the adop-
tion of information criteria, such as AIC or BIC, as goodness-of-fit measures. There
exist various methods to tackle this problem. Heuristic methods are computationally
cheap, but are usually only able to find low quality solutions. Methods based on lo-
cal optimization suffer from similar limitations as heuristic ones. On the other hand,
methods based on mixed integer reformulations of the problem are much more effective,
at the cost of higher computational requirements, that become unsustainable when the
problem size grows. We thus propose a new approach, which combines mixed-integer
programming and decomposition techniques in order to overcome the aforementioned
scalability issues. We provide a theoretical characterization of the proposed algorithm
properties. The results of a vast numerical experiment, performed on widely available
datasets, show that the proposed method achieves the goal of outperforming state-of-
the-art techniques.
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Decision trees are off-the-shelf Machine Learning models which are used in a variety
of fields of application for classification and regression tasks. Given the substantial
progress in mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) and nonlinear programming, op-
timal decision trees have recently attracted renewed attention. In [1,2] a MILP formu-
lation with a local search approach are proposed for constructing optimal multivariate
deterministic regression trees. In [3,4] a novel continuous nonlinear optimization ap-
proach has been proposed to build multivariate randomized regression trees. For any
given input vector, the prediction is a weighted combination of the leaf nodes outputs,
where the weight is the probability that the vector falls in the corresponding leaf node.
In this work, we investigate a variant of this model where, for every input vector and for
every leaf node, the prediction is expressed as a linear regression of the input variables.
The peculiarity is that we have a distinct prediction for each leaf node. We present a
decomposition method together with an initialization strategy and a heuristic for the
assignment of the input vectors along the branching nodes of the regression tree. The
results on 10 datasets from the UCI and KEEL repositories indicate that our decom-
position method together with the initialization strategy and the assignment heuristic
provide promising results in terms of accuracy compared with the original approach
[3]. The combination of the decomposition scheme with the assignment heuristic of-
ten allows to avoid getting stuck in poor solutions and the initialization strategy is
substantially more robust with respect to random starting solutions. The comparison
with the approach in [1,2] on the same datasets suggests that our model variant and
decomposition method yield significant speed up in the training time while achieving
comparable accuracy.

[1 ] D. Bertsimas and J. Dunn. Machine learning under a modern optimization lens.
Dynamic Ideas LLC, 2019.

[2 ] J. Dunn. Optimal trees for prediction and prescription. PhD Thesis, Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology, 2018.

[3 ] R. Blanquero, E. Carrizosa, C. Molero-Rio, and D. Romero Morales. On
sparse optimal regression trees. Technical report, 2020. URL https://www.
researchgate.net/publication/341099512_On_Sparse_Optimal_Regression_
Trees
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[4 ] E. Carrizosa, C. Molero-Rio, and D. Romero Morales. Mathematical optimiza-
tion in classification and regression trees. TOP, 29:5-33, 2021
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Design and analysis of clinical trials imply decisions that often involve multiple par-
ties. We focus here on one of the main design issues in phase III trials, that is the
choice of the sample size, that influences the final probability of success of the exper-
iment, i.e. showing evidence of superiority of a new treatment over the standard one.
Bayesian Statistics allows one to exploit pre-experimental information and uncertainty
that can be translated into probability distributions for the effects-difference parameter.
Sometimes sources of prior knowledge can be in striking contrast (skepticism vs opti-
mism), possibly leading to divergent final post-experimental conclusions. We propose
a sample size criterion that controls not only the achievement of minimal evidence of
superiority but also posterior consensus. The method is illustrated for trials involving
binary outcomes with normal approximation for the log odds ratio with application
to a comparative study of two interventions for diabetic patients with coronary artery
disease.
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This work addresses the Electric Vehicle Routing Problem with Time Windows (E-
VRPTW), which has been extensively studied in the recent years due to an increased
attention to sustainability in transportation. E-VRPTW differs from the classical
VRPTW because the service is provided by a fleet of Electric Vehicles (EVs). Since
EVs have a reduced driving range due to the limited battery capacity with respect to
their Energy Consumption (EC), possible stops at Recharging Stations (RSs) have to
be considered. Among the different EC models introduced in the literature, we refer
to that in [1], in which EC is a function of both the EV load and speed, so resulting
more realistic. A further relevant feature for the proposed model is considering the EVs’
speeds as decision variables. We present a cloneless Mixed Integer Linear Programming
(MILP) model for this variant, without cloning the RSs, as done in most of the works in
the literature, to avoid increasing the number of binary variables. Moreover, we design
two different matheuristics both iterating the solution of reduced versions of the MILP
model. In the first approach, subsets of the routing-variables are included exploiting a
greedy randomized selection, whereas, in the second one a procedure called Random-
ized Kernel Search, inspired by the Kernel Search algorithm [2], is iterated. Finally,
we compare the MILP model and matheuristics results on instances generated from a
benchmark [3].

[1 ] Y. Xiao, X. Zuo, I. Kaku, S. Zhou, X. Pan, Development of energy consumption
optimization model for the electric vehicle routing problem with time windows, J
Clean Prod 225 (2019) 647-663

[2 ] E. Angelelli, R. Mansini, M. G. Speranza, Kernel search: A general heuristic
for the multi-dimensional knapsack problem, Comput & Oper Res 37 (11) (2010)
2017-2026

[3 ] M. Schneider, A. Stenger, D. Goeke, The electric vehicle-routing problem with
time windows and recharging stations, Transp Sci 48 (4)(2014) 500-520
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The use of electric vehicles has rapidly increased in recent years and the practical
adoption of electric fleets is expected to accelerate as many countries are committing
to ambitious net-zero emissions targets in the next ten years. At the same time, the
electricity grid load is experiencing higher volatility from renewable sources on the
supply side as well as electric vehicle charging on the demand side and new variable
pricing schemes are emerging to help balance the load. Hence, managing electric fleets
sustainably and efficiently is a major challenge and it requires taking into account
these new forms of electricity pricing. In this work, we study a variant of the vehicle
routing problem (VRP) where a fleet of electric vehicles (EVs) is used instead of internal
combustion engine vehicles, to serve a set of customers in an urban area. Partial
battery recharges are allowed at charging stations, located throughout the city. Each
charging station is characterized by a certain number of available chargers, a charging
speed and several electricity prices which depend on the time of arrival at the charging
station. In particular, we consider a schedule of electricity rates that are given at the
beginning of the day, different for each hour. Hence, charging prices/costs are different
and time-depending. We introduce and model the electric vehicle routing problem with
time-dependent electricity charging costs. Then, we carry out a computational study
to investigate the impact of time-dependent electricity charging costs on the solution
quality.

[1 ] A. Felipe, M. T. Ortuno, G. Righini, and G. Tirado. A heuristic approach for the
green vehicle routing problem with multiple technologies and partial recharges.
Transportation Research Part E, 71:111-128, 2014.

[2 ] M. Schiffer and G. Walther. The electric location routing problem with time win-
dows and partial recharging. European Journal of Operational Research, 260:995-
1013, 2017.

[3 ] G. Macrina, G. Laporte, F. Guerriero, and L. Di Puglia Pugliese. An energy-
efficient green-vehicle routing problem with mixed vehicle fleet, partial battery
recharging and time windows. European Journal of Operational Research, 276(3):971982,
2019.

[4 ] M. Asghari and S. M. J. Mirzapour Al-e-hashem, Green vehicle routing problem:
A state-of-the-art review. International Journal of Production Economics 231-
107899, 2021.
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Recent concerns about the environment and climate change are prompting transporta-
tion companies to use Alternative Fuel Vehicles (AFVs) instead of traditional internal
combustion engine vehicles. However, the AFVs have a limited driving range and since
the Alternative Fuel Stations (AFSs) are usually not widespread on the territory, the
routes of the AFVs have to be properly planned in order to prevent them from re-
maining without the sufficient fuel to reach the depot or the closest AFS. Given a
fleet of AFVs, the Green Vehicle Routing Problem (G-VRP), introduced in [2], aims
at routing them minimizing the total travel distance and possibly including stops at
AFSs. Each AFV starts from a common depot and returns to it within a maximum
duration, serving a subset of customers geographically distributed. Unlike the G-VRP,
the G-VRP with Capacitated AFSs (G-VRP-CAFS), introduced in [1], more realisti-
cally assumes that each AFS has a limited number of fueling pumps and then prevents
overlapping in refueling operations. In this work, we propose a Greedy Randomized
Adaptive Search Procedure, properly guided by some theoretical results, to efficiently
address also large-sized instances of the G-VRP-CAFS. Computational results, carried
out on both benchmark instances and new instances with up to 100 customers, show
the effectiveness and the efficiency of the proposed solution method.

[1 ] Bruglieri, M., Mancini, S., & Pisacane, O. (2019). The green vehicle routing
problem with capacitated alternative fuel stations. Computers & Operations Re-
search,112, 104759

[2 ] Erdogan, S., Miller-Hooks, E. (2012). A green vehicle routing problem. Trans-
portation research part E: logistics and transportation review,48,100-114.
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In this paper we face a rich VRP (Drexl, M.,2012) for solving city logistic problems.
Distribution activities in urban areas represent about 40In this work we are involved
with a distribution company having the goal of optimizing the number of vehicles used
to serve customers while at the same balancing their load. In particular, the problem
under investigation can be defined as a multi-period VRP with a heterogeneous fleet of
vehicles and time windows for serving customers. The fleet composition has to be daily
defined searching for the best mix of subcontracting vehicles to add to the owned fleet.
The number and type of vehicles to be used each day must be defined, together with the
routes of the selected vehicles. Note that, together with the routing cost minimization,
there is the need of balancing the number of routes to travel each day for serving
customers. In fact, in order to get the most favorable contract from the transportation
firms, the company has to balance the request for external trucks during the days of
the week. This problem is faced by allowing split delivery within the considered weekly
time horizon. The demand of each customer is partitioned into three different subsets,
according to their priority, i.e., goods that must be shipped exactly the day they are
required, goods that can be delayed one day and finally goods that can be delayed up to
two days. We present a MILP model for the problem together with some pre-processing
procedures able to reduce the size of the considered real instances of the problems. The
first results of our computational experimentation are reported.
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The use of drones in urban logistics is gaining more and more interest. In this paper we
consider the flying sidekick traveling salesman problem, where some customers require a
delivery and they can be served either by a truck or by a drone. The aim is minimizing
the total time required to service all the customers. In this talk we discuss some
algorithms based on branch and bound for the problem. A first contribution is an
exact algorithm characterized by not completely specified solutions in the search tree,
that are later fully determined by solving an Assignment Problem. Such a choice
limits the size of the search tree, but on the other hand tends to weaken lower bounds.
Experimental results show that the choice pays off for instances of limited size, leading to
very good and consistent results in terms of speed for instances up to 10-15 customers.
The same branch and bound algorithm is also effectively used as a subroutine for a
heuristic algorithm, which is the second contribution of this work. The idea is to
iteratively optimize overlapping chunks of a solution with the exact algorithms. Again,
experimental results prove that such a heuristic approach is extremely competitive on
large instances, being able to effectively deal with instances with up to 229 customers
in a relatively short time.
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We investigate a location-routing problem motivated by freight distribution from a port.
A fleet of containers must moved from the port to satellites, where pallets are unpacked
from containers, transhipped to different vehicles and moved to their final destinations.
We must select satellites and vehicles, assign containers to satellites, determine the
routes of the selected vehicles and the flows of pallets. Since the transportation service
is highly customized, this problem is modeled as a multi-commodity location-routing
problem, in which each destination of pallets is a commodity. We propose an iterative
solution method in which the overall problem can be divided at each step into two
subproblems: (i) the first we determine satellites, assign containers to satellites, select
and assign CCVS and PCVs to satellites; (ii) in the second we solve a network design
problem with routing constraints to determine the paths of vehicles and pallets from
satellites to customers. Finally, we check the viability of the method in computational
experiments.
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According to the European Environment Agency, the transport sector consumes about
one third of the total energy in Europe. Indeed, this sector is responsible for a great
part of the greenhouse gas emissions, significantly contributing to climatic changes.
In fact, European policies are incentivizing the transport companies to integrate their
fleet, mainly consisting of Internal Combustion Engine Vehicles (ICEVs), with Electric
Vehicles (EVs). In addition to several benefits over the ICEVs, EVs have free access
to Congestion Charge (CC) zones, for which the ICEVs pay a toll. However, their
acquisition cost is still high compared to that of ICEVs. So, a company may benefit
from using a mixed fleet. We introduce a new Vehicle Routing Problem to determine
both the fleet composition and route plans at minimum total operational cost. The EVs
can recharge (also partially) at the stations en-route but with a higher energy price than
that at the depot. The vehicles serve the customers respecting their time windows and
return to the depot within a maximum duration. The problem is formulated as a Mixed
Integer Linear Program and solved by an Adaptive Large Neighborhood Search method.
Numerical tests were performed on realistic instances based on Milan road network
to investigate the impact of CC on the routing decisions and to provide managerial
insights.
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In this talk we focus on a version of the vehicle routing problem where customers’
presence and demand are stochastic. In particular, we assume that a fleet of vehicles
must complete the service within a given time limit. The objective is to maximize the
serviced demand while fulfilling the capacity limit of the vehicles. We call this problem
the vehicle routing problem with stochastic customers and demands (VRPSCD). Dif-
ferently from most of the literature on stochastic vehicle routing problems, this work
proposes a decentralized decision-making framework where vehicles autonomously and
dynamically plan their routes, according to the information revealed during operations.
We formulate the problem in terms of a Markov Decision Process. In this context,
the decentralized framework enables the possibility to suitable aggregate and eliminate
symmetries in both state and action spaces, resulting in a remarkably more tractable
problem. To solve the VRPSCD, we develop a Q-learning algorithm where value func-
tions are implemented as a deep-neural network. Results demonstrate that our method
significantly outperforms two commonly adopted heuristics for VRPSCDs. Moreover,
we show that our approach can compete with specialized methods developed for the par-
ticular case of the VRPSCD where customers’ locations are known in advance (Goodson
et al., 2016). Finally, we show that the Q-learning algorithm can be trained on different
instance types, thus obtaining policies providing high-quality performances on a large
spectrum of problem realizations.

[1 ] Goodson, J. C., B. W. Thomas, and J. W. Ohlmann (2016). Restocking-Based
Rollout Policies for the Vehicle Routing Problem with Stochastic Demand and
Duration Limits. Transportation Science 50(2), 591-607.
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Sara Stoia
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Delivery services are prominent within the grocery and restaurant domain (e.g. Grub-
hub, Chomp, Uber Eats), focusing on the delivery of food within a relatively immediate
deadline or within a specified time window later in the day. While the demand pattern
and consumer behavior for non-food items differs than that of perishable food items,
similar online service platforms (Kanga, Renren, Kuaidi, Deliv) have been developed
for electronics, clothing, health and beauty products, and even white goods. A single e-
platform serving a wide range of local businesses could provide the volume and smooth
the non-stationary demand pattern typical of restaurant delivery. There is an opportu-
nity for local brick-and-mortar companies to utilize such an e-platform to support "shop
local" initiatives and avoid a "retail apocalypse." The global COVID-19 pandemic has
altered consumer behavior (perhaps permanently) and local brick-and-mortar stores
may need to serve as showrooms (for in-person shopping) and/or dark stores (ware-
houses), with employees serving as salespeople and/or as order-pickers. We assume
that a third-party logistics (3PL) company receives the customer requests stochasti-
cally throughout the day and dispatches these requests to available vehicles, using a
fleet of dedicated vehicles and a fleet of crowdsourced vehicles. In our problem, we
consider two aspects of the logistical design of a delivery system: cost and service. As
labor costs represent a major component of operating costs, we consider a formulation
that prioritizes these. Along the service dimension, we focus on on-time delivery with
particular modeling of time-dependent travel times. To represent the stochastic nature
of the arrival of customer requests, we model the problem as a Markov decision process
(MDP) over finite, discrete-time horizon. Preliminary computational results are pre-
sented for some instances from Ulmer et al. [2020] in both in their original form and in
modified form to consider requests with a varying (non-food item) demand pattern.
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In this paper, we consider a parcel-delivery situation encountered in practice by a
logistics provider in France, involving a truck and a drone. Whereas the majority of
the deliveries take place in the valley, some parcels have to be delivered to a remote
place located in a mountainous area with poor accessibility. These remote deliveries
can be performed by a drone launched from the truck located in the valley. We study
this parcel-delivery configuration and extend it by allowing the truck to launch and
retrieve the drone from multiple positions in the valley. We propose a strengthened
Mixed-Integer-Linear Programming model, and we solve it for instances with up to 23
parcels. We compare our results with those of a classical delivery framework involving a
truck only and we highlight the practical relevance of using drones in this mountainous
context.
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We consider a storage allocation problem which combines storage location assignment
with sequencing decisions about the assigned storage locations, and which originates
from a real-world application context. We propose a very efficient successive constrained
shortest path method, which outperforms a matheuristic approach recently proposed
in the literature in terms of both the computational time required and regarding the
quality of the solutions found.
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Port Rail Shunting Optimization Problems
Veronica Asta

veronica.asta.31@gmail.com

The work focuses on the link between rail and sea transportation modes that happens
in the maritime port area. The study deals with the management of rail operations,
here called rail shunting operations, to be performed in the port area. Two optimiza-
tion problems arise. The first is the Port Rail Shunting Scheduling Problem (PRSSP)
for planning the operations. The second is called Port Rail Shunting Re-Scheduling
Problem (PRSRP) and deals with the re-scheduling of the same operations in case of
unpredictable events. Given that these problems have been rarely addressed in the lit-
erature, the literary review focused only on papers with useful aspects for approaching
these problems. After the in-depth study on the concerning papers, we concentrated on
an innovative use of the space-time networks as solution approach structure for both the
problems. A network flow model based on an operation-time-space network for solv-
ing PRSSP has been developed. It has been tested using random generated instances
providing good results. The same model has been extended for solving PRSRP and
the tests gave good results too. Both the developed models have been applied to the
real case of a port area located in Italy. Real data have been used and the tests on the
case study provided good results confirming both the possibility to apply the proposed
approach in real contexts and the utility of the models as decision support systems for
this process.
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In railway systems, delays occur daily, leading to a mismatch between scheduled arrival
time and actual arrival time. When the delay of one train is propagated to others, a
loss in service quality arises, increasing costs and decreasing the quality of the service.
Dispatchers monitor the traffic minute by minute, taking re-scheduling and re-routing
decisions in near real-time. This is the train dispatching problem. Many exact algo-
rithms are presented in the literature, but the computational effort often exceeds the
time window available to solve them. In this talk, we propose a Deep Reinforcement
Learning framework able to solve the problem in a time compatible with the application,
while handling railway rules which could otherwise be hard to model. The approach be-
longs to the family of Actor-Critic methods, characterized by two operators: the Actor,
which gives a measurement (in terms of the probability distribution) on how good an
action is, and the Critic, which estimates the value associated with each state. For both
Actor and Critic, we choose to exploit the graph structure of the railway network by
adopting Graph Convolutional Neural Networks as estimate models. Results show that
the algorithm performs better than other learning-based approaches, like matrix-based
Q-learning and Deep Q-learning.
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With the emergence of Elastic Optical Networks (EONs), Machine Learning (ML) is
being intensively investigated as a promising methodology to address complex net-
work management tasks, including e.g., fault prediction and management, Quality of
Transmission (QoT) estimation, and automatic adjustment of transmission parameters.
Though several ML-based solutions to accomplish specific management tasks have been
proposed, how to integrate the outcome of such ML models inside Routing and Spec-
trum Assignment (RSA) models (the fundamental resource allocation problem in EON)
is still an open research problem. In this study, we propose an iterative RSA optimiza-
tion framework that incorporates the QoT estimations provided by a ML regressor
(used to define lightpaths’ reach constraints) into a Mixed Integer Linear Programming
(MILP) formulation. The framework devises a two-stage iterative procedure. The first
phase minimizes overall spectrum occupation, whereas the second phase maximizes the
minimum guardband size between neighbor channels, without increasing the overall
spectrum occupation obtained in the previous phase. Moreover, after the second phase,
reach constraints are added for the next round of iteration based on the outcome of the
previous optimization round, in order to exclude from the set of feasible solutions those
lightpaths that exhibited unacceptable QoT. In our illustrative numerical results car-
ried on realistic EON instances, the proposed framework achieves spectrum occupation
savings up to 48.1% (around 33% on average) in comparison to traditional MILP-based
RSA frameworks that use conservative reach constraints based on margined analytical
models.
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There is a growing interest in integrating Machine Learning techniques and optimization
to solve challenging optimization problems. In this work, we propose a Deep Reinforce-
ment Learning methodology for the Job Shop Scheduling Problem (JSSP). The aim is
to build up a greedy-like heuristic able to learn on some distribution of JSSP instances,
different in the number of jobs and machines. The need for fast scheduling methods is
well known, and it arises in many areas, from transportation to healthcare. We exploit
the efficacy of Actor-Critic techniques, where the action taken by the agent is influenced
by policy considerations on the value function. The procedures are adapted to take into
account the challenging nature of JSSP since the state and the action space change not
only for every instance but also after each move. For this reason, the agent estimation
function is a Deep Neural Network composed of two incident LSTM models. Prelimi-
nary tests show that the model reaches good solutions in a short time, finally proving
that is possible to generate new greedy heuristics just from learning-based method-
ologies. Benchmarks have been generated in comparison with commercial solvers. As
expected, the model is able to generalize, to some extent, to larger problems or to
instances originated by a different distribution of the processing times.
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Machine Learning (ML) methods are increasingly and widely used in the medical field
to improve the prognosis and diagnosis of diseases and to increase the effectiveness of
medical treatments. For predictive models of complex diseases, it is important to have
a features ranking or to identify which are the elements that most affect the outcome
to have good predictions. Identifying the most relevant features allows making the
predictions more explainable and easier to interpret for the end-user and in particular
for the doctors that can thus understand the relevant aspects of the disease not yet
known. However, most ML models are black box models that lack interpretability. To
overcome this limit, SHAP (SHapley Additive exPlanations) is one of the Explainable
AI tools that have been recently proposed in the literature (Lundberg & Lee, 2017).
This tool is based on the Shapley values that allow making a fair allocation of features
importance given a particular model classification. We compare the performance of
SHAP tool with other SVM-based models that perform feature selection. Among the
several proposed in the literature, Mixed Integer linear SVM models perform linear
SVM classification while selecting the most relevant features e.g. through a budget
constraint (Labbé et al., 2017, Mangasarian & Wright, 2007). These models are mainly
based on the minimization of the L1-norm of the weight vector w. We generalize to
the case of the L2-norm and we consider possible extensions to the nonlinear case using
kernels. The aim is to compare both the computational complexity of the different
models and the robustness in selecting the most relevant clinical features.
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Natural gas may play a key role in achieving energy sustainability goals, accommodating
large shares of intermittent renewable energy sources. First, thanks to the fast-response
capability, natural gas-fired power plants can rapidly respond to changes in the demand
or supply for electricity, regulating peak loads and providing security in power systems.
Second, the emerging Power-to-Gas (PtG) technology allows converting surplus renew-
able generation into gas fuel, which can be stored in the natural gas network and used
later for electricity production. The deployment of gas-fired power plants and PtG
plants increases the interconnection between electricity and gas systems and requires
an integrated planning framework that could accurately consider this coupling. This
contribution provides a comprehensive formulation for the expansion co-planning of in-
tegrated energy systems with high penetration of intermittent renewable energy sources
and bi-directional energy conversion. Since expansion plans are usually made for a long-
term horizon, the system conditions are generally uncertain at the time the expansion
plans are decided. In this work, we focus on the uncertainty of fuel and carbon prices
and we define expansion decisions using a two-stage stochastic programming model,
with the first stage representing the investment problem and the second stage being
the operational problem. To keep the problem computationally tractable, we apply a
clustering analysis on input data to select a set of representative days and we implement
a multi-cut Benders Decomposition algorithm, decomposing the stochastic model both
by year and by scenario. We then apply the proposed analysis to the Italian integrated
electricity and gas system to evaluate the achievement by 2040 of sustainability goals
set by the European Commission. Empirical results show how solar technology could
play a key role in the achievement of these policy targets, being the main technology
installed by the model.
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We discuss the problem of optimally designing a power transportation network with
respect to line activity. We model this problem as an alternating current optimal power
flow with on/off variables on lines. We formulate this problem as a nonconvex MINLP
in complex numbers, then we propose two convex MINLP relaxations. We test our
formulations on some small-scale standard instances.
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Power systems are facing a significant revolution in terms of energy generation and
consumption. In particular, the generation centre of mass is gradually moving from
transmission to distribution system, while new load typologies are supplied and de-
mand response is attracting investors. For this reason, the management/planning of
power distribution networks is becoming more complex and control strategies based on
optimization have to be adopted also by Distribution System Operators. In order to
foster increasing shares of renewable generation at distribution level, it is necessary to
introduce control strategies to avoid voltage and loading congestions. Control strate-
gies are also needed to facilitate the provision of ancillary services to the transmission
grid by distributed resources. Centralized control solutions are often the best choice
for an optimal management of distribution networks, but they require monitoring vast
network areas and many grid nodes, which may be unaffordable. For this reason, some
portions of the network (i.e. LV nodes) can be operated in an unsupervised way, and
the fundamental control functions are operated by local automatic volt var controllers.
These controllers also impact on the supervised network portions, therefore central-
ized architectures should take their effects into account in order to compensate them.
The proposed optimization model analyses the behavior of distribution grids with a
hybrid control strategy (i.e. where automatic local controllers are implemented in some
portions, while some generators and distribution transformers are controlled by the
network operator) and compares it to situations in which either central control only or
local controllers only are activated.
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The increased focus on renewable sources of energy and the increasing competition in
the wind energy business have brought new attention to optimization and cost saving
initiatives in all the lifetime of wind farms. In this work, in particular, we focus on the
optimization of the installation phase of offshore wind farms. This is the task of con-
structing wind turbines at sea and connecting them through cables. This is a complex
task that requires expensive specific vessels and thus involve high costs. These costs
need to be considered in addition to revenues from operating the constructed turbines:
as soon as a turbine is built and connected to the grid, indeed, it produces energy that
is sold to the market. Our goal is to optimize the scheduling and routing of installation
vessels taking both immediate costs (such as vessel rental) and production revenues into
account. We developed original Mixed Integer Linear Programming models to solve the
challenge subject to real-world constraints, as presented by our industrial partner Vat-
tenfall. We also considered uncertainties in the weather forecast and how to generate a
schedule that is more robust to weather changes.
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Operations Research (OR) is a discipline of applied mathematics usually taught at uni-
versity level. Nevertheless, during the last years, various initiatives have been developed
to introduce OR to younger students such as Grades 9-12 [1]. Taking a cue from these,
we designed Ricerca Operativa Applicazioni Reali (ROAR, i.e., Real Applications of
Operations Research), a learning path for higher secondary schools. ROAR relies on
active learning and constructionism [2]. It is composed of three didactic units, addressed
to Grades 10, 11, and 12, respectively, that offer examples and problems closely con-
nected with students’ everyday life or with the Italian reality, balancing mathematical
modelling and algorithmics. ROAR aims to improve students’ interest, motivation and
skills related to STEM disciplines, by an innovative way of integrating mathematics and
computer science through OR. The implementation of ROAR started in Spring 2021
as a three-year project-work that fit into a Percorso per le Competenze Trasversali e
l’Orientamento (PCTO, i.e., Path for Transversal Skills and Orientation) activated at
the scientific high school IIS Antonietti in Iseo (Brescia, Italy). In this talk, we describe
how we carried out a teaching experimentation of the first didactic unit and share our
results. We show how we introduced OR and the basics of linear programming by focus-
ing on modelling real situations and problems. We explain the teaching methodology
adopted to involve students in an active way (e.g., cooperative learning and authentic
tasks [3]). We present some digital tools used, such as Excel Solver, to make students
solve and evaluate problems from the perspective of managerial decisions. Moreover,
since because of COVID-19 we could not hold our lectures entirely in the classroom, we
discuss advantages and disadvantages related to distance learning. Finally, we antici-
pate something about the second didactic unit, that we will conduct in January 2022
with the same students.

[1 ] Raffaele, A., Gobbi, A.: Teaching Operations Research Before University: A
Focus on Grades 9-12. SN Oper. Res. Forum 2, 13 (2021).

[2 ] Papert, S: Constructionism: A New Opportunity for Elementary Science Edu-
cation. MIT, Media Laboratory, Epistemology and Learning Group (1986).
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[3 ] Wiggins, G: A True Test: Toward More Authentic and Equitable Assessment.
Phi Delta Kappan, 92(7), 81-93 (2011)
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In this work, a tool that can help farm management in terms of crop rotation planning
for the annual crops is proposed. This tool can be useful to solve problems related to
the allocation of different crops to different fields of an arable land on periods (years or
semesters) of a given time horizon [3]. In this context, planning and location decisions
concern crop choice, crop spatial distribution within the farm arable land and crop
temporal successions over time periods. Such decisions can be critical since they modify
farm productivity and profitability in the short and long run. In fact, different crop
rotation schemes on a given field may lead to different production volumes and profits
over years. In the literature, decision support systems, and mathematical programming
and network flow models have been proposed for crop rotation planning problems [1,2,4].
We present a Mixed Integer Linear Programming model in which all the operational
constraints and crop rotation schemes have been included. For each hectare of the
arable land, the model is able to take into account both the rotation requirements
and the specific constraints for each crop, considering all suitable combinations of crop
sequences. The objective is the maximization of the overall potential profit across
agrarian seasons. A preliminary test campaign on real data is presented.

[1 ] Bachinger, J., Zander, P., ROTOR, a tool for generating and evaluating crop
rotations for organic farming systems, European Journal of Agronomy, 26, 130-
143, 2007.

[2 ] Detlefsen, N. K., Jensen, A.L., Modelling optimal crop sequences using network
flows, Agricultural Systems,94, 566-572, 2007.

[3 ] Dury, J., Schaller, N., Garcia, F. et al. Models to support cropping plan and
crop rotation decisions. A review. Agron. Sustain. Dev. 32, 567-580, 2012.

[4 ] Klein Haneveld, W.K., Stegeman, A.W., Crop succession requirements in agri-
cultural production planning, European Journal of Operational Research, 166,
406-429, 2005.
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In this paper we study the problem of scheduling operations in an automated vertical
farm (AVF), with the objective of reducing energy consumption. In a vertical farm crops
grow indoor, stacked in tall silos under controlled conditions including watering, light-
ing, temperature and ventilations. In an AVF, humans operators don’t interact with
the crops while they are growing. Rather, an elevator visits the crops and performs rou-
tine tasks such as watering or scanning for pests, during their respective time windows.
We focus on the optimisation of the elevator operations with the aim of reducing its
travelled distance and, thus, its energy consumption. We propose several mixed-integer
linear programming formulations for this problem, study their respective strength and
weaknesses, and perform a computational campaign on realistic instances.
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This paper describes how a capacity planning problem arising in health care services
design and optimization was successfully tackled with mathematical programming tech-
niques. What made the project successful was not the design of a sophisticated algo-
rithm providing optimal solutions, but rather the iterative development of an integer
linear programming model of the problem, solved by a general-purpose MILP solver.
This approach was made possible by the characteristics of the mathematical model it-
self and the user-friendly tools that were used. As a result, the problem expert could
autonomously challenge and improve the model and the data in a countless number of
iterations with little or no intervention of the O.R. expert. This allowed to reduce the
development cost to zero and the development time to a few days.
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In this talk, we address zero-sum Interdiction Games where the objective is a mono-
tone and submodular set function. Given a ground set of items, the leader interdicts
the usage of some of the items by the follower who seeks to maximize a submodular
set function over the uninterdicted items. This class of games finds a wide range of
applications including the interdiction versions of maximal covering, facility location,
bipartite inference and concave utility function maximization problems. We propose
an exact branch-and-cut algorithm for these kind of interdiction games. The algorithm
is based on interdiction cuts which allow to capture the follower’s objective function
value for a given interdiction decision of the leader and exploit the submodularity of
the objective function. We also present extensions and liftings of these cuts and discuss
additional preprocessing procedures. We test our solution framework on the weighted
maximal covering interdiction game and the bipartite inference interdiction game. For
both applications, the improved variants of our interdiction cut perform significantly
better than its basic version. For the weighted maximal covering interdiction game for
which a mixed-integer bilevel linear programming (MIBLP) formulation is available, we
compare the results with those of a state-of-the-art MIBLP solver. While the MIBLP
solver yields a minimum of 54
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In this talk, we deal with portfolio optimization problems considering the classical bi-
objective model where we aim at maximizing the expected returns and minimizing the
covariances of different eurostoxx financial assets, simultaneously. In the instances we
consider, both the expected returns and the covariances are computed by averaging the
data obtained during a timespan of 264 weeks (from 10-Mar-2003 to 24-Mar-2008 with
one observation for each week). The variables are constrained to be integer so that we
end up with a bi-objective integer nonlinear model that is addressed by a criterion space
search algorithm, the Frontier Partitioner Algorithm (FPA). A comparison between
FPA and the well-known epsilon-constraint method is shown considering instances of
different sizes in terms of the number of assets taken into account.
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Several notions of Stackelberg equilibria (SE) are possible when the follower’s best
response is a multivalued map, but in general the different sets of equilibria are not
well-behaved with respect to existence or approximation procedures, or both. In this
work the properties of Stackelberg equilibria of hierarchical potential games and of their
approximations are studied. Relations between approximate SE and approximate max-
imum points of the potential function are analysed, showing the relations between the
well-posedness of the optimisation of the potential and that of the Stackeberg problem.
A generalization to multicriteria games is also discussed.
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Computational models based on cooperative games on graphs are exploited to detect
the origin of full-body human movement, as it is perceived by an observer, and track its
propagation. To deal with movement analysis, a transferable-utility game is built over
a skeletal representation of the human body, based on a characteristic function related
to how movement features change on adjacent vertices of the graph (joints), which are
also the players of the game. Mathematical properties of the game are interpreted in
terms of the analysis of movement. The Shapley values of the joints are evaluated
and used to extract a higher-level feature (called Origin of Movement), which provides
an estimate of the joint from which movement originates or propagates. The method
developed in [1,2] is further refined (as in [3]) by considering a larger set of movement
features. Based on a machine-learning approach, feature ranking is performed in order
to find the feature with the best prediction capability about the origin of movement
and its propagation. A time-series analysis of the Origin of Movement feature is also
proposed as a tool to discriminate between different kinds of movements. This research
has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme under grant agreement No. 824160 EU (Project EnTimeMent) and from
the Universit‘a Italo Francese (project GALILEO 2021 no. G21 89).

[1 ] Kolykhalova, K., Gnecco, G, Sanguineti, M., Camurri, A., Volpe, G.: Graph-
restricted game approach for investigating human movement qualities. Proc. of
the 4th Int. Conf. on Movement Computing (2017).

[2 ] Kolykhalova, K., Gnecco, G, Sanguineti, M., Camurri, A., Volpe, G.: Automated
analysis of the origin of movement: An approach based on cooperative games on
graphs. IEEE Transactions on Human Machine Systems (2020).

[3 ] Matthiopoulou, O., Bardy, B, Gnecco, G., Mottet, D., Sanguineti, M., Camurri,
A.: A computational method to automatically detect the perceived origin of full-
body human movement and its propagation. Proc. of the 1st Int. Workshop on
Multi-Scale on Movement Technologies, Utrecht, the Netherlands (2020).
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The ground handler dock capacitated pickup and
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Stefano Fazi

We study a typical problem within the air cargo supply chain, concerning the trans-
portation of standard unit load devices (ULDs) from freight forwarders’ to ground han-
dlers’ warehouses. First, ULDs are picked up by a set of available trucks at the freight
forwarders’ premises within a time window. Next, they are delivered to the ground
handlers, also within a time window, and discharged according to a LIFO policy. Due
to space constraints, ground handlers have limited capacity to serve the trucks and
waiting times may arise, especially in case freight forwarders do not coordinate their
operations. Therefore, in this paper we consider a collaborative framework where this
transportation is coordinated by a central planner. The goal of the planner is to find a
proper routing and scheduling that minimizes the sum of the transportation and waiting
times at the ground handlers’ warehouses, while satisfying the capacity of the trucks.
We propose two mathematical formulations, one based on the routing and the other
based on the packing aspect of the problem. To solve large instances of the problem,
an Adaptive Large Neighborhood Search algorithm is also developed. With numerical
experiments, we compare the performances of the two models and the metaheuristic,
and we quantify the benefits of the proposed framework to reduce waiting times.
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Bus service, as an indispensable component of public transit systems, has been widely
used in many cities worldwide to assure urban transportation. For a bus service system,
a well-designed bus transit network is critical to achieve high attractiveness and low
operation cost. Bus line planning is to determine the number of lines and their routes
to satisfy passenger demands. Rapidness and reliability are important and crucial
factors in in influencing the passengers’ choices on bus service. However, more and
more congested urban traffic makes them become increasingly impossible even if bus
lines are well designed.
To provide rapid and reliable bus service, we propose to integrate bus lane reservation
into bus line design that yields a new bus line planning and lane reservation integrated
optimization problem. It aims to minimize the total travel time of passengers including
transfer time and the lane reservation negative impact, simultaneously.
For the problem, we first present a bi-objective integer nonlinear program and show that
its complexity is NP-hard. Then the proposed model is equivalently transformed into
a mix-integer linear one, which is further strengthened by explored valid inequalities.
To solve the proposed bi-objective model, we explore problem properties to reduce
search space, and propose an iterative and fuzzy method based on "-constraint to yield
the Pareto frontier and suggest a preferred solution for decision-makers. Experimental
results on a case study and randomly generated instances demonstrate the effectiveness
and efficiency of the proposed model and algorithm. Useful decision support is provided
to realize a fast and reliable bus transit system in practical applications.
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The scientific research project Connected Traffic will establish quality solutions in ur-
ban and multimodal transport of the city of Rijeka and promote sustainable, clean and
energy-efficient modes of transport. The aim of this paper is to present research and
development activities as well as the existing results of the Connected Traffic project
related to the improvement of traffic management in the city of Rijeka
. In order to ensure the sustainability of urban transport in the city of Rijeka, the appli-
cation of energy efficiency measures and the reduction of primary energy consumption
and emissions of carbon dioxide and other harmful gasses is required. The methodology
applied in research activities consists of modelling the transport netwok of the city of
Rijeka, measuring and analyzing traffic, meteorological and environmental parameters
in order to achieve the base traffic scenario and performing the traffic simulations of
different corridors and sections.
The research development will improve the work of the traffic management center in
the city of Rijeka through the Center for Monitoring and Management of Integrated
Traffic. Thus, a platform for data aggregation in the decision-making function in urban
transport and urban mobility will be implemented ensuring the automatic and real-time
distribution of data to all traffic participants. For urban traffic flows simulation at cor-
ridors and sections in the city of Rijeka the software Aimsun 8.1. for traffic planning,
simulation and prediction is used.
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Airline planning is a field rich in combinatorial optimization problems. Flights and
airports make up the network where aircraft and passengers fly. In order to schedule
aircraft, assignments of fleet types to flights and of aircraft to routes must be deter-
mined. The former is known as the fleet assignment problem while the later is known as
the aircraft routing problem in the literature. Aircraft routing is usually addressed as a
feasibility problem whose solution is needed for constructing crew schedules. Note that
all these problems are usually solved from 4 to 6 months before the day of operations.
Therefore, there is limited information regarding each aircraft’s operational condition.
The tail routing problem, which has received limited attention in air transportation
literature, is solved when additional information regarding operational conditions is re-
vealed aiming at determining each aircraft’s route for the day of operations accounting
for the originally planned aircraft routes and crew schedules. Therefore, it is a problem
to be solved close to the day of operations. We propose a mathematical programming
approach based on sequencing that captures all operational constraints and maintenance
requisites while operational costs are minimized and schedule changes with respect to
original plans are minimized. Computational experiments are based on realistic cases
drawn from a Spanish airline, which features a network with more than 1000 flights and
more than 100 aircraft.
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New Algorithms and Complexity Results for
Min-max-min Robust Combinatorial Optimization

Jannis Kurtz
University of Siegen; jannis.kurtz@uni-siegen.de

In this talk we investigate the min-max-min robust optimization problem applied to
combinatorial problems with uncertain cost functions which are contained in a convex
uncertainty set. The idea of the approach is to calculate a set of k feasible solutions
which are worst-case optimal if in each possible scenario the best of the k solutions
would be implemented. It is known that the min-max-min robust problem can be
solved efficiently if k is at least the dimension of the problem, while it is theoretically and
computationally hard if k is small. While both cases are well studied in the literature
nothing is known about the intermediate case, namely if k is smaller but close to
the dimension of the problem. We approach this open question and show that for a
selection of combinatorial problems the min-max-min problem can be solved exactly and
approximately in polynomial time if some problem specific values are fixed. Furthermore
we approach a second open question and present the first implementable algorithm with
pseudopolynomial runtime for the case that k is at least the dimension of the problem.
The algorithm is based on a projected subgradient method where the projection problem
is solved by the classical Frank-Wolfe algorithm. Additionally we derive the first branch
& bound method to solve the min-max-min problem for arbitrary values of k and test
both algorithms on knapsack and shortest path instances. The experiments show that
despite its theoretical impact the projected subgradient method cannot compete with
already existing methods. On the other hand the performance of the branch & bound
method scales very well with the number of solutions.
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We propose a general solution approach for min-max-robust counterparts of combinato-
rial optimization problems with uncertain objective function. We focus on the discrete
scenario case, but our approach can be extended to other types of uncertainty sets such
as polytopes or ellipsoids. Concerning the underlying certain problem, the algorithm is
entirely oracle-based, i.e., the approach only requires a (primal) algorithm for solving
the certain problem, but no other information is needed about the latter. The idea
of our approach is to solve the straightforward convex relaxation of the problem by a
simplicial decomposition approach, the main challenge being the non differentiability of
the objective function in the case of discrete or polytopal uncertainty. We then embed
our approach into a branch-and-bound framework. Numerical results on instances from
the minimum spanning tree and the traveling salesman problem are presented.
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We have developed an heuristic algorithm to solve the Bike Rebalancing Problem
(BRP). The BRP is a classical problem of a shared bike service. At the end of the
day, each station of the bike sharing system may contain a number of bikes which can
be a smaller, equal or greater than the optimal value. The optimal value is the num-
ber of bikes needed in the station at the beginning of the day after. The rebalancing
problem consists in pickup bikes from stations with a greater number of bikes and to
delivery them to the nodes with a smaller number of bikes. It is performed by a fleet
of one or more vehicles, each one has a maximum capacity and starts its trip from the
depot with an empty, a partially or a fully load. Each station may be visited only once,
while the vehicle may return to the depot several times. The objective is to determine
the best path for the vehicle by minimizing the cost of the rebalancing route. It is quite
clear that if we relax the routing constraints the underlying problem is the classical
transportation problem.
In this talk, we present a new algorithm for solving the static rebalancing problem. The
proposed approach uses the optimal solution obtained by solving the associated trans-
portation problem. The solution of the transportation problem provides the clusters of
pickup and delivery nodes. Moreover, the solution of the transportation problem pro-
vides us the set of arcs to be used for transferring bikes from pickup nodes to delivery
nodes and the reduced cost of the whole set of arcs: those used and those not chosen to
be part of the optimal solution. Therefore, the reduced costs are used in the Granular
Tabu Search to scale down the size of the solution space obtained applying the local
search procedures, such as 2-opt, move and swap. We evaluated our method using real
data instances and it proved to be faster than exact methods (e.g. Branch and Cut)
and competitive compared to other heuristics.
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The Block Relocation Problem consists of finding a way to retrieve, according to a fixed
order, a set of containers piled into stacks in a yard bay such that the total number
of moves is minimized. The hypothesis according to which the retrieval order of each
container is known a priori is rather unrealistic in port logistics. Therefore, here we
study a robust variant of the problem that is more plausible in realistic scenarios. In
particular, we consider the situation in which containers are partitioned into batches.
The retrieval order between batches is known while the containers belonging to the
same batch can be retrieved in any possible sequence. For this variant of the problem,
we propose a new exact approach based on an integer programming formulation. Com-
putational experiments, conducted on instances taken from the literature, show that
the new method outperforms the state-of-art exact procedures.
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Hyper-parameter optimization and class imbalance are two challenging problems for
machine learning in many real-world applications. A hyper-parameter is a parameter
whose value is used to control the learning process and it has to be tuned in order to
reach good performance. The class imbalance occurs when one class contains signifi-
cantly fewer instances than the other class. Common approaches for dealing with class
imbalance problems involve modifying the data distribution or modifying the classifier.
This paper presents an optimization framework that considers two evaluation measures,
i.e., accuracy and G-mean, by optimizing a cost-sensitive Support Vector Machine and
its hyper-parameter by a genetic algorithm. Experimental results on two benchmark
datasets show that the proposed method is effective and efficient in comparison with
the commonly used grid search method.
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Decision trees are widely-used classification models because of their interpretability and
good accuracy. However, if allowed to grow large, they sometimes tend to overfit the
data and loose interpretability. Since designing optimal decision trees is NP-hard, clas-
sical methods such as CART are based on greedy approaches. During the last decade,
growing attention has been devoted to build optimal classification trees by leveraging
the remarkable advances in the solution of mixed-integer linear and nonlinear opti-
mization problems (see e.g. [1,4] and the references therein). We investigate the recent
nonlinear continuous optimization formulation proposed in [2,3] for building sparse opti-
mal randomized classification trees. Sparsity is important not only for feature selection
but also to improve interpretability. We first describe alternative methods to sparsify
randomized classification trees based on concave approximations of the l0 norm rather
than on l1 and l∞ regularization. The results obtained on 24 datasets from the UCI
Machine Learning and KEEL repositories indicate that one alternative sparsification
method compares favorably with the original approach. Then we derive bounds on the
VC dimension of randomized and deterministic multivariate classification trees. Finally,
since building sparse randomized classification trees for large scale datasets is computa-
tionally challenging, we propose two simple variants of a general decomposition scheme.
Experiments on some larger datasets suggest that the proposed decomposition methods
are able to significantly reduce the training times without compromising the accuracy.

[1 ] D. Bertsimas and J. Dunn. Machine learning under a modern optimization lens.
Dynamic Ideas LLC,2019.

[2 ] R. Blanquero, E. Carrizosa, E., C. Molero-Rio, D. Romero Morales, 2018. Op-
timal randomized classification trees. Computers & Operations Research 132
(2021) 105281.

[3 ] R. Blanquero, E. Carrizosa, C. Molero-Rio, D. Romero Morales. Sparsity in op-
timal randomized classification trees. European Journal of Operational Research
284 (2020) 255-272.

[4 ] E. Carrizosa, C. Molero-Rio, and D. Romero Morales. Mathematical optimiza-
tion in classification and regression trees. TOP 29 (2021) 5-33.
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The minimum sum-of-squares clustering problem (MSSC) aims to partition n observa-
tions into k clusters so that the sum of squared distances from each data point to the
cluster centroid is minimized. Due to the NP-hardness of the MSSC, the computational
time of globally optimal algorithms quickly increases with the problem’s size. Besides
the importance of finding optimal clustering solutions, certified optimal solutions are
also extremely valuable as a benchmark tool. In this light, we propose SOS-SDP, an
exact solver for the MSSC problem based on the branch-and-bound technique [1]. SOS-
SDP is the first semidefinite programming-based branch-and-bound algorithm for MSSC
using the Peng-Wei SDP relaxation [2] and a cutting-plane procedure for strengthening
the lower bound. Furthermore, we exploit the SDP solution for a smart initialization
of a constrained version of k-means, which is known to be sensitive to the choice of
the initial centroids. Numerical experiments demonstrate that this initialization pro-
cedure yields high-quality upper bounds. In the branching procedure, we incorporate
instance-level must-link and cannot-link constraints to express knowledge about which
instances should or should not be in the same cluster. Our way of branching allows us
to preserve the structure of the problem and to decrease its size while going down the
branch-and-bound tree. The obtained results show that SOS-SDP allows to successfully
solve for the first time generic instances with up to 4000 data points and with more
than 20000 features.

[1 ] Piccialli, V., Sudoso, A. M., & Wiegele, A. (2021). SOS-SDP: an Exact Solver
for Minimum Sum-of-Squares Clustering. arXiv preprint arXiv:2104.11542.

[2 ] Peng, J., & Wei, Y. (2007). Approximating k-means-type clustering via semidef-
inite programming. SIAM journal on optimization, 18(1), 186-205.
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Multiple Instance Learning (MIL) is a variant of traditional supervised learning where
the main difference is in the nature of the learning examples. In fact, each example is
not represented by a single vector of features but by a set (called bag) of feature vectors
(called instances). The classification labels of the training bags are known whereas the
labels of the instances inside them are unknown. The task of MIL is to learn a model
that predicts the labels of the new incoming bags together the labels of the instances
inside them. In this work we tackle the MIL problem for the binary case by constructing
a polyhedral classifier on the basis of positive and negative training examples. In
particular, the idea is to generate a polyhedral separation surface characterized by a
finite number of hyperplanes such that, for each positive bag, at least one of its instances
is inside the polyhedron and all the instances of each negative bag are outside. We come
out with nonlinear nonconvex nonsmooth optimization problems of DC (Difference
of Convex) type that we solve by adapting the DCA algorithm. The results of our
implementation on a number of benchmark classification datasets are presented.
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In collaboration with EUROCONTROL (the European Organisation for the Safety of
Air Navigation), the considered Aircraft Landing Planning (ALP) problem aims at
minimizing delays (with respect to the published airline schedules) while satisfying the
separation constraint (which imposes minimum threshold times between planes, ranging
from 90 to 240 seconds). In this study, the landing sequence of the planes has to be
determined first, and subsequently their associated landing times and Holding-Stack
Patterns (HSPs) needed to meet such landing times. HSPs consist of making a plane
wait for its planned landing time by making circular patterns close to the airport. The
uncertainty due to winds is taken into account in the simulation procedure (it has an
impact on the arrival times). The proposed solution method is a descent local search
with restarts. It is quick enough with respect to implementation in real situations as it
can be applied within seconds. Furthermore, the obtained results show that the delays
can be reduced by approximately 50% on average when compared to a common practice
rule.
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In this work, we are interested in the real-world application of using electric autonomous
vehicles for transporting customers. More specifically, we study an upon-request cus-
tomer transport service, which will be the modus operandi of the considered line in
off-peak hours (peak hours being served by a classical fixed timetable). The line is
fixed in sense of customers could be picked and dropped off only on the considered
infrastructure, however it could be anywhere on the line. Customers also have either
a preferred departure or arrival time. Our problem consists in maximising the level of
service for the customers (minimum travel times, minimum gaps with preferred dates)
while minimising the fleet utilisation (and therefore operating costs). We have to man-
age the assignment of customers to shuttles, as well as the shuttle’s operation. Since
the shuttles travel on dedicated infrastructure, we model the problem at the micro-
scopic level, handling the occupation of the infrastructure by each individual shuttle,
even handling the take over between shuttles. We also take care of possible charging of
the shuttles at depots. This microscopic modelization hence brings some new features
specific for this type of problem which do not usually appear in guided transport traffic
management (e.g. railways) or road transportation problems. We model the whole
problem as a MILP, and will focus in the presentation on the modeling of these specific
features. We will present and discuss numerical experiments on the MILP, assessing its
limitation in terms of solving real-life instances provided by the French company SNCF.
We will then present a heuristic algorithm scheme aiming to overcome this limitation
and provide good quality solutions for the real-life instances.
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In this work, we will focus on the Multilevel Critical Node problem (MCN), which is a
trilevel network interdiction problem. Let G = (V,A) be a graph with a set V of vertices
and a set A of arcs. In MCN there are two players, a defender and an attacker. First,
the defender selects a subset of vertices D ⊆ V to vaccinate subject to a budget limit
Ω; second, the attacker selects a subset of vertices I ⊆ V \D to (directly) infect subject
to a budget limit Φ; third, the defender selects a subset of vertices P ⊆ V \ I to protect
subject to a budget limit ∧. A directly or indirectly infected vertex v propagates the
infection to a vertex u, if (v, u) ∈ A and u is neither a vaccinated nor a protected vertex.
The goal of the defender is to maximize the total benefit of saved vertices (i.e., not
infected), while the attacker aims to minimize it. We will provide reductions from the
Knapsack Interdiction Problem (KIP) to prove that the decision version of both bilevel
subgames of MCN with arbitrary weights are

∑
2p-complete (where

∑
2p = NP ∧NP

), i.e. are complete for the second level of the Polynomial Hierarchy. These results
will then be generalized to demonstrate the

∑
3p-completeness of the decision version

of the full trilevel MCN with arbitrary weights using an extension of the KIP to three
decision levels, whose

∑
3p-completeness is derived from the 3-Alternating Quantified

Satisfiability Problem.
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In the latest years, energy-efficient scheduling has become an increasingly compelling
and relevant matter due to both the rising global pollution levels and the growing in-
terest of the industry towards sustainable manufacturing [1]. Specifically, many efforts
have been devoted towards scheduling with the Time-of-Use (TOU) energy consumption
model [2]. A scheduling horizon subject to a TOU policy is partitioned into different
time slots, each one characterized by a different cost. The typical goal is to assign jobs
to available machines in order to minimize the total energy consumption together with
other possible objectives, such as the makespan or the total weighted tardiness. In this
work, we consider the problem of scheduling a set of independent jobs on a set of iden-
tical, parallel machines with the objective of simultaneously minimizing the makespan
and the total energy consumption. In more detail, we build upon [3] and provide an
enhanced heuristic as well as a novel mixed-integer programming formulation. Finally,
we show the effectiveness of the proposed solution approaches by reporting results from
experimental tests performed on large size instances.

[1 ] K. Gao, Y. Huang, Ali Sadollah, and L. Wang. A review of energy-efficient
scheduling in intelligent production systems. Complex Intell. Syst., 6:237-249,
2020.

[2 ] K. Train and G. Mehrez. Optional time-of-use prices for electricity: Econometric
analysis of surplus and pareto impacts. RAND J. Econ., 25:263-283, 1994.

[3 ] D. Anghinolfi, M. Paolucci, and R. Ronco. A bi-objective heuristic approach for
green identical parallel machine scheduling. Eur. J. Oper. Res., 289(2):416-434,
2021.
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In this talk, we introduce a problem in which the state of a system needs to be deter-
mined through costly tests of its components by a limited number of testing units and
before a given deadline. We also consider a closely related search problem in which
there are multiple searchers who want to find a target before a given deadline. These
natural generalizations of the classical sequential testing problem and search problem
are applicable in a wide range of time-critical operations such as machine maintenance,
diagnosing a patient, and new product development. Our results include: The proof
that both problems are NP-hard, a pseudo-polynomial dynamic program for the spe-
cial case of two time slots, a partial-order-based as well as an assignment-based mixed
integer program for the general case, an experimental comparison between the two
formulations on the testing and the search variant, a pairwise-interchange-based local
search procedure capacble of efficiently finding near-optimal solution.
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Integrated Backup Rolling Stock Allocation and
Timetable Rescheduling with Uncertain Time-Variant

Passenger Demand Under Disruptive Events
Lixing Yang

Beijing Jiaotong University;
Jiateng Yin

Beijing Jiaotong University; jtyin@bjtu.edu.cn
Andrea D’Ariano

Railway traffic management focuses on regulating train movements and delivering im-
proved service quality to passengers; however, such efforts are subject to many uncer-
tainties in terms of disruptions and passenger demand on a rail transit line. In contrast
to most existing studies, which focus on the rescheduling of passenger timetables in a
deterministic framework, this study proposes a two-stage stochastic optimization model
for allocating backup trains to storage lines to reschedule the timetable and serve pas-
sengers delayed by disruptions. The first stage is an assignment problem to determine
the optimal plan for the allocation of backup trains to storage lines to achieve a good
trade-off between the investment cost for the backup trains and the expected travel
time of delayed passengers across different stochastic scenarios. The second stage is
formulated as a network flow model to optimize the timetable of the delayed trains on
the tracks and the backup trains from the storage lines such that the passenger travel
time is minimized under each stochastic scenario. To improve the efficiency of conver-
gence, we develop an improved L-shaped method with several accelerating techniques.
Among these, we show that the classical integer L-shaped cut can be tightened given the
property of the second-stage problem, which can also be generalized to other two-stage
integer stochastic programs. Real-world case studies based on historical data from the
Beijing metro verify the effectiveness of the proposed approach in reducing the travel
time for passengers.
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Scheduling K-mers Counting in a Distributed
Environment
Lorenzo Di Rocco

Sapienza University of Rome, Department of Statistical Sciences; lorenzo.dirocco@uniroma1.it
Lavinia Amorosi

Sapienza University of Rome;
Umberto Ferraro Petrillo

Alignment-free algorithms are used in bioinformatics to efficiently evaluate the similarity
between pairs of genomic sequences. They work by extracting and aggregating features
from sequences under investigation and, then, by comparing them using alignment-free
functions. When working on very large collections of huge sequences, it is possible
to improve the performance of these algorithms by executing the extraction and the
aggregation steps, in parallel, over the computing nodes of a distributed system. In
this paper, we address the problem of finding the optimal schedule to use for assigning
to computing nodes the features to be aggregated, in order to minimize the maximum
aggregation time. We consider, to this end, one exact mathematical programming
approach and two approximated ones, based on the Longest Processing Time (LPT)
heuristic. These have been implemented using Python and the Gurobi solver, and
compared against an implementation of the algorithm used by the Spark distributed
computing framework for assigning tasks to computing nodes. Experiments have been
run on some large collections of genomic sequences well-known in literature. Results
show that the proposed approaches perform favourably with respect to the default
scheduling strategy adopted by Spark, at least in terms of quality of the solution. In
particular the exact approach, run up to the time limit, allows to reduce the makespan
up to 77.11%, when considering the largest instance tested. However, the required
computational time of the exact approach is not compatible with its online application.
The approximated approaches appear more promising in terms of computational time,
while providing good quality solutions that, at least in these first tests, are often equal
or very close to the ones obtained with the exact approach.
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Multi-layer 5G Network Slicing with UAVs: an
optimization model

Gabriella Colajanni
University of Catania, Department of Mathematics and Computer Science; colajanni@dmi.unict.it

Daniele Sciacca
University of Catania, Mathematics and Computer Science;

In this paper, we present a network-based optimization model describing a closed-loop
supply chain for the provision of 5G network slices on demand to users and devices on
the ground. The three-tier supply chain network consists of a fleet of pre-existing UAVs,
to which others can be added, managed by a fleet of UAV controllers, whose purpose is
to perform services requested by users and devices on the ground. The aim of this paper
is to provide a constrained optimization problem through which the providers’ profits
are maximized, determining the optimal distributions of request flows, the optimal
distributions of executed services and the optimal reliability level of pre-existing UAVs
of the fleet. We also derive the associatedVariational inequality formulation of the
problem and, finally, a numerical example is performed to validate the effectiveness of
the model.
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Infinite dimensional duality and applications to
equilibrium problems

Attilio Marcianó
Mediterranean University of Reggio Calabria, DIIES; attilio.marciano@unirc.it

Sofia Giuffré
Mediterranean University of Reggio Calabria, DIIES;

The paper deals with the strong duality between an infinite dimensional convex opti-
mization problem with nonlinear constraints and its Lagrange dual formulation (see [1]).
In particular, we consider the nonconstant gradient constrained problem and, by means
of this theory, we are able to show that the associated infinite dimensional variational
inequalitiy on a convex feasible set is equivalent to a system of equations, expressed in
terms of the Lagrange multipliers associated to the problem ([2-3]).

[1 ] P. Daniele, S. Giuffré, A. Maugeri: Remarks on general infinite dimensional
duality with cone and equality constraints, Comm. Appl. Analysis 13/4 (2009)
567-578.

[2 ] S. Giuffré: Lagrange multipliers and non-constant gradient constrained problem,
J. Diff. Equations 269/1 (2020) 542-562.

[3 ] S. Giuffré, A. Marcianó: Duality Minimax and Applications, Minimax Theory
and its Applications 06 (2021), No. 2, 353–364
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A variational inequality approach to a class of
network games with local complementarities and

global congestion
Fabio Raciti

University of Catania; fraciti@dmi.unict.it
Mauro Passacantando

University of Pisa, Department of Computer Science;

We investigate a class of network games with strategic complements and congestion
effects, by using the variational inequality approach. Our contribution is twofold. We
first express the boundary components of the Nash equilibrium by means of the Katz-
Bonacich centrality measure. Then, we propose a new ranking of the network nodes
based on the social welfare at equilibrium and compare this solution-based ranking with
some classical topological ranking methods.
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A two-stage Variational Inequality formulation for a
Game Theory Network Model for hospitalization in

critic scenarios
Daniele Sciacca

University of Catania, Mathematics and Computer Science; daniele.sciacca@unipa.it
Patrizia Daniele

University of Catania;

We propose the theoretical structure of a stocastic Generalized Nash Equilibirum model
describing the competition among hospitals with first aid departments for the hospital-
ization in a disaster scenario. Each hospital with a first aid department has to solve
a two-stage stochastic optimization problem, one before the declaration of the disaster
scenario and one after the disaster advent, to determine the equilibrium hospitaliza-
tion flows to dispatch to the other hospitals with first aid and/or to hospitals without
emergency rooms in the network. We define the Generalized Nash Equilibria of the
model and, particularly, we consider the Variational Equilibria which is obtained as the
solution to a variational inequality problem.
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Closed-Loop Supply Chain Network Equilibrium with
online second-hand trading

Giorgia Fargetta
Universitá di Catania, Matematica e Informatica;

Laura Scrimali
Universitá di Catania, Matematica e Informatica; laura.scrimali@unict.it

This paper studies a closed-loop supply chain network equilibrium problem with online
second-hand trading of high-uniqueness products. The closed-loop supply chain net-
work consists of manufacturers, retailers, demand markets, and one online second-hand
platform engaging in both horizontal and vertical competition. The optimal behav-
iors of all the decision-makers are modeled as variational inequality problems, and the
governing closed-loop supply chain network equilibrium conditions are given.
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Design and optimization of a regional buffalo milk
supply chain: a case study

Giovanni Righini
University of Milan, Department of Computer Science; giovanni.righini@unimi.it

Andrea Bettinelli
Optlt;

Fabrizio Venturelli
FDL Servizi;

A feasibility study was carried out to assess the economic viability of a regional supply
chain of buffalo milk mozzarella in Lombardy, Italy. The design and optimization of
the supply chain required the solution of several combinatorial optimization problems
at a strategic and tactical level: location, generalized assignment, transportation and
inventory/routing. Some of them could be easily solved with a spreadsheet add-in, while
others required mixed-integer programming solvers like glpsol and ILOG CPLEX.
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Optimizing a Dynamic Outpatient Facility System
with Multiple Servers

Beatrice Bolsi
University of Modena and Reggio Emilia, Sciences and Methods for Engineering;

beatrice.bolsi@unimore.it
Arthur Kramer

Federal University of Rio Grande do Norte, Department of Production Engineering;
Thiago Alves de Queiroz

Institute of Mathematics and Technology, Federal University of Catalão;
Manuel Iori

University of Modena and Reggio Emilia, Sciences and Methods for Engineering;

The management of queues is a complex problem, and it requires special attention in
dynamic environments where information changes over time. This work focuses on an
outpatient facility system where patients are attended by identical parallel servers of-
fering different services. Each patient requires service and expects to receive it within a
given target time; after which, a tardiness is created. The objective of the problem is to
minimize the total tardiness while defining which services each server will offer during
the working hours. The arrival of patients is dynamic, and the server’s configurations
of services can be updated from time to time. To solve the problem, we propose a
local search-based heuristic that locally assigns a configuration to each server based on
the improvement reached in terms of total tardiness. The heuristic is tested on real-
istic instances, considering different settings, showing its superiority over the solution
currently implemented on the facility system.
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A Dynamic Home Healthcare problem with
Consistency Constraints

Roberto Zanotti
University of Brescia, Department of Information Engineering; roberto.zanotti@unibs.it

Renata Mansini
University of Brescia, Department of Information Engineering;

Davide Duma
University of Brescia, Department of Information Engineering;

In recent years, the healthcare sector has begun to change the way certain services are
delivered to patients. One of the most challenging aspect is the organization of an
outpatient system where patients are able to recover in the comfort of their own home.
Differently from the traditional system where patients must stay at the medical facility
to receive care (inpatient system), an outpatient solution avoids unnecessary overnight
hospitalization. In this work, we consider the problem of a home healthcare agency
that employs medical professionals (nurses) to provide short-and long-term services to
patients. When planning nurses activity over a predefined time horizon, the agency has
to decide which patients to serve directly and which ones to assign to external providers
(with whom they have an agreement). The focus is on the patients and the goal is to
provide the highest possible level of service. To this aim, we introduce consistency
constraints, i.e., constraints that impose consistency on the nurse that visits a patient.
When a patient is accepted, a nurse is assigned to him/her for the entire duration of
the time horizon. This increases both trust in the agency and the perceived quality
by the patient. We consider a dynamic version of the problem, in which new patients
requests are collected along the time horizon and, at the end of each day, a decision
on which requests to accept is made. Consequently, nurses routes are computed. We
propose several scenario-based algorithms to solve it and evaluate their performance on
a new set of benchmark instances.
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A genetic algorithm to optimize dynamics of supply
chains
Luigi Raritá

University of Rome Tor Vergata; lrarita@unisa.it

This paper focuses on a model for supply chains, based on partial and ordinary dif-
ferential equations, that model, respectively, densities of parts on suppliers and queues
between consecutive arcs. An optimization approach is discussed via a cost functional
that, in consideration of a wished outflow, weights queues of materials by variations of
processing velocities for suppliers. The minimization of the cost functional is achieved
via a genetic algorithm that, as for the processing velocities, considers mechanisms of se-
lection, crossover and mutation. A simulation example is discussed for the optimization
procedure.
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Braess paradox via Shapley value
Yuval Hadas

Department of Management, Bar-Ilan University, Ramat Gan, Israel; Yuval.Hadas@biu.ac.il
Mauro Passacantando

Department of Computer Science, University of Pisa, Pisa, Italy; mauro.passacantando@unipi.it
Giorgio Gnecco

AXES Research Unit, IMT School for Advanced Studies, Lucca, Italy; giorgio.gnecco@imtlucca.it
Marcello Sanguineti

Department of Bioengineering, Robotics, Informatics, and Systems Engineering, University of
Genova, Genova, Italy; marcello.sanguineti@unige.it

The well known Braess paradox shows that adding one link to a network may sometimes
reduce the overall network performance. In this talk, we analyze the Braess paradox
from a transferable-utility cooperative game-theoretical point of view. We in- vestigate
a family of transportation network cooperative games, where the set of players is defined
as a given subset of links and the utility functions are defined in terms of a measure
of congestion on the subgraphs associated with the corresponding coalitions. For each
subgraph, the measure is computed by solving an instance of the user (Wardrop) equi-
librium problem. The Shapley value of each link is used to establish the importance of
that link in the considered network. Negative Shapley values of some links show the oc-
currence of the Braess paradox. Finally, taking into account the link failures probabil-
ities, we extend our cooperative game-theoretical framework to investigate the network
resilience.
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Strategic and tactical optimization of distribution
networks for perishable products

Mauro Gaggero
National Research Council of Italy, INM; mauro.gaggero@cnr.it

This work investigates strategic and tactical optimization of distribution networks for
perishable products. This kind of products is characterized by a given remaining life-
time that progressively reduces until a minimum value is reached (typically, the zero
level). In other words, perishable products are characterized by a certain utility that
remains more or less constant until the expiration date is reached. After expiration,
the utility goes to zero (Nahmias, 1982). Optimization of the delivery of such products
poses important problems such as reduction of wastes and efficient exploitation of avail-
able resources within the distribution network. First, a discrete-time dynamic model of
the network is constructed: the model is made up of a directed graph, where nodes and
arcs represent warehouses and transportation links, respectively. Second, strategic goals
consisting in the selection of optimal values of stock replenishment cycles, safety stocks,
and amounts of products to transfer are pursued via optimization techniques taking into
account uncertainties in the demands of customers. Third, strategic decisions are tuned
according to a rolling-horizon optimization approach implementing a tactical decision
viewpoint, where no uncertainties on the demands of customers exist. This framework,
originally proposed by Gaggero and Tonelli (2020), is extended by considering new opti-
mization models in the strategic step to better account for uncertainties in the requests
of customers. Simulation results in different demand scenarios confirm the effectiveness
of the proposed framework as compared to a traditional lot-for-lot approach.

[1 ] S. Nahmias. Perishable inventory theory: a review, Operations Research, 30(4):680-
708, 1982.

[2 ] M. Gaggero and F. Tonelli. A two-step optimization model for the distribution of
perishable products. Networks, pages 1-19, 2020, in press, DOI:10.1002/net.22008.
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A functional approach for traffic flows large data
reduction
Rodolfo Metulini

University of Salerno, Department of Economics and Statistics; rmetulini@unisa.it
Maurizio Carpita

University of Brescia, Department of Economics and Management;

The analysis of origin-destination traffic flows may be useful in many contexts of ap-
plication (e.g., urban planning, tourism economics) and have been commonly studied
through gravity models (Tinbergen, 1962). By means of a gravity approach, we aim
at characterize and modelling the dynamic of such flows over the time in the strongly
urbanized and flood-prone area of the Mandolossa (western outskirts of Brescia, north-
ern Italy). However, as long as up-to-date technologies allow scholars to obtain large
dataset (in terms of both individual and time index - length N and T, respectively) the
statistical estimation of the gravity model may incurs into computational issues. Our
data, provided by FasterNet in the context of MoSoRe project on the flow of mobile
phone SIM among different aree di censimento and recorded hourly basis for several
months, configure as a panel with large time series. Panel data econometrics (Baltagi,
2008) allow to account for individual and time heterogeneity in the dependent variable
(i.e., the traffic flow). Time heterogeneity is generally captured, using the fixed effects
two-way error component model, by time dummies, which coefficients’ estimation may
be infeasible when T is large compared to N. In this regard, we propose a strategy
to reduce the time dimension by preserving time heterogeneity as much as possible.
We do so by a data reduction technique based on clustering similar days - similarly to
what has been done in Metulini & Carpita (2020) - where traffic flow from (to) the four
cardinal points to (from) the Mandolossa, recorded hourly basis in a day, configures as
a functional curve (Wang et al., 2016).
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A network centrality measure based on the
equilibrium social welfare in network games

Mauro Passacantando
University of Pisa, Department of Computer Science; mauro.passacantando@unipi.it

Fabio Raciti
University of Catania;

A network game is a noncooperative game modeling the social and economic interactions
among players through a graph. Each node represents a player which can interact only
with its neighbors in the graph, while possible congestion effects are due to all the
network players. In this talk, we consider a class of network games with bounded
strategy sets and quadratic utility functions describing local complementarities and
possible global congestion. First, we provide a representation formula, based on the
Katz-Bonacich centrality measure, for the Nash equilibrium in the case where some of
its components lie on the boundary. Moreover, we propose a new network centrality
measure to analyze the importance of a player by measuring the percentage variation of
the social welfare computed at the Nash equilibrium when the player is removed from
the network. Notice that the proposed centrality measure can takes on negative values
if the social welfare of the network increases after removing a player (similar situation
to the well known Braess paradox). Finally, we compare the proposed measure with
well known topological centrality measures and some recent Nash equilibrium-based
centrality measures.
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"OR IN... FIVE MINUTES" - A pitch-talk session
Stefano Bortolomiol

École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne
Davide Crapis

Research Science, Lyft Inc.;
Veronica Dal Sasso

Optrail s.r.l.;
Martina Fischetti
Vattenfall BA Wind;
Serena Fugaro

Institute for Applied Mathematics of the Italian National Research Council;
Alice Raffaele

University of Verona;

This session aims at the promotion and divulgation of Operations Research. Each par-
ticipant will have a five-minute slot to present their work in a clear and understandable
way, even for people unfamiliar with the subject. The topic of each pitch talk can be
both practical and theoretical, with references to applications. Besides knowing and
discovering several fields of application of OR, this session offers the opportunity to
discuss the relevance of scientific communication, as well as the main issues to take
into account when trying to spread our research. At the end of the session, a brief
refreshment will be offered to those who would have contributed.

THE ESSENTIAL THINGS TO KNOW ABOUT
EUROPEAN FUNDS

Marco Ferraro
Agenzia per la Promozione della Ricerca Europea APRE;

Fabrizio Grandoni
IDSIA USI-SUPSI Istituto Dalle Molle di Studi sull’Intelligenza Artificiale;

This session introduces the main European funds, such as ERC Starting Grants and
Marie Sklodowska-Curie Actions, to young researchers. What should a good application
contain? When and how to apply? All the main relevant information will be presented
and discussed, in order to know what to take into account.
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Issues, Problems, Challenges and Solutions in
Transforming Integrated Road/Power Infrastructures

for Electric/Alternate-fueled Vehicles
Pitu Mirchandani

Arizona State University

There are many reasons to believe, not the least of which is climate change issues, that
vehicles of many individuals and organizations will be changed to vehicles that uti-
lize alternative fuels which are more sustainable. The electric vehicle (EV) is a major
candidate for this transformation, especially which "refuels" by charging its batteries
or swapping its spent batteries with charged ones. Unfortunately, although there is
much research gone into technologies of EVs and alternative-fueled vehicles, little effort
have gone into designing the "refueling" infrastructures. This presentation discusses
the design and operational issues that must be addressed, principally the issues re-
lated to the limited driving range of each EV’s battery and the possible detouring
for battery charging or swapping. In particular, the talk will address the optimiza-
tion and analysis of infrastructure design alternatives dealing with (1) the routing and
detouring of vehicles on trips from origins to destinations, (2) the optimum locations
of battery charging/swapping stations, and (3) the recharging capacity and operations
management of battery charging/swapping system. Some related interesting design and
optimization models are based on network optimization, stochastic dynamic programs,
reinforced learning, and other approaches, that the presenter and his two recent PhD
students, Adler and Song, have addressed. The talk will also discuss some important
relevant challenges that lie ahead.

Data Envelopment Analysis: From Linear
Optimisation to Multiobjective Linear Optimisation

Matthias Ehrgott
Lancaster University Management School

Data envelopment analysis is a nonparametric operations research technique for per-
formance measurement of decision-making units (DMUs). Given the input and output
data of all DMUs, a linear optimisation problem is solved for the DMU under inves-
tigation to determine whether its performance of tarnsforming inputs to outputs is
efficient among the peer group of DMUs. The subset of efficient DMUs defines an ef-
ficient frontier in the input-output space. In this talk, I will discuss the computation
of this efficient frontier. To this end, I will investigate data envelopment analysis from
a multiobjective point of view to compute both the efficient extreme points and the
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efficient facets of the technology set simultaneously. I will introduce a dual multiobjec-
tive linear optimisation formulation of data envelopment analysis in terms of input and
output prices and propose a procedure based on objective space algorithms for multi-
objective linear otimisation problems to compute the efficient frontier. I will show that
using this algorithm, the efficient extreme points and facets of the technology set can be
computed without solving any optimisation problems. I demonstrate via computational
experiments to demonstrate that the algorithm can compute the efficient frontier within
seconds to a few minutes of computation time for real-world data envelopment analysis
instances. For large-scale artificial data sets, the algorithm is faster than computing
the efficiency scores of all decision-making units via linear optimisation. Finally, I will
discuss the computational complexity of the proposed method, taking into account the
fact that there are polytopes that have a number of facets that is exponential in the
number of vertices

Latest Advances in Transparent Machine Learning: A
Mathematical Optimization Perspective

Dolores Romero Morales
Copenhagen Business School Denmark

There is a pressing need to make Data Science tools more transparent. Despite excellent
accuracy, state-of-the-art Data Science models effectively work as black boxes, which
hinders model validation and may hide unfair outcomes for risk groups. Transparency
is of particular importance for high stakes decisions, is required by regulators for models
aiding, for instance, credit scoring, and since 2018 the EU has extended this requirement
by imposing the so-called right-to-explanation in algorithmic decision-making. From the
Mathematical Optimization perspective, this means that we need to strike a balance
between two objectives, namely accuracy and transparency. In this presentation, we will
navigate through some novel techniques embedded in the construction of Data Science
models to enhance their transparency. This includes the ability to provide global,
local and counterfactual explanations, as well as model cost-sensitivity and fairness
requirements. We will show the versatility of our methodology when applied to more
complex data types such as functional data.
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Planning Many-to-One-to-Many Freight
Transportation Systems with Shared Resources

Teodor Gabriel Crainic PhD, FRSC
School of Management, Université du Québec á Montréal CIRRELT - Interuniversity Research

Centre on Enterprise Networks, Logistics and Transportation, Montreal, Canada

We address the planning of Many-to-One-to-Many (M1M) freight transportation sys-
tems, e.g., synchromodal, physical internet, and city logistics, in which an intelli-
gent decision support platform (IDSP) accepts/rejects time-dependent shipper requests
and carrier service offers, and decides shipment-to-service assignments and shipment
itineraries. The goal is to provide profitable decisions that satisfy both categories of
stakeholders, through consolidation in time and space of multi-shipper requests into
shared multi-carrier resources. We first discuss M1M systems, the associated planning
and management issues and challenges, and the role of Operations Research in address-
ing them. We then focus on the operations and decision-process dynamics, present the
modeling approach with and without look-ahead capabilities, and discuss comparative
performances. We then turn to the tactical-planning level and present the model and
experimental results. We conclude with future research directions and perspectives.
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